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PREFACE
This dissertation is a structural statement of a dialect 

of Pima-Papage, based on two summers1 field work with infor
mants living, as their ancestors lived, in.Arizona and in nor
thern Sonora, Mexico.

My principal informant was Mr. Luke Preston who was born
at Sekil Himitk (sikoli himidiki where it goes around), near
Sells, Arizona, around the year 1884. When he was five years 
of age, he and his family moved to Sacaton Flats where they 
lived among the Pimas; he stayed there until 1915 when he moved 
to San Xavier (near Tucson, Arizona) where he is now living.

The dialect represented fey this study is Totokowani (toto- 
g&wani) spoken in a triangular area having its northeastern 
apex at San Xavier, its northwestern apex at Santa Rosa and its 
southern apex on the international border at a point just east 
of San Miguel.
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CHAPTER I

PHONEMICS
1. A stretch of speech activity produced by a given 

speaker, and not interrupted by another speaker, is Here termed 
an UTTERANCE. An utterance is bounded' by silence on the part 
of the speaker. This is an operational definition which in
cludes all stretches elicited from a native speaker of a lan
guage by an investigator using any stimulus whatever. Stimuli 
may be pictures concerned with domain topics, questions of the 
type "how do you say ...”, conversations, requests for short 
texts concerning specific domains such as farming, cattle rais
ing, medicine, technology, etc. Spoken stimuli may be in the 
native speaker’s own language or in any other language.

A given utterance, in Papago, may be interrupted by 
long or short, but always clearly audible, pauses. Any stretch 
of speech activity which does not contain.a pause, but which 
extends between utterance initial silence and a pause, between 
pauses, or between a pause and utterance final silence, is here 
termed a CONTOUR. Any stretch which includes a whole contour, ' 
or a partial thereof, is termed a SEQUENCE.

.. The matrix of phoneme distribution is equivalent to 
the contour, hence, the occurrence of a given phoneme initially, 
medially, or finally, is in respect to the contour.

Within a contour, certain phonemically minimal segments
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2
are definable in terms of such features as (1) relative loud- . 
ness, (2) high versus low pitch or movement of pitch from 
high to low, or (3) complete absence of phonation (on the part 
of a given speaker). Phonemes which are defined by one or a 
composite of these features are here termed SUPRASSGMEIOTAL 
PHONEMES.

Within a contour, there always occur, in addition to 
one or more suprasegmental phonemes, several phonemically 
minimal segments which are definable in terms of various 
articulatory features such as 11} stoppage or constriction of 
egressive lung air at one or more of several points (positions} 
in the speech tract (features distinguishing sets of consonants),
(2) oral versus nasal passage of lung air (features distinguish
ing sets of consonants}, (3) openness versus' closeness of the 
oral cavity and frontness versus backness of the tongue (dis
tinguishing sets of vowels), (4) fortis versus.lanis articula
tion (distinguishing'sets of consonants), and (5) short versus 
long duration (i.e., relative length of unit segments dis
tinguishing sets of vowels). Phonemes which are defined in 
terms of composites of certain of these features are labeled 
SEGMENTAL PHGNMES.

A  contour always includes at least one suprasegmental 
phoneme and at least two segmental phonemes (every contour be
gins in a consonant and ends in a vowel).

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section
1.1. describes the various suprasegmental phonemes; section 1.2. 
describes the various segmental phonemes, and section 1.3. treats
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the distribution of the segmental phonemes in terms of their 
occurrence in position relative to contour boundaries and to 
each other.

1.1. Every contour is preceded and followed by absence of 
phonation (of short or long duration) on the part of a speaker 
producing a given utterance. Cessation in phonation which, in 
a given instance, defines a contour, is termed CONTOUR DEFINING 
PAUSE and is symbolized in the phonemic notation as /#/. An 
occurrence of /|*/ is always preceded by low or falling pitch.

Within a given contour (i.e., between successive in
stances of / f / ) j  one or several vowels may be high in pitch 
(or show a fall in pitch from high to low). Of the high- 
pitched vowels occurring in a contour, at least one is stressed, 
i.e., louder than surrounding vowels. A stressed vowel is al
ways high in* pitch (at some point in its duration), and it may 
be the only high-pitched vowel in the contour or one of several. 
The vocalic locus of stress in a given contour is unpredictable 
and is therefore supplied with a phonemic notation / 7  / herein
after labeled STRESS. The unit of stress placement is equiv
alent to a single vowel.

The pitch of vowels in a sequence extending between 
/ $■/ or / V / and a following / V / may be as high as the 
stressed vowel, or it may be quite low for some duration and 
rise suddenly (without pause) at a point which may or may not 
be coincident with the following / V /. A low pitched sequence 
preceding a rise in pitch (and not separated therefrom by pause) 
is supplied with the phonemic notation / I /, termed CONTOUR-
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INCLUDED JUNCTURE (written immediately before the rise in 
pitch following one or more low pitched vowels).

Three suprasegmental phonemes have been set up in
the immediately preceding paragraphs: contour defining pause
/jt/> contour-included juncture / i /, and stress / V /.
Having set up these phonemes, it is possible to define and
describe all stress-pitch patterns associated with a given
contour in Papago. The immediately following paragraphs
(1, 2, 3) characterize and exemplify the suprasegmental
phonemes established above. Spaces written in examples have
no phonemic value, being written between morphologically free
elements. Subphonemic.representation is given in consonant-
vowel interphonemic specification. The onsets of low-pitched
sequences, high-pitched sequences, or sequences showing pitch
movement from high to low are specified in superscript as 
L(ow).^, H(igh)^^ and H(igh)-L(ow) ̂ ̂  respectively.

(1) A sequence, containing no stressed vowels, which 
extends between /=}{=•/ and a following / j / or between succes
sive occurrences of / jf / is low in pitch and exhibits a short 
drop in pitch from beginning to end.

/ + ?ajii ki i kok?a4/ H^CVCV CY iH- ^ Y LCY*ft] I am
apparently dozing. ___ ____

/‘f'kut o’f / [I^VC Y*#] And then (you) should
(verb).

/ f ?al ?ati j csmida-#/ [=frI*CYC CVCVi H-LCY CYCV-fl 
It has become small.

/# napiti pi* ?a m H u  wo# hi*#/ [fLCYCYCY CY* CYC I
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5
^CY CV* E“LCV*t] Aren't you going; to go over there?

(2) A sequence, containing no stressed vowel, which ex
tends between / Y / and a following / 1 / or / 4  / is low in 
pitch and is preceded by a long drop in pitch perceptible on 
.the stressed vowel. A stressed vowel immediately followed by 
/ 1 / or / 4 / (only long vowels so occur) exhibits a long 
drop in pitch extending through its entire duration*

/ # ciki ?andi gi | ;ihaiwa;i£ga* # / [f E"LCYLCY CVCCV CY J, 
C^-kcWLCVCVCV• jf] I vaccinated my cow.

/ I sopiwidi gi I wfhogi # / [fklY'i^^'V'^YCVCY CV i 
H-LcyLCvcv4J Pound the mesquite beans for me!

/fcikipanapi#/ [fH“LCYLCYCYCYCV4ft You (sg.) work .'
(3) A sequence, containing no / V / or / | /, which ex

tends between / 1 / or / 4 / a&d a following / Y / or between 
successive occurrences of / V / exhibits high level pitch as 
high as that of the following / V /.

/4 napiti 4 koi ?ai hu ?u*pam£ wua* 4 / [^CVCVCV 4 
hCYV CYC CV CV* CVCY fJ Did you nut it back yet?

/ fkakadododi* ?and 1 ha9i ?uif/ [ t ^ Y C V ^ ^ Y ^ Y C V  • 
.CVCoi^VCV #] I got some marbles.

./ 4<?i*da‘?a 4papalo*di* ?o* 4 pi* cfkipani 4 / [4H“LC‘V'*- 
LCYCV|HCVCYH“LCY*LCV* CY* I Hev• H-LcyLcvcYCYfl This windmill 
is not working.

/ ^waiko* w£stima*m£ gamai hŝ mako • #  / [^^CYYCY* 
CYCCYCYJCY OYCYY E"LCVLCVCYi4] Thirty-one.

1.2. The inventory of Papago segmental phonemes and the 
distribution of their allophones are presented in this section.
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6
Tlie inventory is presented according to a system of inter- 
phonemic specification which groups phonemes into sets based 
on position (indicated in the specification by numerals) and 
manner (indicated by abbreviations) of articulation.

Phonemes which are defined in terms of several of the 
articulatory features of stoppage or constriction of lung air, 
oral versus nasal passage of lung air, or fortis versus lenis 
articulation are labeled CONSONANTS (symbolized C).

Stop consonants (Cst) appear with oral passage of lung 
air and stoppage at bilabial (symbolized by the numberal 1), 
dental (2), alveolar (2+), alveopalatal (3), velar (5), or 
glottal (6) positions of articulation. Stops in positions 1,
2, 3» and $ occur in homorganic pairs, contrasting as fortis
(0P) and lenis (C*5'). stops in positions 2+ and 6 are respec-

cl "i?tively C* (alveolar stop with some retroflection) and C
(glottal stop); they are not paired by other stops. The in-

i
ventory of stops is as follows: four (at 1, 2, 3, 5) = / P, 
t, c, k /; four C13 (at 1, 2, 3, 5) = / b, d, 3, g /; one

(at 2+) - / d /; one C? (at 6) s / ^ / = ten stops in all.
*PFricatives (C ,) appear with oral passage of lung air 

and constriction at alveolar (2+), prepalatal (with retroflec
tion) (3+), and glottal (6) positions of articulation.- The 
inventory of fricatives is as follows: three C^ (at 2+, 3+, 6)s 
/ s, s, h / = three fricatives in all.

Nasals (Cn) appear with nasal passage of lung air 
and oral stoppage at bilabial (1), dental (2), and alveopalatal
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7
(3). positions of articulation. The inventory of nasals is as 
follows: three Cn (at 1, 2, 3) = / m, n, p. / B three nasals in 
all.

One lateral (cA) occurs with oral passage of lung air 
and stoppage (with flap release) at alveolar position (2+) and 
passage of air at lateral position (4): one (at 2+-4) =
/ 1 / " one lateral in all.

Semivowels (CST) appear with oral passage of lung air 
and loose constriction at bilabial (1) and alveopalatal (3) 
positions of articulation: two Csv (at 1, 3) = / w, y / = two 
semivowels in all.

The total inventory of papago consonant phonemes is 
presented in linear form as follows:/p, t, c, k, b, d, d, 3, 
g, ?, s, s, h, m, n, p , 1, w, y/= 19 for all C. In the inter- 
phonemic specification used in following subsections and in 
Chapter II. (Morphophonemics), consonants which are voiceless 
in all occurrences (p, t, c, k, s, s, g) are specified as 
cv(oice)l(ess). remaining consonants, including those 
which are voiced in some or all of their occurrences (b, d, d, 
J, g, m, n, ja, 1, w, y) and the glottal stop (?), are speci
fied as Cy (°iced). This specification is useful in the nota
tion of environments both for the distribution of allophones 
and for that of morpheme alternants (see 2.).

Phonemes which are defined by the features of openness 
versus closeness of the oral cavity, frontness versus backness 
of the tongue, and relative long versus short duration are 
labeled YCWJELS (V). All vowels may combine with stress / Y /.
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8
Vowels occur in pairs contrasting as long and short. 

Two vowels (one long and one short) are high front: / i, i* /. 
Two vowels are high central / i, i* /; two are high back 
/ u, u* /; two are low central / a, a* /, and two are low 
back / o, o* /. All back vowels are rounded, and all front 
and central vowels are unrounded. The inventory of vowel 
phonemes is presented in linear form as follows: /i, i*, i,
4*, u, u*, o, o*, a, a*/= 10 for all V.

Vowel clusters (W) move from high-front (short) to 
high-back (short), low-back (short), or to low-central (long 
or short) = /iu, io, ia, ia*/; from high-central (short), 
high-back (short), low-back (short), or low-central (short) 
to high-front (short) = / ii, ui, oi, ai /; from high-back 
(short) to low-central (long or short) = ua, ua* /; from high- 
central (short) or low-central (short) to high-back (short)
/ iu, au /. The inventory of vowel clusters is presented in 
linear form as follows: / iu, io, ia, ia*, iu, ii, ui, ua, ua*, 
oi, ai, au / = 12 for all W .

The description and distribution of Papago segmental 
phonemes are presented in two subsections, 1.2.1. (consonants) 
and 1.2.2. (vowels), below. Environments in which allophones 
of the phonemes occur are specified and represented by means 
formulae involving the interphonemic specification adopted 
above. A phoneme or set of allophonically similar phonemes 
under discussion in a given instance is represented by a dash
(...__...). Phonemic material which need not be specified for
the particular environment being specified in a given instance
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9
is omitted in the formulae; its omission is represented by 
three dots (...). The juncture /$/ is written in certain 
formulae where it has its phonemic value as attested in 1.1. 
Phonemic notation is inclosed in diagonals /.../, and phonetic 
notation is inclosed in brackets C...J. Preceding and follow
ing /#/ are assumed but not written in actual examples.

1.2.1. The present subsection is concerned with environr 
ments in which allophones of the various consonant phonemes 
occur. Five sets of phonemes, grouped on the basis of allo- 
phonic similarity and without regard to manner subclass are 
treated in separate parts below.

1.2.1.1. The consonants treated in the following para
graphs include the fortis stops (Cp in the specification) and 
fricatives (Cf). Members of and are voiceless (Cv )̂ in 
all environments, and they share, in all medial environments, 
the feature of voiceless approach (see below).

The stops / p, t, c, k / (Cp) are produced at bilabial 
(1), dental (2), alveopalatal (3), and velar (5) positions of
articulation respectively. They occur initially (/^__... /)
and medially (/ ...__.../) and appear as fortis voiceless
[p, t, c, k] in both environments.

.AThe fricatives / s, s, h / (C ) are produced at alveolar
(2+), prepalatal (with retroflection) (3+), and glottal (6)
positions of articulation respectively. They occur initially
(/̂ .̂ ..••o /) and medially (/...__... /) as voiceless [s, s, hj
in both environments.

In medial environments, the stops Cp and fricatives
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f0 are characterized by a feature termed here voiceless 
approach. That is, in medial environments, they are always 
preceded by fully or partially voiceless phones. Phonemes 
which may precede Cp or Cf appear as fully or partially voice
less in that environment.

Examples of and C** are given in two groups of para
graphs below; the first group gives examples of and in 
initial position, while the second group examplifies medial 
position.

/+ ••• /'
/ pi?a / [pi?A] no, / pa*li / [pa*LlJ priest, /po’toli/ 

[poOtoLl] bronc;
/ tua / [tuAj acorn. / tai / [talj fire. matoh(s).

/ to’ni / [to’MiJ knee; 
/ cukudi / [cu\uctl] owl, / cihapi / Lciha^s] to 

hire, buy, / ci'ci / LciiciJ to name, non-present;
/ kai / [.kalj seed(s), /kui / £kulj mesquite tree,

/ ki* / [kill house;
/ su’na* / [su*naAj fig(s), / si’li / [si’LlQ saddle,

/ sa»nto* / [sa*Ntoo] Catholic;
/su*gi / [gu*GS] mocking bird. / §aliwi / f galiWIJ pants,

/ si’̂ i* / wolf.
/ huyii / [hu\ElJ corn, / ha*sa;i£ / [haAsaj®] saguaro, 

/ hi’ki / [hilklj to mow, cut hair.
/ ® • • • /•
/ ta*pani / [taApaMj to split, / wipsi / {[wlkpgij 

wasp. hornet. / kampahi / [kaLIpâ Nl] bell;
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/ 7ati / [ ^ t l ]  anus, / bf*ti / ^BiltsJ excrement, 
to excrete, / kunti / £kuNtlJ to take a husband;

/ siwi*ci / £s4wiic?J heavy, / komikicudi / 
[koMJkIcuctlJ turtle, / wa/tciki / [wa^TcIki] to pull and 
break;

/ ?aki / [^a^kl] wash, arrollo. / ^u*ki / [VuUkl]
rain, / mumiku* / [muMIkuU] sick.

/ ^u'si / L^uUsl] stick, / ha*sa* / [haAsaAj axe,
/ majisa• na• / £maj\fsa*naAj apple;

/ ^u*si / ^uUfj] scorpion’s stinger, arrowhead. 
/ wisagi / [wiilsaGl3 hawk, / mfmsi / ^miMsl] Protestants.

/ ha*hagi / ^haAhaGl] leaf, leaves, / mu’kihimi /
£ muUklhiMI] to die, single actor, progressive, / milhogi / 
[miLhoG-lJ ocotillo.

1.2.1.2. Consonants treated immediately below are the 
stops specified as C^. Each member of C*5 has two allophones 
occurring in non-overlapping distribution.

The stops / b, d, 3, g / (Ĉ ) are produced at bilabial 
(1), dental (2), alveopalatal (3), and velar (5) positions of 
articulation. They occur initially /) and medially
(/ eoo__o•• /) and are lenis in both environments. In medial

y.environments, members of C are always preceded by fully voiced 
phones, and are therefore said to have voiced approaoh (in con
trast to the voiceless approach characterizing medial and 
Cf).

Members of C^ appear as fully voiced tb, d, 3, si in 
some environments and as voiceless |[b, D, I, g] in certain
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others* Environments in which each of these sets of allo- 
phones (the voiced set and the unvoiced set) occur are speci
fied in six statements, (a) through (f), below.

Environments in which appear as voiced \Lb, d, J,
g] are: (a) between an unstressed vowel (Y) and a following

\ vr/ V ... / (sequence of phonemes beginning in an unstressed
vowel and in which that vowel appears as voiced, see 1.2.2.
for environments in which voiced and voiceless allophones of
the various vowel phonemes occur) (specified in environmental

\ \formula as / . ..Y Y ... /); (b) between a nasal (Cn) and a 
following / Yv... / (/ Ca ) and a following / YV... / (/ Cn— Yv 
••• /)«

Environments in which C appear as voiceless \_B, D,
J, G ] are: (c) initially (/ _̂... /); (d) contiguous to a
stressed vowel (/ ...Y ..0 /, / Y,., /); (e) before a con-v __*i
sonant (/ __C... /); (f) before / Y ... / (a sequence of-
phonemes beginning in an unstressed vowel and in which that 
vowel appears as fully voiceless, see 1.2.2.) (/ Yv^... /).

Examples of Cb are presented in two groups of para
graphs below; the first exemplifies the voiced allophones and 
the second exemplifies the voiceless allophones.

D>, 4, 3> g] !
/ ?o?obab4 / [?o?obaBl] Maricopa. / lo’mbo* / 

[lo*mbo0j Jew*s harp, top:
/ sasida* / Usa^sidaAj to herd, continuative;

/ na*nda» / [nerndaAj to kindle, continuative:
/ ^a^a^i^i / [?a?a^iJlJ thin, plural. / la’̂iju* /
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[ l a ^ u U  ranch. / majL^i’Jci/ [map^ilkl] baking grease:

/ ?a<?aga* / [^a^agaA-]. to tell, continuative.
[B, D, J, o ] :
/ babadi / [.BaBaDlJ frog. / babso* / [BaBsoOj breasts. 

/ 7o*bi / f^o’BI^ Apache, enemy;
/ dadi* / £DaD£S] to .jump, fly, sg. actor, con

tinuative. / dadsa* / [D^DsaA]] to place, put, continuative.
/ wo’di / [wo’DlJ to lay.

/ rjû uli / [.JuJuLlJ • crooked. / ^uSi^sadiki /
[ Ju?uJsactIk3fj loose, distributive. / ^o*^ / his back.

/ gagi* / [GaGiiJ to roast, continuative. / dagspi / 
[DaGspi] to press. / <?o*gi / £?6°Gl] father.

1.2.1.3. A single stop, / d /, is treated in this sub
section. / d / has three allophones occurring in non-over- 
lapping distribution.

(31The stop / d / (C») is produced at alveolar (with some 
retroflection) (2+ ) position of articulation. It occurs
medially (/ ...__... /) only; it appears as fully voiced U&3
in some environments, as voiceless with light preaspiration 
t*t] in some, and as lenis voiceless in certain other en
vironments.

Environments in which the three allophones of / d / 
occur are specified in three paragraphs and seven statements,
(a) through (g), below.

Environments in which / d / appears as voiced [dj are:
(a) between an unstressed vowel (V) and a following / ^v... /
(/ ..*V ,̂v... /); (b) between / n / and a following / Yv... /
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Environments in which / d / appears as voiceless and 
preaspirated [tt] are: (c) between an unstressed vowel and a 
following / Yvl... / (/ o.oV__Vvl... /); (d) before Cf

Environments in which / d / appears as lenis voiceless 
[.Dl are: (e) between a stressed vowel and a following un-
stressed vowel (/ . ..Y Y.., /); (f) between / n / and a follow'
ing / Yvl... / (/ n Yvl... /); (g) before /**/(/ ...__?.../).

Examples of / d / are presented in three paragraphs 
below. The first exemplifies the voiced allophone £d3 , the 
second the voiceless and preaspirated allophone Ict J , and. the 
third the lenis voiceless allophone [Dj .

t d ] :
/ mimida* / [m&a-fedaAj to run, sg. actor, continuative,

/ /ift*nda4 / jjii’ndaA] to wait.
[ ctJ :
/ huju^i / [huJuc$l[] lizard, / gakodiki / [,Gallkoctihi^ 

crooked, / hadspi / £haftspl] to paste, glue.
[ ? J
/ 3Udumi / [JuDuMI^ bear, / mid ?o* / ^miD^oO^ he

is running.
1.2.1.4. Consonants treated in the immediately following 

paragraphs include the nasals (Cn), the lateral / 1 / (C1), 
and the semivowel / w / (CW ). Each of these phonemes has two 
allophones occurring in non-overlapping distribution. Members 
of Cn, the lateral C^, and the semivowel Cw have a voiced
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approach in all medial environments; i.e., they are always 
preceded by fully voiced phones.

The nasals / m, n, jp. / (Cn) are produced at bilabial 
(1), dental (2), and alveopalatal (3) positions of articula
tion respectively. They.occur initially (/^______/) and
medially (/ ... /).

The lateral / 1 / (C1) is produced at alveolar (2+) 
position with passage of air at lateral (4) position. It is 
characterized by a flap release at the alveolar position. It 
occurs initially (4s ••• /)-and medially (/ ... ... /).

The semivowel / w / (Cw) is produced at bilabial (1) 
position of articulation. It occurs initially (/4s ... /)
and medially (/ /).

Cn, c \  and Cw appears as voiceless [M, N, L, w] 
in certain environments and as fully voiced [m, n, p f 1, w3 
in certain others. Environments in which each of these two 
sets of allophones (voiceless and voiced) appear are specified 
in two paragraphs and five statements, (a) through (e), below.

Environments in which Cn, c \  and Cw appear as voice
less Lm , N, N, L,.W] are: (a) before / Yvl... / (/ _ Y Vl... /);
(b) before / Cvl / (/  Cvl... /).

Environments in which Cn, C1, and Cw appear as voiced
t m, n, p., 1, w] are: (c) before a stressed vowel (/  Y.../ );
(d) before / Yv... / (/ Yv... /); (e) before / Cv / (/ __Cv.../).

Examples of Cn, C^, and Cw are presented in two groups 
of paragraphs below, one for each allophone.

I X  N, L, Wj :
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/ komi / £koMl] shell, small of back. / kampapi /

[ kaMpaJSGE J bell;
/ kun4 / £kuM] husband. / kunti / [kuFtl] to take 

a husband:
/ 3upi / £jujfll] cactus candy. / sqphini /Is^rhjNiJ

to strike with the hand:
/ ^ilikoni / [.̂ LlkoN-E"] to skin, / '?6isi / [?oLsl]

to hook, non-present:
/ giwitani / [G-^WItaNlJ to whip. / giwho* / [GiWhoOj

bobcat.
[m, n, /i, 1, w] :
/ mamagina* / JJmamaginaA] oar. / lo’mbo* / jJlo'mboOj 

Jew's harp, top;
/ nanakimali / [nana^kimaLl] bat. /. winda/Li / 

[winda^lj window;
/ jia*big£ / [jP-t-BiGl] whale. / meyi^4*ki / tmap^&lklj 

baking grease;
/ lilibi* / orphans. / lal?asp£ /

tlal^a^spSlto trap. plural goal;
/ wawapi / CwawaJSS] to lay a beam, stretch.

/ c4w wi^ina* / £ciww:f JinaA] long rope.
1.2.1.5. The remaining consonant phonemes, the glottal 

stop / 7 / and the semivowel / y /, are treated in the follow
ing paragraphs.

The glottal stop / ? / (C?) is produced at glottal (6)
position of articulation. It occurs initially (/^ ... /) and
medially (/ ...__... /) as [?] in all occurrences. It has
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voiced approach in all medial environments.

The semivowel / y / (Cy) is produced at alveopalatal
(3) position of articulation. It occurs initially (/=§*_... /)
and medially (/ ...__... /) as UyJ in all occurrences. / y /
has voiced approach in all medial environments*

Examples of / / and / y / are presented in two groups
of paragraphs below; one exemplifies initial position, and the 
other exemplifies medial position.

/ $ __. •. /t
/ ^oksi / ’[’?otLksS]J old woman. / ?at£ / [?a^tl] anus;
/ ya'wi / [’ŷ L’Wl] key, / yu*s£ / [yuUslJ to use.

/ ko^owi / [ko?oWl] rattlesnake. / mo?o / 
head; / papayayaso* / fpa^payaya^soOj clowns.

1.2.2. The present subsection is concerned with environ
ments in which allophones of the various vowel phonemes occur. 
Five sets of vowel phonemes, grouped on the basis of their 
allophonic similarity, are treated in separate subsections below.

1.2.2.1. A single vowel, unstressed / i /, is treated 
in the immediately following paragraphs. Unstressed / i / has 
three allophones occurring in non-overlapping distribution.

/ i. / is high front unrounded. It occurs medially
(/ ...__«../) and finally (/ ...__^?/) as voiceless [i] in
some environments, as voiced with short voiceless off-glide 
[ i*1] in some, and as fully voiced £i] in certain other en
vironments.

Environments in which the three allophones of / i /
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appear are specified in three paragraphs and six statements,
(a) through (f), below.

Environments in which / i / appears as voiceless Cl]
are: (a) finally (/ ...__^/)» (*>) between a vowel and a
following / Cvl / (/ .. .V Cvl... /); (c) between"one of the
consonants / k, g, w / and a following / Cvl / (/ C^>s,w CYl 
... /)

The single environment in which / i / appears as 
voiced with voiceless off-glide [i*1] is: (d) between 
! cnon-k,g,w j consonant other, than / k, g, w /)and a 
following / Cvl / (/ 0non-k-6.w_ 0 Vl... /).

Environments in which / i / .appears as fully voiced
[ i] are: (e) before / Cv / (/ ..._Cv... /); (f) before a
vowel (/ ... V /).

Examples of / i / are presented in three paragraphs 
(one for each allophone) below.

Li ] :
/ go'ki / ["GoOkl] track. / waiki / £ w & X k l J three,

/ dagito* / £DaGItoOl to loose, releaseT / giwitani / 
|]GaWItaN3f] to whip. / komikicudi / j^koMiklcuHs] turtle.

tihJ :
/ domiki / £ Domi^kl] Sunday, week, / ?amicud4 / 

[^ami^cuDl] to understand, be wise.
[i] *
/ sa'gigi / [ sa’GiGl] valley, / nahagio / .̂nâ hagiÔ ]

mouse.
1.2.2,2. A single vowel, unstressed / 4 /, is treated in
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the following paragraphs. / i / has three allophones 
occurring in non-overlapping distribution.

/ 4 / is high central unrounded. It occurs medially
(/ ...__.../) and finally (/ ...____/) as voiceless [i] in
some environments, as voiced with short voiceless off-glide 
[ i*1] in Some, and as fully voiced 3 certain other 
environments.

Environments in which the three allophones of / i / 
appear are specified in three paragraphs and five statements,
(a) through (e), below.

Environments in which / i / appears as voiceless I*1. ^
are: (a) finally (/ ...__+/)> (b) between any / C /

o vl(any consonant other than / /) and a following / C /
( / cnon- ?_ c T l. . .  / ) .

The single environment in which / i / appears as voiced 
with voiceless off-glide [i^Jis: (c) between / ^ / and a follow
ing / cv l  / (/** CTl... /).

Environments in which / i / appears as fully voiced
[ i] are: (d) before / Cv / (/ ... Cv... /); {e) before a
vowel (/ ... V /).

Examples of / i / are presented in three paragraphs 
(one for each allophone) below.

[I] :
/ h/k4 / ĥ-fekfcî  armpit. / sig^wipiki / [siG-tWIpSkS] 

strong, plural.
U * 1] :
/ M ?iki / [hi9!11!:!] sour.
[ i] :
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/ bskbidiki / [BiBiDiklJ thunder, / cigad&i /

[ciGadil] chewing gum.
1.2.2.3. Towels phonemes treated in this subsection are

unstressed / u /, / o /, and / a /, Each of these vowels has
/ •

three allophones occurring in non-overlapping distribution.
The vowels / u /, / o /, and / a / are respectively 

high back rounded, low back rounded, and low central unrounded.
They occur medially {/ ...__... /) and finally (/ ...__$ / )

as voiceless [U, 0, A] in certain environments, as voiced 
with voiceless off-glide ^u*1, o*1, a*1] in some environments, 
and as fully voiced [u, o, a] in certain other environments.

Environments in which the three allophones of each of 
the vowels / u /, / o /, and / a / occur are specified in three
paragraphs and four statements, (a) through (d), below.

The single environment in which / u, o, a / appear as 
voiceless tu, 0, a ] is: (a) finally (/ ...__$/)•

The single environment in which / u, o, a / appear as 
voiced with voiced off-glide tu*1, o*1, ahJ is: (b) before
/ Cvl / (/ ..._ovl... /).

Environments in which / u, o, a / appear as fully
voiced [u, o, a] are: (c) before / CV / (/ ...__Cv... /);
(d) before a vowel (/ ... V /).

Examples of / u, o, a / are presented in three groups 
of paragraphs (one for each allophone) below.

[U, 0, A] :
/ wahu / Cwa^hu] to sweat, non-present, / kuhu / 

tku^hu] to make sounds (of animal). -
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/ moho / [mo^ho] barril grass, to thresh., non- 

•present, / mo^o / [mo^cQ head.
/ stuha / ^stu^bA^ white, / d4?a / £Da?A^ to fly,

single actor.
r h h hi Lu , o , a J :
/ widuti / £wiDu^tS] to' swing;
/ ^6kokoi / [^o^ko^kolj whitewing dove;
/ ^a?aki / [ ra<?â 1klJ washes, arrollos.
[u, o, a] :
/ 3Uduiai / [ JuDuMlJ bear, / hialiwui / £ hialiwul]

•poison;
/ mohoni / ̂ mo^hoNS] to thresh, / ho*hoi / £ho0holj

mourning dove;
/ c^’mamadi / [ci’mamaDl] horny toad. / ho’dai / 

[h<£*Dal] stone, rook.
1.2.2.4. The present subsection treats short vowels 

in combination with stress / Y /: / i, 4, u, o, a /. Each of 
these vowels has two allophones occurring in non-overlapping 
distribution.

The short stressed vowels occur medially (/...__.../)
only, as voiced with short voiceless off-glide fi11, u*1,
/ h f h *1 j /o , a J in certain environments and as fully voiced [i, i, 
u,.o, a!] in certain other environments. Environments in 
which these allophones appear are specified in two paragraphs 
and three statements, (a) through (c), below.

The single environment in which the short stressed 
vowels appear as voiced with voiceless off-glide [f11, Q 1,
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u*1, oh, a11] is: (a) before / Cvl / (/ ...__0Tl... /).

Environments in which they appear as fully voiced
["f, u, o, a] are: (b) before / Cv / (/ ...__Cv... /);
(c) before a vowel (/ ... V /).

Examples are presented in two groups of paragraphs 
(one for each allophone) below.

/ gikuji / UGi^kuJSj whistle, / sfkoli / fsl^koLl]
round;

/ w^p&gi* / [w^pigil] lightning, electricity,
/ g^pi / ^G-^pll melon: .

/ huki / ^hu^ki] pine, lumber, / kusiwo* / fku^siwooj
neck:

/ wopo* / ^wo^poO^ body hair. / ?oks£ / [^o^ksij 
old woman;

/ wakiali / jjwa^kiaLl] cowboy. / ^atosa* /[/a^to^saA] 
diaper, breech clout.

I, u, o, a] :
/ g£gki / Y.Gk(Gk30 plows, / mimsa* / ^miMsaA] tables;
/ / tm^Ds] to run: / bibidiki / [BiBiDikl]

thunder:
/ mulijaigi / [mulipiiGlJ broken, something broken.

/ mumila* / ^mumilaA^ mules, / kui / [kulj mesquite;
/ gogoki / [GoG-o^kl] tracks. / sim<£ik4 / [simolklj

soft;
/ gagiti / [GaGltl] rifles, bows. / kai / [kal] seed(s). 

1.2.2.5, The present subsection treats the long vowels
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/ i‘, i*, u*, o*, a*/ (V*). Each of the long vowels has two 
allophones occurring in non-overlapping distribution.

Long vowels are produced in the same positions as the
corresponding short vowels. They occur medially (/ ...__... /)
and finally (/ ...__■$/) as voiced with a long voiceless off-
glide [il, il, utT, oO, aA] in some environments and as fully 
voiced [i*, i*, u ’, o’, a*] in certain others. • Long vowels 
may combine with stress; they are extra-long when stressed 
and medium long when unstressed.

Environments in which allophones of / V* / appear are 
specified in two paragraphs and three statements, (a) through
(c), below.

Environments in which / V* / appear as voiced with 
voiceless off-glide [il, il, uU, oO, aA] are: (a) before 
/ Cvl / (/ ... CTl.../); (b) finally (/ ... #/).

The single environment in which / V* / appear as fully 
voiced [i°, i*, u*, o*, a* ] is: (c) before / Cv / (/ ... Cv... /).

Examples of / V* / are presented in two groups of para
graphs (one for each allophone) below. In each case, stressed 
/ V* / and unstressed / V  / are exemplified.

[il, il, uU, oO, aA]
/ g^'ki / [G&kl] plow. / / [GilJ to get fat.

non-present. / c£ciwi*kudi / [cl^ciwilku^l] to£, / toki* /
£ to^kil] cotton.

/ mi’ki / [milkl] far, /  mi' / [mil] to run, sg.actor. 
non-present. / waki*kudi / [wa^iiku^tl] milking machine.
/ mimhi* / [mil£hilj to burn, oontinuative.
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/ shil*k£ / ^shuUklJ warm, / mu*-/ ^muTjJ to die, sg. 

actor, non-present. / mumu* / [mumuU] to wound, continuative.
/ wo*ki / Cw^Okl] stomach, / nd'* / [noOj to bend, 

non-present. / wopo’himi / £wc>kpo0hiM3e] to run, pi. actor, 
cont., prog,, / giwiko* / [G^WIkooJ to get tired, non-present.

/ m^'ki / [maAkl] to give, / ma* / [maAj to give, 
non-present. /moika’himi / ^moIkaAhiMl] to become soft, 
progressive. / wa’ga* / [wa*gaA] irrigation.

[ i \  i\ u *, o*, a*] :
/ g^*gi / [Gi*Gl] grease. / toki* bihidami / [tohki* 

b^MdaliS] cotton picker.
/ tiw^’mi / ftiw£*Ml] with us. / dad4gi*dam4 /

£ DdD&gi * daM5] wrestler.
/ §u*g4 / ŝu*Gaf] mocking bird. / tikawiyu'ga* / 

ttlkawiyu'gaA] our horse.
/ mo*gi / [mo*Gl3 straw, coffee grounds, / wopo'do* / 

^wo^po’doO^ to keep running, imperative plural.
/ ka*mi / [ka*MS] cheek. / m^liga*ni / £miliga*N3j 

white man.
1.3. In the present section, the distribution of Papago 

phonemes is treated. In subsection 1.3.1., consonants are 
grouped into distribution subclasses on the basis of their 
occurrence in consonant clusters. In subsection 1.3.2., the 
distribution of vowels is treated in terms of cluster possi
bilities and in terms of occurrence in sequence with consonants 
and contour defining pause.

1.3.1. All consonants can occur in the environment
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/ ...V V.../. Some consonants may occur in one or both of
the environments / ...__C... / and / ...C__... /; they are
assigned to distribution subclasses on the basis of their 
occurrence in specific environments of the types last men
tioned.

Consonants are grouped into nine subclasses as 
follows (the first consonant in a set is used as a superscript•L.
to symbolize the subclass): = / p, t, c, h /; C = / b, d,
3* g /; s / d /; Cs =/s, s/; Ch = / h, ? /; Cm = / m, n, p. / 

= / 1 /; Cw - / w /; Cy s / y /. The distribution of one 
member of a given subclass is, for the most part, the same as 
that of all other members of that subclass. Each distribu
tion subclass is treated in a separate paragraph below.

Members of occur contour initially and contour 
medially. They may occur (1) as second members of consonant 
clusters with members of Cs (CS ♦ C-̂ ) and with homorganic 
.members of Cm and C (Cm,k^ + ®^i)> (2) as first members in 
clusters with members of Cs and C*1 (Cp + Cs,k), and (3) as 
the first and second members of identical clusters (0^ +  Cp^).

■u

Members of C occur initially and medially. They may 
occur (1) as second members in clusters with homorganic mem
bers of Cm (Cm^ + and ^  as members in clusters
with members of Cs and C*1 (C^ + Cs,k) an  ̂with homorganic 
members of C*5 + Cp ).

The single member of 0. occurs contour medially; it 
may occur (1) as the second member in clusters with / n /

.a
(n + C.), and (2) as the first member in clusters with members
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of Cs and Ch (C* * CS,Jl).gMembers of C occur initially and medially. They may

a
occur (1) as second members in clusters with any C except / ,

w > y / (c*0*-7’* ™  * Cs), and (2) as first members in
clusters with members of Cp and Ch (Cs ♦ C-̂ ’*1).

Members of C occur initially and medially. They may
occur (1) as second members in clusters with members of dis
tribution subclasses C5, Cb, Cm , C1, and CW ♦ C*1),
and (2) as the first and second members of identical clusters
( c \  *  0 ^ ) . -

Members of subclass Cm occur initially and medially. 
They may occur (1) as first members in clusters with Cs and 
C*1 (Cm + Cs,il) and with homorganic members of Cp and 
(Cm ■*- (/ n / may appear as the first member in clusters
with C*), and (2) as the first and second members of identical 
clusters (C^ t C^).

The single member of Cw occurs initially and medially; 
it may occur (1) as the first member in clusters with members 
of C11 (Cw + C11), and (2) as the first and second members of 
identical clusters (Cw ■* Gw^).

The single member of occurs initially and medially; 
it may occur as the first member in clusters with members of 
CS and Ch (C1 ♦ CS,h).

The single member of Cy occurs initially and medially; 
it does not occur in consonant clusters.

Consonant clusters are nonidentical-nonhomorganic, 
homorganic, or identical. Consonant clusters of each of these
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types are exemplified below.
Nonidentical and nonhomorganic consonant clusters 

are (1) those with Cs as the first member (/Cs + Cp/, /CS +
Cb/)> (2) those with Cs as second member (/Cp + Cs/, /Cb ♦ Cs/, 
Cm + CS/, /C * Cs/), and (3) those with Cb as the second 
member (/Cp + Cil/> /Cb + C11/, /CS + C11/, /Cm + C11/, /C1 Ch/).
Examples of nonidentical and nonhomorganic clusters are given 
below.

Cs as first member:
/ spadima* / lazy. / stopi / hot. / sci'dagi / blue. 

green, / skawiki / hard, / sha*sa;iigi / full of saguaros.
/ s uami / yellow.

Cs as second member:
/ cu*csi / to extinguish, plural goal, / ta*ts£ / to 

split. / ^u'ksi / calf of leg. / ?oks4 / old woman, / ku*bsi / 
smoke, dust. / hadsidi / to splash. / hadsi / to stick, glue, 
non-present, / dagsi / to press, non-present, / ^u^u^sadiki / 
loose, distributive. / m£msa* / tables, / mxmsi / Protestants,
/ ginsi / dice game, / ma/isa8na* / apple, / kalsi*do* / socks,
/ wu'lsi / to tie up. non-present.j*

0 as second member:
/ s?ap ha?icu* / something good, / t?i,?idi / our blood, 

/ thahaiwajniga* / our cattle, / ba'bhai / tails, / da’dhaidagi / 
handles, good riders. / si^u^hagi / resilient, plural,
/ ga*ghimi / to go and seek. / nowid ^ani / on his hand,
/ mimhi* / to burn, continuative, / nanhagio / mice, earrings,
/ yn̂ p̂ i* / to fly, plural actor, continuative, / milhogi /
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/ 9 /oootillo. / lal aspi / to trap, plural goal, / îwlio* / 

gopher,
mHomorganic consonant clusters are (1) those with C as

first member (/Cm]_ C^/, /Cmi + and those with C13
as first member {/O0-̂ «• 0^). Examples are given below, 

mC as first member:
/ Wistima*mpa* / ten places, / kunti / to take a 

husband, / sopciki / to break with blows, / lo*mbo* / Jew*s 
harp, top, / na*nda* / to kindle, continuative, / majiji'ki / 
baking grease.•i-C as first member:

/ ?ab po’tolit **ab£ / onto, against the bronc,
/ ̂ nu’kudtami / caretaker, tender, / hjma^ci / while walking 
along, / su°dagka* / possessed, owned water.

Identical clusters are (1) those in which both members 
are C*5 (C^ + C^/), (2) those in which both members are Cm
(/cm  ̂* Cm/), (3) those in which both members are Cs + Cs /),

u Vi h(4) those in which both members are C (C ^ + 0 ^/), and (5) 
those in which both members are CW (Cw + CW/)• Examples of 
identical clusters are given below.

Both members are C^:
/ 7auppa* / cottonwood. / watto* / shade, ramada,

/ ciccinadagi / posts for ramada, / hakko* / loop, hondo.
Both members are Cm :
/ wahammadi / racer snakes, / jiinna* / to wake up, 

continuative. / jiji£’nda* / to wait for me.
Both members are Cs:
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/ gasso* / fox, / wussadi / to take out, continuative.
Both members are C*1:
/ huhhagi / to haul. / ^i^oksi / aunt, mother^ older

sister.
Both members are Cw :
/ ciw wjî ina* / long rope.
Consonant clusters with more than tv/o members are 

describable in terms of (dissolvable from) possible two-member 
clusters. In a three-member cluster (C^CgC^), C2 is a member 
of a subclass which may appear as the second member in a clus
ter with C-j_ and as the first member in a cluster with (ex
ample: / lsp / describable in terms of the possible two-member 
clusters / Is / and / sp /). In a four-member cluster (Cj^C^C^), 
C2 is a member of a subclass which may appear as the second 
member in a cluster with and as the first member in a 
cluster with C^J similarly, belongs to a subclass which 
may appear as the second member in a cluster with C2 and as 
the first member in a cluster with (example: / nds? /, from 
the possible two-member clusters / nd /, / ds /, and / s? /),
All clusters of more than two members are describable in this 
manner. Random examples of clusters with more than two members . 
are listed below.

Three members:
/ wu*l§pi / to tie up. hitch, / dagspi / to press,

/ sontsi / to chon to nieces. / gogs soiga* / dog pet.
/ hitasppa* / five places.

Four members:
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/ nd s **ia p s o wa ?i da'kadal1/ I should atay here,
/ wu’lsp 7o* g i kawiyu*^/ He is kit oiling the horse up.
/ wants ^andi g£ -I tapiali1!5/ I tore the paper.

1.3.2. The present subsection is concerned with the 
distribution of vowel phonemes.

All vowels (Y) may occur medially (/ ... ... /),
finally (/ • ..__=§*/)* and between consonants (/C C... /).
Short vowels and the long vowel / a* / occur in vowel clusters.

This subsection includes four statements regarding 
the distribution of vowels. Subsection 1.3.2.1. treats 
vowel clusters; 1.3.2.2. treats the distribution of / i /;
1.3.2.3. is a statement regarding short / u, o, a / in en
vironment between / C / and a following / =ft=/; I.3.2.4. is a 
statement regarding the distribution of / V /.

1.3.2.1, All vowel clusters are non-identical and in
clude one or the other of the vowels / u / or / i /. There
are no vowel clusters with more than two members.

One long vowel /a* /, but no other, may occur in 
certain vowel clusters; it occurs as the second member in
clusters with / i / or / u /.

Vowels are treated below according to their occur
rence as the first member in vowel clusters.

/ i / occurs as the first member in clusters with 
/ u, o, a, a* /. Examples of vowel clusters with / i / as 
the first member are listed below.

/ hikiu / old, former. / giusani / to strike a match;
/ nahagio / mouse, earring. / kioti / to rustle cattle:
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/ nagia / to hang, / hia / to urinate, non-present;
/ h£a*^i / to urinate. hortative.
/ 4 / occurs as the first member in clusters with 

/ i, u /. Examples are listed below.
/ / to burn, non-present. / cigadii / chewing gum
/ h£u?u / yes.
/ u / occurs as the first member in clusters with

/ i, a, a* /. Examples are listed below.
/ hialiwui / poison. / kui / mesquite;
/ tua / acorn;
/ kua* / forehead, cliff.
/ o f  occurs as the first member in clusters with 

/ i / .  Examples are given below.
/ ho "hoi / mourning dove. / **oid4 / to follow.
/ a / occurs as the first member in clusters with

/ i, u /. Examples are listed below.
/ ho’dai / stone. / tai / fire;
/ haupali / hawk.

1.3*2.2. The total distribution of / 4 / sets it off, 
into a separate subclass, from all other vowels. This sub
section is concerned with the occurrence of short, unstressed 
/ 4 / in environments of the type / C C / (symbolized below 
as environments X and Y).

/ 4 / may occur in environment X and never occurs in 
environment Y (in which, however, it is set up morphophonemi- 
cally, see 2.1.2.2. below).

Environment X includes all sequences of the type
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/ C-]_ C / in which. C-j_ and C2 are consonants which never occur
as the first and second members of a cluster with each other 
(see 1.3.1. for consonant distribution subclasses).

Environment Y includes all sequences of the type
/  p2 / in which and C2 are consonants which may occur
respectively as the first and second members of a consonant 
cluster with each other (see 1.3.1. for consonant clusters).

1.3.2.3. Short, unstressed / u, o, a / occur in the en
vironment / ...C__*H5/ (finally, following a consonant) only

h 9where C = Cn (/ h, /). Examples of / u, 0, a / in the en
vironment / ...C*1__+ /  are listed below.

/ ... wahu^ / to sweat, non-present;
/ 0.0 mo^oij1/ head,
/ ... dâ â jp/ to .jump, fly, single actor.

/1.3.2.4. / V / (any short stressed vowel) never occurs
immediately followed by / J,, 4*/ (contour included juncture or 
contour defining pause) or preceded by / V / (any vowel).

Environments in which / V / occurs are / G C... /
(flanked by consonants) and / C V.., / (between a consonant and
a following unstressed vowel). Examples are listed below, 

/.tatai / sinew. / gagiti / rifles, bows;
/ kai / seed. / simoiki / soft.̂
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FOOTNOTE TO CHAPTER I

1. This analysis of Papago phonemes is the result of 
a great deal of consultation and discussion with Dr. C. F. 
Voegelin and other scholars associated with the Indiana 
Uhiversity Field Station at Flagstaff, Arizona. Trips to 
the Field Station and constant correspondence with Dr. 
Voegelin were of great help during my field work with the Papago.

Upon my return to Indiana University to work up the 
data,I took the opportunity to discuss this analysis with 
Dr. George Herzog whose intimate knowledge of Pima, a closely 
related dialect, was of great help. I am also indebted to 
the staff of the Ethnolinguistic Seminar, under the joint 
direction of the Linguistics Committee and the Anthropology 
Department, before' whom I had the privilege of presenting 
this analysis.
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CHAPTER II

MORPHOPHONEMICS
2. The inventory, description, and distribution of pho

nemes are presented in 1. Inventories of affixes and minor 
stems and the distribution of these and of members of the 
major stem classes are given in 3> and 4 below. In the 
present chapter, we are concerned with the distribution of 
morpheme alternants. That is, we are concerned here with the 
phonemic constituency of given morphemes in specific phono
logical and/or morphological environments.

Any morphologically minimum segment which is isolated 
in utterances occurring in the corpus and assigned as a member 
to a single morpheme is here termed an ALTERNANT (an alternant 
may be a sequence of phonemes or zero). An alternant is said 
to OCCUR in such and such an environment. A given morpheme 
may have a single alternant (i.e., appear as a particular se
quence of phonemes in all its environments) or multiple alter
nants (i.e., appear as different sequences of phonemes or as 
zero in different environments).

Certain alternations are automatic or phonologically 
determined in that the environments of two or more alternants 
are phonemically differentiable (i.e., all the environments 
of a given alternant share some phonemic feature). Some alter
nations are morphologically determined in that the environments 
of two or more alternants must be specified morphemically;
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morphemically specified environments are either class-speci
fied (that is, an alternation is associated with all members 
of a particular morphological class or all members of a par
ticular class which, in some environment, share some phonemic 
feature), or list-specified (that is, an alternation is..asso
ciated with all members of a list of morphemes where the list 
overlaps morphological class boundaries or includes some, but 
not all, of the members of a given class).

Phonologically determined alternations are either pro
ductive or unproductive. Those phonologically determined 
alternations which are generalizable as occurring in all mor
phemes which, in some environment, share some phonemic feature 
are termed productive. Phonologically determined alternation 
which is characteristic of one or only a few morphemes is 
termed unproductive. Operationally, productive alternations 
are supplied with morphophonemic notation; unproductive alter
nations are not so supplied.

This chapter is divided into two sections: section 2.1,
treats phonologically determined alternations which are pro-%
ductive; section 2.2. treats morphologically determined alter
nations and phonologically determined alternations which are 
unproductive (the procedure in section 2,2. is to treat alter
nants of affixes in the order in which the affixes appear in 
inventories'in Chapters III and IV). The morphophonemic 
analysis presented here is not considered exhaustive; only 
those alternations are treated which are useful in ensuing 
chapters.
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2.1. Alternations treated in this section are those 
which are describable in terms of phonemic environment. Alter
nations are supplied with a system of notations and rules, 
termed MORPHOPHOKEMES, by which it is possible to translate a 
uniquely constituted morpheme (string of morphophonernes) into 
its various phonemic shapes. Morphophonemic notation is en
closed in braces ■( 4.

The first type of alternation treated below (2.1.1.) 
involves the substitution of vowels in sets. That is, morpheme 
alternants differ in one of their constituent vowel phonemes.
As an example of this type of alternation, we cite the follow
ing. A morpheme glossed as (inal N sp) anus, has, among others, 
the alternants ^ati-^^ata- occurring in phonemically differ
entiable sets of environments and differing from each other 
in constituent vowel phoneme (here, the final vowel).

Another type of alternation (see 2.1.2.) involves 
the presence or absence of certain vowel phonemes; that is, 
alternants differ in the presence or absence of a constituent 
vowel phoneme. As an example of this type of alternation, we 
cite the following. A morpheme glossed as (al N sp) stick. 
tree has alternants *?u*sM-)'v?u*si- ̂ u*s- occurring in 
phonemically differentiable sets of environments and differ
ing from each other in a final vowel or in the presence or 
absence of that vowel.

Subsection 2.1.3. treats alternation involving the 
substitution of consonants in sets. That is, morpheme alter
nants differ in one of their constituent consonant phonemes.
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As an example of alternation involving the substitution of 
consonants in sets, we cite the following. A morpheme glossed 
as (tr V^b ap) to kindle has alternants na'dA^na*^- occurring 
in phonemically differentiable sets of environments and differ
ing from each other in a constituent consonant phoneme (as 
well as in the presence or absence of a final vowel).

•Subsection 2.1.4. treats alternation involving the 
presence or absence of a particular consonant / h /. A mor
pheme glossed as (inal IT sp) eye has alternants wuhi^wui occur
ring in phonemically differentiable sets of environments and 
differing from each other in the presence or absence of a 
medial / h /.

2.1,1c This subsection is concerned with alternation in
volving the substitution of morpheme final, short, unstressed 
vowels in sets. Specifically, the alternations treated here 
are: / ...Ca /<•%// . ..Ci /; / ...Ci / ^  / . ..Ci /; amd / ...Cu / 
* / ...Ci / (the'notation ... stands for phonemic material which 
may or may not be present but which is irrelevant to the dis
cussion) .

Members of a large list of morphemes exhibit an alter
nation exemplified by the morpheme glossed as (inal N sp) anus 
?ati(-)~ ̂ ata-. The final vowels of morphemes showing this 
alternation are included in the morphophoneme ( A Another 
large list of morphemes exhibits an alternation exemplified by 
the morpheme glossed as (inal N sp) mouth c^i(-)^cijii-. The 
final vowels of morphemes showing this alternation are included 
in the morphophoneme ( I }. Finally, a single morpheme in the
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data exhibits an alternation exemplified by the morpheme 
glossed as (advpA-̂sp) black cuki (-)^  cuku-; the final vowels 
of this morpheme are subsumed under the morphophoneme { U

In the alternations listed above, morphemes appear 
with one or the other of two vowels. Each of these sets of 
two vowels has been supplied with a morphophonemic symbol.
In the paragraphs which foliow, the environments are specified 
and exemplified in which each of the vowels in the three sets 
{ A { I and 4 U ) occur.

The morphophoneme 4 A 4 represents a morpheme final 
vowel which appears as / a / in certain environments and as 
4 & 4 (see 2,1.2.2. for the values of 4 i 4) in certain others.

Environments in which 4 A ) appears as 4 £ 4 are: (1) 
word finally; (2) before a suffix beginning in / Cv^ / (p, t,
Vc, k, s, s, h); (3) before a morpheme or morpheme sequence be
ginning in / Cv / (b, d, 3, g, m, n, p, 1, w, y) plus / V* / or 
/ a /. The morphophoneme 4 A 4 appears as / a / before a suf
fix or suffix sequence beginning in / Cv / plus / •ynon"a J (any 
short vowel other than / a /).

Examples of 4 A ) are given below:
4 jiiokA 4 / Jifoki / to speak: 4 jiiokA + -dA 4 / jiiokadi / 

to speak, duratlve: 4 piokA -dajai 4 / jifokidapi / to speak, 
dur., imperative singular.

4 cikipanA 4 / cjLk&pana / to work; 4 cikipanA «*■ -dA 4 
/ $£kipanadi / to work, dur.; 4 cikipanA -pk 4 / cik4pana/ii /
to work, imperative sg.: 4 cfkipanA + -dapi-4 / cikipanidajii / 
to work, dur.. imperative sg..
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4 ko’sA 4 / ko’s4 / to sleep; 4 ko'sA + -dA 4 / kcf’sadi / 

to sleep, dur.: 4 ko'sA + -dapi 4 / ko*sidan£ / to sleep, dur.. 
imperative sg..

4 ^onA 4 / ?on£ / salt: 4 ^onA + -g£ 4 / ?onag£ / 
full of salt; 4 ?onA -ga* 4 / ?oniga* / possessed salt;
4 ?onA * -ka^i 4 / ^onika^i / with, by means of salt.

4 banA 4 / bani / coyote; 4 si- + reduplicative + banA
+ -gi 4 / siba*banagi / full of coyotes; 4 si- + banA * -ma* 4 
/ sibanima* / coyote like; 4 banA •* -ga* 4 / baniga* / possessed 
coyote.

4 hikA 4 / h£ki / navel: 4 h£kA -34 4 / hika^i / his
navel♦

4 ci°mA 4 / c£*mi / heel; 4 ci6mA •* -^i 4 / ci’maji / 
his heel.

The morphophoneme 4 I 4 represents a morpheme final vowel 
which appears as / i / in certain environments and as 4 £ 4 in 
certain others.

Environments in which 4 ^ 4  appears as 4 £ 4 are; (1) 
word finally following one of the consonants / c, 3, jn, s, 1 /; 
(2) before a suffix beginning in / Cv^ /; (3) before a suffix 
or suffix sequence beginning in / Cv / plus / V* /. Environ
ments in which 4 I 4 appears as / i / are: (1) word finally 
following one of the consonants / p, b, m /; and (2) before a
suffix or suffix sequence beginning in / Cv / plus / V /.

Examples of 4 I 4 are listed below;
4 hu’cl 4 / hu*c£ / fingernail, claw; 4 hu’cl + -ka^i 4 

/ hu^cika^i / by means of the claw; 4 hu*cl -f 4 / hu'ci^i /
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his fingernail, its claw,

4 hu*p& 4 / hu^ii / corn; 4 ha'jih + -ga* 4 / hu‘jiiga* / 
possessed corn; 4 si- + hu*;al + -gi 4 / sihu*/iigi / full of 
corn.

4 cif/il 4 / ĉ /ii / mouth; 4 c^ol 4 4 / c^pi^i / his
mouth.

4 *?u*sl | / ?u°si / stick, tree; 4 ?u*sl + -ka^i 4
/ ^u’sika^i / by means of a stick; 4 ^u*sl 4 -ga* 4 / '‘u'siga* /
possessed stick, tree; 4 si- 4 reduplicative * ?t£*sI + -gi 4 

*? // si u usigi / full of trees.
4 cu*ll 4 / ci(*li / hip; 4 cu’ll + -3M  / ou'li^i /

his hip.
4 to*bI 4 / to*bi / cottontail; 4 to’bl 4 -kaji 4

/ to’bika^i / like a cottontail; 4 to«bI + -ga* 4 / to*biga* /
possessed cottontail; 4 si- 4 reduplicative 4 to*bI + -gi 4 
/ sitotobigi / full of cottontails.

4 koml 4 / komi / small of the back, shell; 4 koml 4
-ka^i 4 / komika^i / by means of a shell; 4 koml 4 -^i 4
/ komi^i / his small of the back, its shell*

4 3 '̂jal 4 / 3 *̂jii / to smoke; 4 3^7^  + -himi 4
/ -ĵ ’/iihimi / to smoke, progressive; 4 3̂ */^ -kucLA 4 
/ ^i’̂iikudi / smoking instrument; 4 3i*;il + -dA 4 / Ji'^idi / 
to smoke, dur.; 4 3̂ *;il + -/ti 4 / ^ p l j A  / to smoke. 
imperative, sg..

The morphophonemes 4 A 4 and 4 I 4 have partially non
overlapping distribution. Consonants which may immediately 
precede { A 4 are / p, b, g, t, d, k, m, n, s, w /; consonants
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which may precede 4 I ) are / p, b, c, 3, s, m, p., 1 /. The 
environments in which the distributions of { A ) and 4 I ) 
show overlap are / ...p^ /, / ...b_ /, arid / /.

The morphophoneme 4 U 4> appearing in the single mor
pheme 4 cukU 4 black, appears as 4 H  word finally and before

__ i
/ C /; it appears as / u / before / Cv /,

Examples of 4 tJ ) are given below:
4 cukU 4 / cuki / black; 4 cukU -cu^u 4 / Sukicu^u / 

something black, the black one; 4 cukU + -ma* 4 / cukuma* / 
black, adverbial; 4 cukU + -dA 4 / cukudi / to blacken.

2.1,2. The following subsections treat alternation in
volving the presence or absence of certain vowel phonemes. 
Specifically, 2.1.2,1. treats alternation involving the presence 
or absence of morpheme final, unstressed, short vowels; 2.1.2.2. 
treats alternation involving the presence or absence of / 4 /.

2.1.2.1, All morphemes which otherwise appear as / . ..CV /,
appear as / ...C / (i.e., without the final vowel) before any 
morpheme beginning in a vowel. Morphemes showing this alterna
tion are specified morphophonemically as 4 ...CY 4* The formula 
4 ...CY 4 includes phoneme sequences / ...CV / and / ...C / 
with a rule stating that 4 ...CY 4 appears as / ...C / before 
/ V... / and as / ...CY / elsewhere.

Examples of 4 ...CV 4 are listed below:
4 h(*a + -i 4 / hi?i / urine.
4 mshi ♦ -i 4 / ma-hi / fire.
4 W*dA -a* 4 / wu*$a* / act of roping, tying.
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4 wa*gA 4 / wa*ga* / irrigation.
4 ?i?i -oka 4 / ?i?ok£ / having drunk.
4 /laidA + -oki 4 / /laidoki / having seen.
4 wi*/il + -o* 4 / wf'^o* / to suck, imperative plural.
4 cikipanA + -o* 4 / Sikipano4 / to work, imperative pi..

2.1.2.2. The present subsection is concerned with alter
nation involving the presence or absence of / i / (see 1.3*2.2. 
for a discussion of the distribution of / i /).

In Papago, all morphemes which show alternants ending 
in / ...Ci/ when they occur in sequence before a morpheme be
ginning in a consonant of a certain type, show otherwise identi
cal alternants but without the final / i / when they occur be
fore a morpheme beginning in a consonant of another type. For 
example, a morpheme 11 si-^s- intensive appears as / si- / be
fore the morpheme giwiki strong and some others, and as / s- / 
before k£wiki hard and some others. The distribution of these 
alternants, and analogous ones, is describable entirely in 
terms of the phonemic environment (specifically, the initial 
consonant of a following morpheme).

The specific environments of alternants with and without 
final / i / may be stated as follows:

Morphemes which show alternants of the shape / ...Cxi / 
(where C is a given consonant) when they occur in sequence be
fore morphemes of the shape / C^... / (where is a consonant 
of a class which may not appear as the second member in a 
cluster with Cx , see lo3«l»l. for distribution of consonants), 
show alternants of the shape / ...Cx / when they occur in
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2 j 2sequence before morphemes of the shape / C ... / (where C 

is a consonant of a class which may appear as the second mem
ber of a cluster with Cx, see l„3.1ol. and l»3«l.lol.).

In our example above, the morpheme 11 s£-ajs- inten- 
sive appears as / si- / (C plus / £ /) in sequence before 
giwiki strong ( / g / is a consonant which never appears
as the second member of a cluster with / s /, and as / s- / (Cx 
alone) before kaw£k£ hard (Cz...; / k / is a consonant which 
may appear as the second member in a cluster with / s /).

The phonemic distribution of / £ / shows that it may 
appear flanked by consonants which never appear as the first 
and second members of a cluster with each other (environment 
Cx Cy above), and that it does not appear flanked by conso
nants which may occur as the first and second members of a 
cluster with each other (environment Cx Cz above).

In order to have, in our morphophonemic notation, 
identical constitution for all members of morphemes showing 
the alternation treated above, we rewrite all phonemic conso
nant clusters with an intervening 4 * 4 ,  thus extending the 
use of a phoneme symbol to environments in which it is not 
written in phonemic transcription (environment CX£CZ).

The morphophonemic notation 4 C£C 4, then, includes 
the formulae 4 CX£C^ 4> representing phoneme sequences of the 
type / C£C /, and 4 CX£CZ 4, representing phoneme sequences 
of the type / CC /. Now, the alterhants of the morpheme 11 
intensive have identical constitution 4 s£- 4 in the
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morphophonemic notation; similarly for all morphemes showing 
an alternation analogous to that of 4 si- 4. A rule states 
that any juxtaposition of morphemes resulting in sequences 
specified morphophonemically as 4 ...CxiC ... 4> appears as 
phonemic / ...CXCZ... /; similarly, 4 ...CxiCy... 4 appears 
as phonemic / ...CxiCy... /.

Additional examples of 4 i 4 are listed below:
4 ti- 4 43 1 pi. goal, possessor: 4 ti- •* ma*gina* 4 

/ tima*gina* / our car; 4 ti- + ?^*?idA 4/ t^i'^idi / our 
blood.

4 **imi- 4 44 2 pi. goal, possessor: 4 ¥ k£* 4
/ ^imihi* / your house: 4 ^imi- ma’gina* 4 / ?£mma*gina*/ 
your (pi.) car.

4 hu*/ii 4 corn: 4 hu*/ii ¥ -ga* 4 / hu*/iiga* /
possessed corn; 4 hu*;ii ¥ -2i ... 4 / hu*/i2 "‘’idi / in among
the corn plants.

4 ?u*si 4 stick, tree: 4 ?u°si ¥ -ga* 4 / ^u’siga* /
possessed tree, stick; 4 ^u#si + -ka^i 4 / ^u°ska^4 / by
means of a stick.

The notation adopted in regard to alternation involv
ing presence or absence of / i / is maintained throughout the 
remainder of this study. Citations in diagonals are morpho
phonemic in this respect.

2.1.3. Alternations involving the substitution of conso
nants in sets are treated in the present subsection. Subsec
tion 2.1.3.1. treats alternation involving substitution between 
members of the two consonant sets C* (t, d, d, s, n) and c”
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(si^i 1, Sj Ji). Subsection 2.1.3,2. treats alternation in-

2volving substitution between members of sets C (t, d, n)
and c3 (c, 3, /1).

2.1.3.1. Alternations involving substitution between
members of the consonant set C’ (t, d. d. s, n) and their

9 • 9 •

serially corresponding members of set C" (s, 3, 1, s, are 
treated in this subsection: i.e., C f t^C” s; C ’ d"»Cn y  C’ d^
C" 1; C' §~C" s; C* n^C" jl.

The environments of alternants in each of the sets 
C*/*CM are specified below.

Morphemes which, when they are not followed by suffixes 
of the shape 4 -i... 4 or 4 -I... 4, show alternants of the 
shape 4 ...C’A 4, show alternants of the shape / . ..C” / when
they occur before suffixes beginning in 4 -i.o* 4 or 4 -I... 4*
In the morphophonemic notation, morphemes showing this alter
nation are specified as 4 ...C’A 4 with the rule that sequences 
specified morphophonemically'as 4 ...C’A + -i..., -I... 4 
appear as phonemic / ...C”i... / or / .,,C"4... / (see 2.1.1. 
for values of 4 I 4 ).

Examples of 4 ...C’A 4 are listed below:
4 na*dA 4 / na*d£ / to kindle: 4 na*dA + -I 4 / na’ î /

fire, result of kindling.
4 hiotA 4 / hioti / to bloom: 4 h^otA + -igA 4 / hiiosigi /

flower.
4 wfhotA.4 / wihoti / to vomit; 4 wihotA + -I 4 

/ wihosi / vomit.
4 ^o^otA 4 / ?o?oti / to leak, drip; 4 ?o?otA -idA 4
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ft/ o'osidi / to -percolate, strain.

4 hiwidA 4 / hiWidi / to blow, as wind; 4 hiwidA +
-I 4 / h^wili / wind.

4 wu‘dA 4 / wu*di / to rope, tie; 4 wu'dA + idA 4
/ wu’lidi / to rope, tie for someone.

4 ko*sA 4 / ko‘si / to sleep; 4 ko°sA •+ -idA 4 • 0 •
/ ko’sidi / to put to sleep.

4 î-sA 4 / / to plant; 4 reduplicative + **asA +
- 1 4 /  / crops.

4 cjftcapanA 4 / cikipani / to work; 4 cikipanA -idA 4 
/ Sikipajnidi / to work for someone.

4 wakonA 4 / wakoni / to wash; 4 wakonA + -idA 4 
/ w^ko/iidi / to wash for someone; 4 wakonA + -I 4 / wako/ii / 
a baptized person.

2.1.3.2. Alternation involving substitution between
p O ^members of the consonant set C (t, d, n) and C (c, ^, jn) 

is treated here. This alternation is characterized by re
gressive assimilation operating in environments of the type 
4 ...CYC... 4 not interrupted by an occurrence of / \ /•

Morphemes which otherwise appear as / ...C2Y /(where
2 oC is in a given manner subclass), appear as / ...C-'i /
(where is in the same manner subclass as original C2) be
fore suffixes beginning in / c /. Morphemes showing this 
alternation are specified morphophonemically as 4 •••C V 4 in 
all environments. Morphemes which otherwise appear as 
/ ...C^V /, appear as / ...C2V / before suffixes beginning in
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/ t /; these are specified as 4 . ..CpV 4« A rule states
that sequences specified morphophonemically as 4 ...C^V + -t... 4

2 2 appear as / ...C it.., /, and sequences specified as 4 . ..C V
+ -c... 4 appear as / .,.C^ic... /.

Examples are listed below:
4 ?a- + ol + -ti 4 / ?atiti / 1 pi., nonsp. mode, non-

present.
4 nawo^I + -tA 4 / n^woditi / to make a friend;
4 3U/1I «• -tA 4 / ^uniti / to make cactus candy.
4 ^a^anA * -cudA 4 / ^a^a/iidudi / to fletch.
4 m-tdA + -dA + -Si 4 / mida^iSi / while running along,

2.1.4. The present subsection treats alternation in
volving the presence or absence of a specific consonant,
/ h /, in phonemically differentiable environments.

✓All morphemes which otherwise appear as / ...V^hVg /
*(where V^ and V2 are non-identical), appear as / • ••V-jVg / 

before morphemes beginning in / Cv  ̂/. Morphemes which other-
y /wise appear as / ...V^hV^ /, appear as / ...V* / before mor

phemes beginning in / Cv^ /. In the morphophonemic notation,
/

morphemes showing this alternation are specified as 4 ...VhV 4 
with a rule stating that the medial / h / is phonemically 
absent before / Cvl /.

Examples of 4 ...VhV 4 are listed below:
4 wuhi 4 / wuhi / eye; 4 wuhi + -ka^i 4 / wuika^i / 

by means of the eye.
4 m̂ thi 4 / mi hi / to burn; ( mihi + -himi 4 / miihimi / 

to burn, progressive.
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4 moho 4 / moho / barril grass; 4 moho 4 -ka^i 4 

/ mo*ka^4 / by means of barril grass,
2.2. The present section treats alternation involving 

affixes (listed in 3» and 4.) and minor stems (listed in 4*). 
Alternations treated here include some phonologically deter
mined alternations which are unproductive, certain alterna
tions describable in terms of class-specified morphological 
environments,and alternation describable in terms of list- 
specified morphophological environments.

In the presentation of list-specified environments, 
lists are given only if they are small (i.e., include two Dr 
three members) and are relegated to a dictionary (not included 
in the scope of this grammar) if they are large.1

The procedure in this section is to procede through 
the inventories and to treat, in the order of its appearance 
in those inventories, each affix or minor stem showing multiple 
alternants. Affixes and sets of affixes are treated in separate 
subsections below. Minor stems are treated last in a single 
subsection.

Certain environments are specified by means of morpheme 
sequence formulae in which affixes are represented by decade 
numbers and in which stems are represented by italicized caps 
(plus-minus lower case or subscript specification for subclass). 
In morpheme sequence formulae, obligatory items are preceded 
by a plus (■*•), nonobligatory items by plus-minus ( * ).
Items which are mutually exclusive are separated by a comma 
( , ). Phonemic or morphemic material which is irrelevant to
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the particular environment being specified in a given instance, 
is omitted; its omission is represented by three dots (...).

2.2.1. The present subsection is concerned with alter
nants of the various reduplicative morphemes included in de
cade 50. Members of decade 50 are characterized, in most 
alternants, by repetition of a stem initial consonant-vowel 
sequence. Since the initial consonant-vowel sequence of one 
stem may be different from that of another, one occurrence of
50 may show complete lack of similarity to another. This 
suppletive aspect of reduplication is inherent in its defini
tion and is not included here as a morphophonemic problem.
In this subsection we treat alternants in terms of their 
different CV patterns (interphonemic specifications of the 
types CVCY..., CY*CV,.., etc.) in combination with stems 
which may combine with one or more of the reduplicatives 50. 
Hence, all occurrences of a given reduplicative which show 
the same interphonemic specification are grouped into a single 
alternant.

The reduplicative morphemes in Papago are the following:
51 plural. 52 distributive. 53 continuative. and 54 momen- 
taneous (see 3*)* Each reduplicative is treated separately 
below.

Alternants of 51 plural are listed and exemplified 
in the immediately following paragraphs. Environments of alter
nants are list-specified.

51.1: CVCV... (CV-^CVi... in combination with stems of 
the shapes C6V... (where Cb“ /?,h /), C^..., Ci*..., CiV...,
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✓CVi..., and in combination with certain, list-specified, stems 

of the shapes CVnon“'a:... and cv*non“*'..«;^CVnon_iCi... in 
combination with certain, list-specified, stems of the shapes 
CVnon”*:... or cv*n0n"’**.. *; CV^CVg.. • in combination with 
stems of the shapes Cua... or Cau,..):

O / o /ouwi woman, u'uwi women;
^u*si stick, tree, ^u^usi sticks, trees;
ha^a* bottle, pot. haha^a* bottles, pots;
hu?u* star, huhu^u* stars;
ci’gigi name; cicigigi names;
maihogi centipede, mamaihogi centipedes;
kui mesquite tree, kukui mesquite trees;
kubiadi shovel, kukubiadi shovels;
go*ki track, gogoki tracks;
ka*wi badger, kakawi badgers;
macipodi finger, mamicipodi fingers;
wakiali cowboy, wapikiali cowboys;
k£*ba* drinking glass, kokiba* drinking glasses;
ga*t4 rifle, bow, gagiti rifles, bows;
?uami yellow, ^u^ami yellow, pi.; 
huawi deer, huhawi deer, pi.; 
haupali hawk, hahupali hawks,
51.2: CV’CV... (CV*1CV1... in combination with stems

✓ Xof the shapes CiV..., CVi..., certain stems of the shapes
CVCv... and CV*Cv.. . CV*Ci,.. in combination with stems of

S  Vl vlthe shapes CVC ... and CV.C ... and certain stems of the
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shapes CVCv..., CV*Cv...):

liati saddle rope, l^'liati saddle ropes; 
lai Icing, la*lai kings;

/.ban4 coyote. ba°ban£ coyotes;
tad4 foot, ta’tadi feet. ̂ ,r , ..,  ̂ ™ 1 11

w^gi hole, w^'pagi holes;
na#^4 fire. na*na^4 fires;
ka*mi cheek, ka*kam4 cheeks;
nagia to hang. na*n4gia to hang pi. objects;
wu’di to rope, tie. wu»pid4 to rope, tie pi. objects;
n^*ki ear; n^*n£k4 ears;
da*ki nose, abrupt ending of a mountain; da*diki

noses, abrupt endings of mountain;
cukuai owl, cu*c£kudi owls.
51.3s C Y j C V ^ (.•.JCVgCVg**• (combined with certain

stems of the shape CV-j_(... )CV*2...):
kado^di* marble, kakadododi* marbles;
wiyo'di0 acorn, wipiyoyodi* acorns;
paya6so# clown, papayayaso* clowns;
pilo’di* ball, pipilolodi* balls;
pilig^*do* parrot, pipiligigido* parrots;
^oligi'ya* pitch fork ?o?ol4gigiya* pitch forks;
^isiko*b41i* chisel. ?i^isikokobili* chisels:

/51.4: CY-j_w4pV2... (combined with certain stems of the
/shape CT^wVgo..):
wawuki racooon. wawipuki raccoons; 
kawiki hard, kawipiki hard pi.;
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kowika thick, kowapaka thick, pi.;
/ / gawakx strong, giwapaki strong, pi.;

Alternants of 52 distributive are listed and exempli
fied below. Lists are included for the few list-specified en
vironments in which the lists are small.

/? ' 52.1: CV VCa... (combined with stems of the shape CV...)
sawadaka thick - as rope, sa^asiwadiki thick, dist.;
g^kodiki crooked, ga^agikodaka crooked, dist.;
w^dadiki shiny, wi^apidadiki shiny, dist.;
^usad&ka loose, ^u u^isadaki loose, dist.:
giwulika tapered, g^igiwul&ka tapered, dist.;

/  / r>sipoliki mounded, piled, siris£pol£k& piled, dist.. 
52.2: C^VCV^V... (combined with stems of the shapes

CV*... and CV?V...):
to*nak£ mounded, bordered - as land for irrigating, 

to^oto^oniki mounded, bordered, dist.;
l4?asapa to trap. l£^ala^asap& to trap, dist.;
v / V i 9 v ?cu’dipi six, cu ucu udapa by sixes; 
g^ika four, gi^igi^iki by fours.
52.3: CVCV... (combined with either of the stems

/ jhumugati nine or hamaka one):
humugata nine, huhumugata by nines: 
h^mako* one, once. hahamako* by ones.

. .5.2.4: CVwipV... (combined with the single stem
wawaki seven):

wawaki seven, wawapiki by sevens.
Alternants of 53 continuative are -listed and exemplified
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in the immediately following paragraphs. Environments of
the alternants are list-specified.

53.1: CYC(V)...Y* (CV10V1..o7° in combination with
6 / 'stems of the shape C 7.•,; /n/CYC£ . . 0Y* in combination with 

stems of the shapes Cnon‘6V... or Cnon“6V0...; ~CYC...Y* in 
combination with stems of the shapes Cnon-mY^..., C^Yh.
CV*, or CTjVg):

ha’gi to melt, hahagi0 to melt, cont.;
9 / o /o'ahi to complete a cycle. ra‘ah£* to complete a

cycle, cont.;
mu*ki to die, sg. actor, mumiku* to be sick.

sg. actor:
/ /m£d£ to run, sg. actor, mtmida* to run, sg. actor.

cont.;
/ / sa»di to_herd, sasida* to herd, cont.;Tll ̂  ̂ '1W11 ” r ■"/ / bihi to take a sg. object, bibihi* to take a sg.

object, cont.;
/o /ba a to swallow, bab£# to swallow, cont.;
ko^i to die, pi. actor, koko* to be sick, pi. actor:
/*? /bi a to dish out food, bibia to dish out food, cont.

mu8 to wound, shoot with a bow, mumn* to wound, cont. 
w^a to ruin, trample, wipia to ruin, cont.
53.2; CV*C(Y)...V* (CY*C...V* in combination with

o/p /either of the stems *i*i to drink or wua* to throw a sg.
/ zobject. to do:^  CY*C£.. .Y* in combination with the stem na*di 

to kindle, Ignite):
to drink. ^i*^£* to drink, cont.;
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t /wua* to throw a sg. object, wu’pa* to throw a sg. 

object, cont»;
na*di to kindle, na°nida* to kindle, cont..
53 oontinuatlve is, in most alternants, discontinuous. 

It is characterized by stem initial reduplication plus a final 
long vowel (of some quality or other) replacing the original 
stem final vowel. The replacive long vowel may be any of 
the following: -i*, -£*, -u‘, -o’, -a* or the vowel cluster 
-ia. The environments of these alternants are list-specified. 
That is, members of verb subclass V-̂  (of which subclass asso
ciation with 53 is diagnostic) are grouped into five lists; 
the members of one list take -i‘; members of another list 
take -i*, and so on.

The single alternant of 54 momentaneous is exemplified
below.

✓ /54s CY*CY... (CY'-jOY-̂ ... in combination with stems of 
the shapes CYCV..0 and CY*CV...; a/CV*C3:. .. in combination with 
stems of the shape C^*CV "̂...):

do*mi to copulate, do^doma to copulate, mom.: 
ku’mi to gnaw, ku'kumi to gnaw, mom.;
bi/ot& to excrete. bi/#b£ti to excrete, mom.;

/ /g&Wsfe to strike, gi'giwi to strike, mom..
Stems which combine with 54 momentaneous are members 

of verb subclass YgJ those members of which otherwise end 
in -f c.jil 4, appear as 4 •••nA 4 when they occur in combina
tion with 54c

Examples:
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to smoke, to smoke, imperative sg..

to smoke, mom., to smoke, mom., impera
tive sg..

/ /wi*/i& to suck, wi*jLijai to suck, imperative sg..
/ / wi*pin£ to suck, mom.. wi'pinapi to suck, mom., imperative sg,

wo*/ii to pluck, wd'jnljii to pluck, imperative sg., 
wo^poni to pluck, mom., wo*pinap4 to pluck. mom., impera
tive sg..

Alternants of each of the reduplicative morphemes 
included in decade 50 are given above. In the following para
graphs, we treat the behavior of certain stem included pho
nemes of stems in combination with 50.

Most stems which begin in / w / show / p / as the 
repeated consonant when they combine with any one of the re- 
duplicatives 50.

Examples:
wo»gi road, wopogi roads;
/ / Owadadiki shiny. wa'apidadiki shiny, dist.;

wu*di to rope, wupida* to rope, cont.;
wo*jii to pluck. wo'poni to pluck, mom..
Two stems in the data beginning in / w /, waiki three 

and w£s4tima*mi ten show / w / as the repeated consonant when 
they occur in combination with 52 distributive.

Examples:
waiki .. three. wa?awaik4 by threes; .
w^sitima*mi ten. wi^iwi*sitima#mi by tens.
Morphemes which otherwise appear as / cnon"*m,1,ily?#.. /
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(where cnon"m,^»^ is any consonant other than m, n, ji, h, 
or 1) appear without the medial / ? / when they occur in 
combination with any of the reduplicatives 50.

Examples:
ko?i corpse, kdkoi corpses:
&<^i to die, pi. actor, koko* to be sick, pi. actor; 
^u?a to take pi. objects, ^u?u* to take pi. objects,

cont..
/ V l  f IMorphemes which otherwise appear as / C Vh... / or

/as / wVh... / appear without the medial / h / when they occur 
in combination with 50.

Examples:
/ jkahio lea, kakio legs; 

wuhi eye, wu'pui eyes.
2.2.2. Alternants of the cancellation morpheme 111 

non-present (see 3.) are treated in this subsection.
Ill non-present is characterized, in most of its 

occurrences, by the cancellation of a stem final consonant 
plus vowel. The final consonant plus vowel of one stem may be 
different from that of another, thus, like reduplication, 111
non-present is somewhat suppletive in nature: for example,
/ / ✓wa*ki to enter, wa’ to enter, non-present; no*$i to bend,

no0 to bend, non-present; so’mi to sew, so* to sew, non-present.
Alternants of 111 non-present are listed according 

to their interphonemic specification below. (The notation 
...(CV) will stand for a final portion which is cancelled in 
a given occurrence of 111 non-present; ...CV, etc. for the
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stem which combines with 111. Certain- alternants of 111 show, 
in addition to the cancellation of a final CV, addition of one 
or more phonemes; added phonemes are enclosed in diagonals in 
the specification).

111.1: ...CY * 111 = ... (CV) (simple cancellation with
out change in non-cancelled phonemes):

mu’ki to die, sg. actor, mu* to die, sg. actor, non-
present;

ma’ki to give, ma* to give, non-pres.;
v * ,cikidi to vaccinate. eiki to vaccinate, non-pres.;
^a*gi to tell, â* to tell, non-pres.; 
wuhani to wake, wuha to wake, non-pres.; 
wahudi to sweat, wahu to sweat, non-pres.; 
wa^uci to wet, wa^u to wet, non-pres.;
v  i V  fcihapi to hire, ciha to hire, non-pres..
111,2: ...CY ♦ 111 = ... (CY) * / « / (cancellation of 

stem final CY and addition of length):
himi to go. hi* to go. non-pres.;
midi to run, sg. actor. m^# to run, sg.actor. non-pres.; 
c^4hid4 to cover, ci?ihi* to cover, non-pres.; 
komibisi to confess, komibi* to confess, non-pres.; 
sopaki to chop, s<4/ia* to chop, non-pres..
111.3: ...Vnon“*CV + 111 * ...i(CV) (cancellation of 

stem final CV with preceding Y becoming / 4 /):
hudujii to descend, hudi to descend, non-pres.:
V  /  V /cisaJji to rise, ride, cisi to rise, ride, non-pres.; 
wamigi to wake up. wami to wake up. non-pres.;
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V f v ^cikipani to work, cikipi to work, non-pres,.
111.4: ...CV 4- 111 = ...(CV) + / i / (cancellation of 

final CV and addition of / i /):
^u^a to take pi. ob.jeots, ?ui to take pi.objects,

non-pres.;
/ /•ftihi to burn, mii to burn, non-pres.:

ga 1 to roast, gai to roast, non-pres..
111.5: ...V‘CV ♦ 111 = ...V(*CV) ♦ / i / (cancellation 

of final CV and preceding length and addition of / i /):
sa*di to herd, sai to herd, non-pres.;
/ , / na'di to kindle, nai to kindle, non-pres.;

ko’si to sleep, koi to sleep, non-pres.;
/ ^  / ma’ei to know, mai to know, non-pres..

111.6: ...^a + 111 s ,.0(^)a (cancellation of pre
final / ? /):

/o /hi*a to urinate, hia to urinate, non-pre.s.;
/O /hi1a to dish out food, hia to dish out food, non-pres.;

/mu’a to kill a sg. ob.ject, mua to kill a sg. object, 
non-pres..

111.7: ...CV, ...V, ...V+ 111 s ...CV, ...V*, ...V
t(a zero alternant of 111):

w^a to trample, ruin, win to trample, ruin, non-pres.;
v / o  v/?cu’akadi to stab, cu’akadi to stab, non-pres.: 
s^’mugi to shake, sa'mugi to shake, non-pres.; 
waki# to milk, squeeze. waki* to milk, squeeze, non-pres.. 
111.8: ...CV + 111 = ... (CV) + / di / (cancellation 

of stem final CV and addition of / di /):
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giusani to strike a match, giusadi to strike a match, 
non-ores,:

hukasi to soratcli several times, hukadi to scratch• - -  -   # # "

several times, non-pres.. ...
111.0: ...CY ♦ 111 = ... (CY) + / j &  / (cancellation 

of stem final CY and addition of / jni /; an alternant occur
ring only with the stem below):

?*#bidi to fear, î̂ bi/ii to fear, non-pres..
111.10: ...aCY ♦ 111 = ...i(CY) * / hai / (cancellation 

of final CY, with preceding V becoming / 4 /, plus addition of 
/ hai /; an alternant occurring only with the stem below): 

kawa/ii to quarrel, kawihai to quarrel, non-pres..
2.2.3. The suffix 121: -^i hortative has a single 

alternant. In this subsection, we are concerned with the 
alternants of stems in combination with 121.

Stems which combine with 121 are members of verb sub
class V^a. Most members of V-]_a share the interphonemic speci
fication CYC6Y (where C6 = / ?, h /).

Members of Yj^ which, when unaccompanied by affixes, 
appear as / Ci?a /, appear as / Cia* / in combination with 121: 

hi^a to urinate, hfa’̂ i to urinate, hortative;
to dish out food. bia*?i to dish out food, hort..

Stems which, when they occur unaccompanied by affixes,
* f\ *appear as / CY^C i /, appear as / CY^ / when they occur in

combination with 121;
/ / obihi to take a sg. ob.ject, bi 1 i to take a sg. object,

hort.;
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ki^i to bite, kl*^i to bite, hort.;
ko'i i£_Al£» Pl« actor. ko*'i to die, pi, actor, hort.; 
wi^i to stay, w{*?i to stay, hort..
Stems which, when unaccompanied by affixes, appear as

. * . . / . . // CY^a, a* / or as / CY* /, appear respectively as / CY1a* /
/ / /or / CY* / when they occur in combination with 121:

wia to trample, ruin wia*»i to trample, ruin, hort.; 
wua* to throw a sg. ob.ject, wifa'̂ i to throw a sg. 

ob.ject, hort.;
/ / Omu* to wound, mu*'i to wound, hort,.

Two stems share the specification / Cu^a / but show 
non-analogous alternants before 121,

A stem glossed as to kill a single ob.ject appears as 
/ m{i?a / when unaccompanied by affixes and as / rnua*” / in 
combination with 121: -.=5̂

/ o / 9mu'a to kill a sg. object, mua*‘i to kill a sg, ob.ject.
hort..

A stem glossed as to take pi, ob.iects appears as 
/ ^u^a / when unaccompanied by affixes and as / ^u*“ / before 121 

^u^a to take pi, ob.iects. ?u*^i to take pi.objects.hort..
2,2,4. The environments of the alternants 131.: -ahimi 

and 131.2: ~him£ progressive (see 3.) are specified below.
Alternant 131.1: -ahimi occurs following morphemes 

having the specification 4...CA 4:
4 h£*kA 4 / h£*ki / to mow, 4 hi*kA + 131 4 / hjSkahimi / 

to mow, progressive:
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4 cikipanA 4 / cikipani / to work, 4 cikipanA + 131 4
V  f/ cikipanahimi / to work, nro r..

The alternant 131.2: -himi occurs following morphemes 
having the specification 4 . ..CVnon’*A 4 or 4»..V* 4:

4 mu*ki 4 / mu'ki / to die., sg. actor. 4 mu°ki •* 131 4
/ mu’kihimi / to die, sg. actor, prog.;

4 moika* 4 / moika* / to become soft. 4 moika* - 131 4 
/ m<$ika*him4 / to become soft, prog..

2.2.5* The environments of alternants 152.1: -wo*,
152.2: -yo*, 152.3: -o*, 152^4.* -io imperative plural (see 3»)
are specified below.

Alternant 152.1: -wo* occurs after stems having the
specification 4 CYCi- 4:

/ /4 hugi- * 152 4 / hugiwo* / to eat, imperative pi.:
4 ^i^i + 152 4 / ^i^iwo* / to drink, imperative pi.:
4 bihi *» 152 4 / b^hiwo* / to take a sg.ob.ject.

imperative pi..
Alternant 152.2: -yo* occurs after morphemes having 

the specification 4 .••V* 4:
4 waki* - 152 4 / waki'yo*/ to milk, squeeze. 

imperative pl»;
4 ciciwi* - 152 4 / ciciwi’yo* / to play, imperative pi.. 
The alternant 152.3: -o* occurs after morphemes having 

the specification 4 *..CA 4 or 4 ...Cl 4:
4 cikipanA - 152 4 / cikipano* / to work, imperative pi.;
4 wjfyil - 152 4 / w^Tio* / to suck, imperative pi..
The alternant 152,4: -io occurs after stems having the
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specification 4 ...VC^i 4 (where O'5 is / k / or / g /):

4 wa#pam£gi- + 152 4 / wa*pam£gio / to wake up. 
imperative -pi.;

4 wa’piki * 152 4 / wa'pikio / to enter, imperative pi. 
2.2.6. The environments of the alternants 161.1:

-ki and 161.2: -oki successive, having verhed (see 3.) are 
specified below.

The alternant 161.1: -ki occurs after stems having 
the specification 4 .♦•V* 4 and after certain, list-specified, 
stems having the specification 4 ...CV 4'.

4 wua* - 161 4 / wua*ki / having thrown a sg.object;
4 ̂ liokA - 161 4 / /liokiki / having spoken.
The alternant 161.2: -oki occurs after certain list-

specified, stems having the specification 4 ...CV 4:
4 jiiidA 161 4 / ̂ idoki / having seen;
4 ^i^i + 161 4 / ^l^oki / having drunk.
2.2.7o The environments of the alternants 221.2:

-ti and 221.2: -ci sequence increment (see 3») are specified 
below.

Alternant 221.1: -ti occurs in the environment N + 221
612 + 3^2,3 (see 3.2.3• and 4.2.):

wo?oti ?ami ( N 221 612 ) at the pond, tank;
?u°siti ^ani ( N + 221 612 + Sg ) on the pole; 
po*toliti ?abi ( N 221 612 r S^ ) onto, against 

the bronc.
Alternant 221.2: -ci occurs in the environment N «■ 221
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612 + S^:

ki*c£ -̂£d£ ( N 221 612 + ) in the house*
2.2.8. Environments in which the alternants 521.1: 

?a-~-a-, 521,2: ?o*-~'-o*-, 521.3: ?V-, and 521.4: -u- non- 
specified mode (see 4.) occur are specified below.

Alternant 521.1: ^a-«-a- occurs in the environments 
* 511, 512 + 521 4 ^ 2 * 531 and * 511, 512 + 521 + P^sp +
531. The alternant without initial / ? / appears after 511 
or 512.

Examples:
^apiti 2 sg., nonsp. mode, non-present ( 521 -f P2s + 531); 
na-0-t£ 3 nonsp. no.. interrogative, non-pres.

( 512 * 521 ♦ P3sp ♦ 531 ).
Alternant 521.2: ?o«-a^-o*- occurs in the environment 

*• 511, 512 + 521 * P3SP. The alternant without initial /  ̂ /
occurs after 511 or 512.

Examples:
?o*”0 3 nonsp0 ho.. nonsp. mode (521 <*■ P^sp );
no*“0 3 nonsp. no., interrogative ( 512 ♦ 521 * P^sp ).
Alternant 521.3: (vowel assimilated to a preced

ing vowel) alternates freely with alternants 521.1 and 521.2 
in environments of the type ...V 521 + P (where V is the
final vowel of a preceding morpheme):

hima* ^a-0 hi mi^a^aga • Is or hama* ?o*"0 hi mi^a^aga* $ 
Someone is beckoning to you.

mu* ?u—0—1&for m6 * ^a-0-t ̂  He died.
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?i» ^inidi ̂ gii ̂ or ^i* ^anada J/gii^ I  fell down. 
Alternant 521.4: -u- occurs in the environment 513 * 

521 4 p  4 531:
kupi 2 sg., introduotive ( 513 + 521 4 P^s ); 
kunidi 1 sg.. intro.. non-pres. ( 513 4 521 + p  a 4

531 ).
2.2.9• Environments in which the alternants 531.1: 

-ti and 531.2: -di personal non-present (see 4.) occur are 
specified below.

Alternant 531*1: -ti occurs in the environments 
•••£2— »£ * 531, ««•£]£ * 531, and .. .P-̂ sp + 531:

napiti 2 sg.. inter.. non-pres. ( 512 + 521 4 P2s +
531 );

kititi 1 pi.. intro.. non-pres. ( 513 4 521 4 P-jjo +
531 );

ma-jZi-ti 3 nonsp. no.. sub.i.. non-pres. ( 511 4 521 + 
g-3,sp 531 ).

Alternant 531»2: -di occurs in the environment ...P̂ js
531:

nidi 1 sg.. non-pres. (P-̂s: 4 531 ).
2.2.10. Environments in which the alternants 541.1:

*a*~ and 541.2 : ...7... personal deictic (see 4. and 4.1. ) 
occur are specified below.

Alternant 541.1: ?a*“ occurs in the environment 541 
£l,2 4 710:

0/ ot‘a*pifi 2 sg.. deic.. demonstrative sg. { 541 4
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^a*cimi 1 pl«, deic.. dem. pi, ( 541 * ♦ 712 ).
Alternant 541*2: ...V... occurs in the environment

541 *• P^sp + 710:
/ ?h&ga‘i 3 nonsp, no.. deic.. dem. sg. ( 541 * P*,sp *•

711 );
higami 3 nonsp, no,, deic.. dem. pi. ( 541 * P^sp ♦

712 ).
2.2«llo The environments in which alternants of the 

prefixes 610 spatial deictio (see 4., 4*2.) occur are speci
fied below.

Alternants 611.1: **i- proximal deictic, 613*1: gi- 
ultradistal deictic, and 614.1: hi-interrogative deictic 
occur in the environment 610 <*■ S:

^ini around here, this way ( 611 -*■ S2 ); 
gimi there, out of sight ( 613 * );
hibi where. somewhere ( 614 •+ ).
Alternants 611.2: proximal deictic. 613*2: ga-

ultradistal deictic, and 614*2: hi- interrogative deictic 
occur in the environment 610 •* S * 710:

^^*na^a over here ( 611 + S2 * 711 ); 
gama^i over there, beyond ( 613 ♦ + 711 );
hidai who ( 614 + + 711 )*
The distribution of alternants of the prefix 612 

distal deictic is as follows. Alternant 612,1: ?a- occurs in 
the environment ...4 , + 612 + ^  2 3* Alternant 612.2: V -  
occurs in the environments 612 f 2 3 ** 7 H  an^ N + 221 612
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o /S - _. Alternant 612.3: ri- occurs in the environment 

63.2 «• ♦ 711.
Examples:
^ami there, in that general direction ( 612 };
^ama^i over there ( 612 S + 711 );
wo?ot£ ?ami at the pond, tank ( N +■ 221 612 + Sj_ );
?o^odici in the sand ( N + 221 612 * S, );o • ' ' — —/j.
?ida# inside, then ( 612 + ♦ 711 ).
2.2.12. The environments in which the alternants

711.1: -i*i, 711.2: -a^a, 711.3: -a?i, 711.4: -i#, 711.5: -a*, 
and 711.6: -ai demonstrative deictic, singular (see4.) occur 
are specified below.

Alternant 711.1: -i^i occurs in the environment 541 •»
-1,2- * 711:

*?/ 9'a*nifi 1 sg., deic., dem. sg. ( 541 + P̂ js * 711 ). 
Alternant 711.2: -a^a occurs in the environment 611 +

S * 711:
?i«da?a this ( 611 + + 711 ).
Alternant 711.3: -a^i occurs in the environments 612 + 

-1,2,3 4 7 H 5 541 * Posp «*• 711:
7aba?i over there ( 612 «■ + 711 );
/ 9haga'i 3 nonsp. no., deic.. dem. sg. ( 541 P^sp +

711 ).
Alternant 711.4: -i* alternates freely with 711.1 in 

the environment 541 + P, 0 s * 711:*""i > d
^a'pi^i or 7a8pi* 2 sg.. deic.. dem. sg. ( 541 + p^s +

711 ).
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Alternant 711.5: -a* occurs in the environment 

612 + + 711 and alternates freely with 711.2 in the en
vironment 611 + S + 711:

?^da* inside, then ( 612 * 711 );
^•ya^a or ?i*ya* right here ( 611 + 711 ).

■ Alternant 711.6: -ai occurs in the environment 614 +
S + 711 and alternates freely with 7H»3 in the environments 
612 * §1,2,3 * 711 and $41 •* ♦ 711:

h^bai where ( 614 + S-j 711 ) $
? ana? i or ?anai over there ( 612 £>2 + 711 );
h4ga?i or higai 3 nonsp. no., deic., dem. sg. ( 541

P3S2 * 711 ).
2.2.13. The environments of the alternants 611.1:

-ho* and 811.2: -o» times (see 4«, 4.3.) are specified below.
Alternant 811.1: -ho* occurs following morphemes 

having the specification 4 ...Cm 4; alternant 811.2: -o* 
occurs following morphemes having the specification 
4 ...Cnon“mV 4:

4 w£sit£ma*mi + 811 4/ wisitima*miho° / ten times;
4 hitasipi <► 811 4/ hitasipo* / five times.
2.2.14. Alternants of members of the various minor 

stem classes (see 4.) are treated in this subsection.
Three members of P(ronoun) (see 4.1.) have multiple 

alternants: 1 sg.. P^£ mi^v-pi- 2 pi., and P^sp
higA/v»gÂ v»0.

Alternant / /  of P̂ si occurs in the environment 
^  510 + 520 ♦ I^s, and the alternant / ni / occurs in the
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environment .«*P^ * 531:

napi 1 sg.. intero, ( 512 *■ 521 + P^s);
nanidi 1 sg., inter,. non-pres. ( 512 + 521 + P^£ t

531 ).
Alternant / mi / of P2£ occurs in the environments + 

510 4 520 * P££“* 530 and 4 P̂ E, + 531» Alternant / -pi- / 
occurs in the environment 541 t h 712:

kumiti 2 pi., intro.. non-pres. ( 513 + 521 + P?p 4
531 );

^a*pimi 2 pi., deic., dem. sg. ( 541 + P2£ 4 712 ). 
The three alternants of P^sp occur as follows:

P^sp appears as 0 in the environments + 510 4 520 4 P^sp l-
531 and P^sp 4 531, as / higA / in the environment 541 +
P^sp 4 710 and when unaccompanied by affixes, and as / gA /, 
alternating freely with / higA /, when unaccompanied by 
affixes in contour medial environments:

higi-vgi 3 non-sp. no. ( P^sp );
h^gami 3 nonsp. no.. deic.. dem. pi. { 541 4 P^sp 4

712 );
na-0-ti 3 nonsp. no.. inter., non-pres. ( 512 4 

P3SE 4 531 );
0—ti 3 nonsp. no.. non-pres. (P^sp 4 531 ).
Two members of S (patial) show multiple alternants: 

di'v-dA this, general spatial temporal, in and 
?iv-y-Ay-a here (see 4*2.).

The two alternants of occur as follows: / -cLA / 
occurs in the environment 611 4 4 710, and / di / occurs in
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the environment * 612, 613, 614 + S^o.o :
?i*da?a this ( 611 ♦ 711 );
?^da* inside, then ( 612 + f 711 );
gidi beyond. there. then (long ago) ( 613 + );
hskdai who ( 614 t + 711 )«
The three alternants of occur as follows: appears

as / ?i / when unaccompanied by affixes, as / -y- / in the 
environment 611 * S*. + 711, and as / -a / in the environments 
611 * and 613 + S50

7i here ( S^ );
7^°ya7a right here ( 611 + * 711 );
^ia here ( 611 + );
ga beyond, away from here ( 613 + ).
A single member of ^(uantifier) shows multiple alter-

' s Q.nants: -12 hima* ̂ himi“ one (see 4»4«)« -12 appears as
/ hirai- / in the environment §12 * an^ aa / b&aa« / else
where:

/h£ma# one ( <^2 )>
h£m£ho# once ( g12 4 811 );
hiaaa0pa# one place, together ( Ĉ 2 + )•
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FOOTNOTE TO CHAPTER II

1. A projected general dictionary of Papago includes 
provisions for list-specified environments of morpheme 
alternants. Each entry in the projected dictionary is to 
he followed immediately by its combination with one or more 
of the reduplicatives in decade 50 and, in the case of 
members of stem class V(erb), by its combination with 111 
non-present. Those entries which are members of Vi (see
3.1.1. for definition of subclasses Vj., V?, and are followed by their combination with 53 contlnuative, 51 
plural (if they so combine), and with 111 non-present; 
members of V2 are followed by their combination with 54 
momentaneous and 111 non-present (which obligatorily co
occurs with 54 in combination with Yo); members of Vo are 
followed by their combination with "51 plural (if they so 
combine) and with 111 non-present. Entries which are members 
of N(oun) are followed by their combination with 51 plural 
(if they so combine), and members of A(ttribute) are followed 
by their combination with one or the other of the reduplica
tives 51 plural or 52 distributive (if they so combine).
For definitions of major stem classes V, N, and A, see 
Chapter III., subsections 3.1., 3.2., and 3.3. ”
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CHAPTER III

MAJOR STEMS AND AFFIXES 
3. This chapter is concerned with morpheme sequences 

in which members of the major stem classes occur in combina
tion with affixes* Major stem classes are those having large, 
diotionary-size inventories and whioh, as classes, recur fre
quently in textual material (though an individual member of a 
given stem class may reour only infrequently in texts) • This 
is in direct contrast to minor stems which are low inventory 
and individually frequent in texts.

Major stem classes are three in number: V(erbs), 
N(ouns), and Attributes). The establishment of each of these 
classes is attested by virtue of combination with certain 
affixes or sets of affixes termed DIVISIVES. An affix is said 
to be divisive if it is exclusively associated with members of 
a single class of stems* It is diagnostic of that class if it 
may combine with all its members; it is diagnostic of a sub
class if it may combine only with certain members of a large 
class of stems.

As a prerequisite to the discussion of each of the 
major stem classes and their combination with affixes, we pre
sent an inventory of the affixes with which they combine. 
Following the inventory, we state the combinatory privileges 
of each affix (i.e*, stems with which eaoh affix may combine) 
and the relationships of order which obtain between affixes in
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combination with a member of a given stem class (i.e., the 
position of affixes in the word).

In the inventory, each affix is supplied with an index 
number by which it is represented in formulae throughout the 
remainder of this study. Affixes showing index numbers below 
100 are prefixes or, in the case of 50, manipulatives (redupli
cative s) associated with the beginning of a stem. Affixes 
showing index numbers 100 through 400 are suffixes or, in the 
case of 111 non-present, a manipulative (cancellation) asso
ciated with the end of a stem, Index numbers are grouped into 
decades including mutually exclusive and distributionally simi
lar affixes. Suffixes are grouped into, centuries according to 
their stem association; suffixes 100 are exclusively associated 
with V, 200 with N, and 300 with A. Suffixes 400 combine with 
members of all three major stem classes.

The inventory is as follows (each affix is followed by 
a parenthetic notation indicating its stem association); see
2.2. above for distribution of multiple alternants:
10 11: ©X intensive (V. N. A).
20 21: ta- indefinite agent (7):

22: Vcu- indefinite ob.iect (7).
30 31: ?4- non-1 reflexive, suus (7, N);

32: ha- 3 ul. goal, possessor (V. N).
40 41: pt- 1 sg. goal, possessor (V. N):

42: mt- 2 sg. goal, possessor (7. N):
43: ti— 1 pi. goal, possessor (I, N);
44: ?4mi-- 2 pi. goal, possessor (V, N).
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50 51: (reduplicative) plural (V, N, A);
52: (reduplicative) distributive (V, A);
53: (reduplicative oontinuative (V);
54: (reduplicative) momentaneous (V).

100 Suffixes exclusively associated with V:
110 111: (oanoellation) non-present (V);
120 121: -^i hortative (Y);
130 131.1: -ahmi, 131.2: -himi progressive (V);
140 141: -dA durative (V).
150 151: imperative singular (Y);

152.1: -wo#, 152.2: -yo*, 152.3: -o*, 152.4: -io 
imperative plural. (V).

160 161.1: -ki, 161.2: -oki successive, having verbed (V);
162: -c4 contemporaneous. while verbing (Y) •

200 Suffixes exclusively associated with N:
210 211: -g4 existential (N).
220 221.1: -ti, 221.2: -oi sequence increment (N).
230 231.1: -ga*, 231.2: -ka* alienable possession (N).
240 241.1: -J4, 3 sg. possessor (N).
250 251: -ka|4 instrumental (N).
300 Suffixes exclusively associated with A:
310 311: -J* predicative (A).
320 321: -ou*u abstractive (A).
400 Suffixes having common stem association:
410 411: -mi adverbial^ (Y, N, A);

412: -ma* adverbial-, (V, N, A).
Affixes 20, 53* 54* and 100, totaling twelve, are
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divisive for 7 or for subclasses thereof* Of these, one,
131 progressive, is diagnostic of the class as a whole. 
Suffixes 200, five in number, are divisive for N; of these, 
all except 231 alienable possession are diagnostic of the 
class as a whole. Suffixes 300, two in number, are divisive 
for A; of these, 321 abstractive is diagnostic of A.

In the immediately following paragraphs, the relation
ships of order (relative order positions) for each of the 
affixes are defined* Prefixes are defined as occurring word 
initially (i.e., not preceded by other prefixes) in some or 
all of their occurrences, word medially in some or all of 
their occurrences, or adjacent to the stem (i.e., not followed 
by other prefixes) in some or all of their occurrences. Simi
larly, suffixes are defined as occurring word finally (i.e., 
not followed by other suffixes) in all or some of their occur
rences, medially in all or some of their occurrences, or ad
jacent to the stem (not preceded by other suffixes) in all or 
some of their occurrences. Each discussion of an affix or 
set of distributionally similar affixes is accompanied by a 
parenthetic reference to one or more following subsections in 
which actually occurring sequences are treated*

Prefix 11 s4- intensive occurs word initially in all 
occurrences; it may or may not occur adjaoent to the stem*
In combination with certain members of 7 it may be followed 
by prefixes 30 or 40 and/or 53t 54 in sequences of the type 
+ 30 , 40 ♦ 53» 54 + 7.*. (for actually occurring sequences 
of this type see 3*1*4*2; in the formula, items separated by
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a comma are mutually exclusive)* Example: s&havrfpia to ruin 
them, oont. ( 11 4 32 4 53 4 tr V-^sp in ). In combination 
with members of V, 11 may be followed by one or the other of 
the prefixes 20 in sequences of the type * 11 4 20 4 V. ♦.
(see 3*1*4*3.)* Examples: sitaV’bidami frightening ( 11 *
21 4 tr V^sp 4 411 ); sicu^bidami fearful ( 11 22 ♦
tr Tgsu ♦ 411 ) • In combination with members of N or A, pre
fix 11 may be followed by 51 in sequences of the types ♦ 11 4 

51 * N*«• (see 3*2*2*) and 4 11 4 51 ♦ A.,. (see 3*3*)* 
Examples: s4ba*banagi full of coyotes (11 + 51 4 al N so 4 211) 
s£?u?ami yellow, pi. ( 11 + 51 ♦ advoA-i so ). for additional 
examples of 11 see the subsections referred to above.

Prefixes 20: 21 ta- indefinite agent and 22 Six— 
indefinite object. oombining exclusively with members of T, 
occur in position adjacent to the stem in all occurrences; 
they occur word initially in some occurrences. They may be 
preceded by 11 in sequences of the type ♦ 11 * 20 +7..* (see 
3*1.4*3*)* Example: tapiidima* worth seeing (21 ♦ tr 7^so 4 

412 ). For additional examples see above under prefix 11 
and in subsection 3*1*4*3. below.

Prefixes 30: 31 *4- non-1 reflexive, suus: 32 ha- 
3 pl» goal, possessor are mutually exclusive. They occur 
word initially in some occurrences, medially in some, and 
adjacent to the stem in some occurrences* In combination 
with certain members of V, they may be preceded by 11 and 
followed by 53 or 54 in sequences of the type 4 11 4 30 4 53,
54 4 V.•• (see 3*1*4*2.). Example: s£^4w£*him4 to ruin self
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(non-first person). prog* ( 11 4 31 «• tr V. sp * 131 );18.

/s4hagi*g4 to strike them* non-present ( 11 4 32 4 54 4 tr YoSP 4 
111 )• In combination with certain V, prefix 32 is obliga
torily followed by 51, and 31 may or may not be: 4 32 4 51 4 

V.., and 4 31 ♦ 51 * V... (see 3*1*2* under tr V spp )• Ex
amples: hawu*p4 to rope them* non-pres.( 32 4 51 ♦ tr Vj^spp -
111 ); ?4dai to put self, non-pres. ( 31 4 tr spp 4 111 ); 
?4da*d4s4 to put selves ( 31 * 51 4 tr Vj^spp ). In combina
tion with certain members of V, prefix 32 may be followed by 
40 and 51 in sequences of the type 4 32 ♦ 40 4 51 4 V...
(see 3*1*2* under double tr V )• In this way, 32 differs in 
its distribution from 31 (in Tecolote, a closely related and 
mutually intelligible dialect, prefix 31 may be followed by 
prefix 44 2 pi. goal, possessor). Example of 32 ♦ 40 ♦ 51 ■»
V: hamiwapikoni to wash them for you, non-pres.( 32 4 42 4 
51 * double tr V^spp ♦ 111 )• In combination with members of 
N, prefixes 30 occur word initially in all occurrences; they 
may be followed by 51 in sequences of the type 4 30 4 51 4 N...
(see 3*2.1. ). Example: hato'*ton£ their knees ( 32 4 51 4
Inal N sp ).

Prefixes 40, 41 /i£- 1 sg. goal, possessor: 42 mi- 
2 sg. goal, possessor: 43 t£- 1 pi. goal, possessor: 44 ^£m£
2 pi. goal, possessor are mutually exclusive. They occur 
initially, medially and/or adjacent to the stem. In combina
tion with certain members of V, they may be preceded by 11 

and followed by 53 or 54 in sequences of the type 4 11 + 40 4 

53, 54 4 Voo. (see 3*1*4*2.). Examples: s&;i4g^*g4 to strike
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me, non-pres. ( 11 ♦ 41 + 54 * tr Voso + 111); s%p£mam4&£* 
to get myself to know It well, cont. ( 11 t 41 + 53 + tr 7-^sp) 
In combination with, certain 7, prefixes 40 may be preceded by 
32 and followed by 51 in sequences of the type 4 32 4 40 * 51 *
7... (see 3.1.2# under double tr 7 )• Example: hanidada- 
g4ko;iid4 to wioe them for me ( 32 4 41 * 51 ♦ double tr Vo son ). 
In combination with certain 7, prefixes 43 and 44 are obliga
torily followed by 51 in sequences of the type 4 43 , 44 4 51 ■*
7... (see 3.1.2. under 7 son). Example: ^£m£k<f#k£sid4 to out 
you (ol. to sleep ( 44 ♦ 51 4 tr 7^spp )♦ In combination with 
certain 7, previxes 40 may be followed by 53, 54 in sequences 
of the type 4 40 4 53, 54 ♦ 7... (see 3.1.3.)• Examples: 
t4m̂ m4ka* to give (it) to us. cont. ( 43 4 53 4 double tr 7ll3sp ) 
m£c4*c£ to name you, non-pres. (42 * 54 1 tr 7gsp 4 11 ). 
Prefixes 40 are initial in all combinations with members of
N. In combination with certain members of N, they may be 
followed by 51 in sequences of the type * 4 0  4 51 4 N.• • (see
3.2.1.). Examples: ;i4wu*pui my eyes ( 41 * 51 4 Inal N sp ); 
t4no*n£hoi our hands ( 43 * 51 4 inal N sp ).

The reduplicatives 50 are mutually exclusive. They are 
distributionally somewhat dissimilar and are treated in separate 
paragraphs as follows:

51 Plural. combining with 7, N, and A, may or may not 
be preceded by prefixes. In combination with certain members 
of 7, it may be preceded by 30 or 43, 44 in sequences of the 
type ♦ 30, 43, 44 4 7... (see 3.1.2. under 7 spp )• Example: 
hacu*5ts4 to extinguish them ( 32 + 51 4 tr 7ltspp ). In
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combination with certain 7, 51 may be preceded by the prefix 
sequence 32 ♦ 40 in sequences of the type + 32 ♦ 40 + 51 * 7,.• 
(see 3*1*2, under double tr V spp). Example: hat£wap£kojiid4 
to wash them for us ( 32 * 43 ♦ 51 ■* double tr 7^spp ). In
combination N, 51 may be preceded by 11 or by 30, 40 in se
quences of the types ♦ 11 ♦ 51 N*.* (see 3*2,2,) and + 30,
40 ^ 51 + N... (see 3*2,1.), Examples: s£t6tobig4 full of 
cottontails ( 11 * 51 ♦ al N sn t 211 ); ji4wfp£silo*ga*mjr 
calves ( 41 *■ 51 * al N sp t 231 ), In combination with 
certain members of A, 51 may be preceded by 11 in sequences 
of the type + 11 + 51 + A,., (see 3*3* under A-) sp). Example:
s£cuc£k£ black, pi. ( 11 + 51 + adVoA^sp ).

52 distributive, combining with V and A, may or may 
not be preceded by prefixes. In combination with at least 
one member of 7, it may be preceded by one or the other of 
the prefixes 30 in sequences of the type ♦ 3° ♦ 52 •* V.*,
(see 3*1.4*4.). Example: hala?ala?as£p£ to trap them, dist.
( 32 t 52 + tr V-jfrSPPd ), 52 occurs word initially in all
combinations with members of A (see 3,3* under Ag )• Example 
of ♦ 52 *■ A,*.: so^os£pol£k4 short. dist. ( 52 + non-pred Ag).

53 continuative, combining with members of 7, may or 
may not be preceded by prefixes. In combination with certain 
members of 7, it may be preceded by 11 and 30, 40 in sequences 
of the type ♦ 11 ♦ 30, 40 * 53 ♦ 7... (see 3*1*4*2, and above 
under 11 and 30, 40 ). In combination with certain 7, 53
may be preceded by prefixes 30, 40 in sequences of the type 
♦ 30, 40 ♦ 53 + 7... (see 3*1*3* in connection with tr.
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double tr Y^. and above under 30, 40)* In combination with 
at least one member of V, 53 may be preceded by the prefix 
sequence 32 ♦ 40 in sequences of the type ♦ 32 ♦ 40 * 53 ♦
V.o. (see 3*1*3* in connection with double tr Y-^sp ). Example: 
hamimamika* to give them to you, cont. ( 32 4 42 + 53 ♦ double 
tr Y-^sp ).

54 momentaneous. combining with certain members of V, 
may or may not be preceded by prefixes* In combination with 
some V, it may be preceded by 11 and 30, 40 in sequences of 
the type + 11 and 30, 40 in sequences of the type + 30, 40 *
54 + V... (see 3*1*4.2., and above under 11, 30, and 40)* In 
combination with certain Y, 54 may be preceded by 30 or 40 
sequences of the type + 30, 40 + 54 ■*- Z«• • (see 3*1»3* in 
connection with tr Yg, and above under 30 , 40).

Suffixes 100, combining with members of Y, are treated 
in the following paragraphs.

Ill (cancellation) non-present is incompatible with 
all suffixes. It combines in sequences of the type ...Y *
111 (see 3.I.I. and 3*1«3» for sequences in which 111 occurs). 
Example: wu* to rope, non-pres. ( tr Y-jvspp * 111 )♦

Suffix 121 -^i hortative occurs adjacent to the stem 
and word finally in all occurrences (i.e., as 111, it is in
compatible with all other suffixes). It combines in sequences 
of the type ...Y * 121 (see 3.1.1* under —la and 3*1*3*)• 
Example: imi*7i to wound, hortative (tr Y|nsp ♦ 121 ).

Suffix 131 -ahimi**-himi progressive occurs adjacent
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to the stem and. word finally in all occurrences* It combines 
in sequences of the type ...7 * 131 (see 3*1*1*, 3*1*3*, end 
3*1*5*)• Example: mfihim* to burn, prog, ( intr Vlasp + 131 )• 

Suffix 141 -dA durative occurs adjacent to the stem 
in all occurrences; it may or may not be followed by other 
suffixes* In combination with certain 7, it may be followed 
by one of the suffixes 150 or 162 in sequences of the types 
V + 141 + 150 (see 3*1*3*) and ...7 141 + 162 (see 3.1.4.1.
in connection with sequences in which members of 7^ combine 
with 162). Examples: ko*s4dant You (sg. keep on sleeping1 
( intr 7-^ spp + 141 + 151 ); m^dajici while running ( intr 
2lb5 4 4 ^ 2  ); /tiokadi to speak, dur. ( intr Y^spp ♦ 141 ).
See 3*1*1* for additional examples of V ♦ 141*

Suffixes 150: 151 -jii imperative sg. and 152 -wo,rv-yo,~» 
-ov-io imperative pi. are mutually exclusive. They occur 
word finally in all occurrences and adjacent to the stem in 
some occurrences. In combination with certain V, they may be 
preceded by 141 in sequences of the type ••.7 ♦ 141 * 150 
(see 3.1.3.). Examples: cikipanida/ii You (sg.) keep working 1 
( Intr V^sp ♦ 141 ♦ 151 ); gi^iwo* You (pi.) get fatl (intr 
SlaSE ♦ 152 )• For additional examples of T t 150, see 3*1*2.

Suffixes 160: 161 -ki^-oki successive and 162 -c4 
contemporaneous are mutually exclusive. They occur word finally 
in all occurrences. Suffix 161 occurs adjacent to the stem 
in all occurrences; it combines in sequences of the type 
...V <► 161 (see 3.1.4.1*)* Example: o£?4klc having said (intr 
Vinsp ■*- 161 ). Suffix 162 is obligatorily preceded by 141 in
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combination with, certain V; in combination with certain other 
V, it obligatorily occurs adjacent to the stem; sequences in 
which 162 combines are of the following types: . ..V + 141 *
162 and ...V ♦ 162 (see 3.I.4.I.). Examples: /iJLokî i while 
sneaking ( intr Vo son * 162 ); da?ajj4$4 while jumping. 
flying ( intr_Ylas * 141 + 162 )•

Suffixes 200, combining with members of N, are treated
below.

Suffixes 211 -gi oxistential (see 3.2,2.) and 221 
-t4^-c4 sequence increment (see 3*2.3.) occur adjacent to 
the stem and word finally in all occurrences (i.e., they are 
incompatible with all other suffixes). They combine in se
quences of the types ...N * 211 (see 3*2.2.) and ...N + 221 
(a sequence of the type N <* 221 is always followed immediately
by a member of minor stem class S(patial) preceded by the
prefix 612 distal; see 3*2.3*)• Examples: s4ou*wag4 full of 
cottontails ( 11 4 al H s t 211 ): kjf* c4 ?4d4 in the house

•  . F - - I I

( inal N sn * 221 612 ♦ S^ ).
Suffix 231 -ga'/v-ka* alienable nossession occurs 

adjacent to the stem in all occurrences; it occurs word 
finally in some occurrences. It may be followed by suffixes 
241 and/or 251 in sequences of the type ...N + 231 + 241 ♦
251 (see 3*2.1. under al N ). Example: ^u*s4ga*34ka|4 by means 
of his (obviatlve) stick ( al N sp * 231 * 2 4 1 + 2 5 1  ).

Suffix 241 -ji 3 sg. possessor occurs adjacent to 
stem, medially, or finally. In combination with certain N, 
it is obligatorily preceded by 231 and may be followed by 251*
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In combination with certain other N, it occurs adjacent to 
the stem and may be followed by 251. Sequences in which 241 
combines are of the following types: . 0.N + 231 ♦ 241 * 251 

(see 3.2*1. under al N . and above under 231); and ...N ♦ 241 
♦ 251 (see 3.2.1. under inal If), Example: hu’cijikaji by 
means of its (obviative claw ( inal N sp * 241 + 251 )•

Suffix 251 -ka^i instrumental occurs word finally 
in all occurrences. It occurs adjacent to the stem in some 
occurrences. It may be preceded by 231 and/or 241 in sequences 
of the types ...N + 231 * 241 + 251(see 3.2.1.) and ...N *
241 ± 251 (see 3.2.1., and above under 241 )• Examples: 
w^ba^tkaji by means of her (obviative) milk ( inal N s +
241 + 251 ); ?u*s&ka34 by means of a stick ( al N sp + 251 )•

Suffixes 300, combining with members of A, are treated 
in the following paragraphs.

Suffix 311 -34 predicative occurs adjacent to the 
stem and word finally in all occurrences. Sequences in which 
311 combines are of the type ...A ♦ 311 (see 3.3* under pred Ao).
Example: c4ma^4 small« pred. ( pred Ao ♦ 311 ).

v OSuffix 321 -cu’u abstractive occurs adjacent to 
the stem and word finally in all occurrences. It combines in 
sequences of the type ...A ♦ 321 (see 3.3. )* Example: 
g4^4cu?u something big ( pred Ao+ 321 ).

Suffixes 400, combining with members of V, N, and A, 
are treated in the following paragraph.

410: 411 -m4 adverbial1 and 412 -ma» adverbial^ are 
mutually exclusive; they occur adjacent to the stem and word
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finally in all occurrences. They combine in sequences of the 
type ...V, N, A ♦ 410 (see 3*1*4*3*> 3*2.2., and 3*3* )• Ex
amples: sihimimi would like to go ( 11 ♦ Intr 7^ spp ♦ 411 );
sitopima* hot, adv. ( 11 ♦ adVoA^s * 412 ); s4b£n4ma* coyote 
like ( 11 * al N so + 412 ).

Prefixes and suffixes which combine with members of 
the various major stem, classes are listed in inventory above, 
and their relative order in sequence is shown in the above 
paragraphs. The following sections, 3*1* (V), 3*2# (N), and 
3*3* (A), treat the co-occurrence of these affixes in combina
tion with stems and the combinatory relationship which obtains 
between stems and affixes.

3.1. Morpheme sequences in which members of the general 
class of V(erbs) occur in combination with affixes are treated 
in the present section. In each instance we define the combi
natorial relationship between members of V and affixes. The 
result of this operation is the establishment of subclasses 
of the general class of Y. Also, we define the co-occurrence 
relationship between affixes in combination with members of 
the subclasses of V. This operation results in a description 
of certain morpheme sequences which occur in the corpus.

Affixes which combine with members of V are those 
showing index numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, and 400. Of 
these affixes, those showing index numbers 20, 53, 54, and 
100 are exclusively associated with V, hence, they are devisive 
for V or for subclasses thereof.

Of the affixes which are exclusively associated with
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Y, suffix 131* -ahimi ̂  -him! progressive provides a frame 
which is diagnostic of V; that is, all members of Y may com
bine with 131, and that suffix combines only with members of
I*

Examples of Y ♦ 131 follow:
ko^ihimA to die, plural actor, progressive ( intr Y 

laE ♦ 131),
mu’kihimA to die, single actor, progressive { intr Y 

lbS + 131),
^A’/iAhimA to smoke, progressive ( tr Y^sp ♦ 131),
c^kApanahimi to work, progressive ( intr Y^sp 4 131),
k^*kahim4 to live, progressive (stative Y 4 131),
moika»himi to become soft, progressive ( att Y sp 4 131).
The criterion for membership in the large class of

V stems is association with 131. Members of V are further
subolassified according to their association with affixes or
sets of affixes in addition to 131.

Association with members of two different sets of
affixes serves as a criterion for the establishment of several
cross-cutting but independent subclasses. One of these sets
of affixes has reference to such categories as tense and as-

*pect; affixes belonging to this set are: 53 CVC(V)...Y* oon-
/tinuative. 54 CV°CY... momentaneous.Ill •••(CY) non-present.

121 -*^i hortative. 131 -ahimi ̂ -himi progressive, and 141 

-dA durative. The other set of affixes has reference to such 
categories as person and number; affixes belonging to this 
set are: 31 non-1  reflexive, suus: 32 ha- 3 plural goal.
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possessor: 41 /ii- 1 sg. goal, possessor: 42 mi- 2 sg, goal, 
possessor: 43 ti- 1 pi. goal, possessor; 44 2 pi. goal,

spossessor: 51 C Y C V . ( a n d  other alternants, see 2.2.1. ) 
plural; 151 -jai imperative singular: and 152 -wo*/^-yo*-^
-o* -io imperative plural.

A subclass attested by virtue of its association with 
certain of the affixes in one of these sets is further sub
classified according to its association with certain affixes 
in the other set. Thus, a subclass Y^, attested by virtue of 
its combination with the affixes 53, 111, 131, and 141, has, 
among others, the subclasses tr Y^. combining with affixes 
30, 40, and 150, and intr Y-̂ . combining with affixes 150 and 
incompatible with 30, 40.

Subclasses attested by virtue of association with 
certain of the affixes 53, 111, 121, 131, and 141 are listed 
below.

labels a subclass of V whose members combine with 
affixes 53, 111, 131, and 141. Those members of Y^ which may 
combine with 121, in addition to the above listed affixes, are 
labeled Y^a (examples: intr Y-|nsp jii^i to sing; tr Y-^sp
ba'a to swallow, to eat )• Those members of which are 
incompatible with 121 are labeled (examples: intr .IlbS
mu’ki to die, single aotor: tr Y ^ spp wu*d£ to rope, tie )•
Of the affixes combining with members of Y^, 53 and 121 are 
exclusively associated with Y-̂ j affix 53 combines with all 
members of Y^, and suffix 121 combines with members of the 
subclass Zla-
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Vg labels a subclass of Y whose members combine with 

affixes 54, 111, 131, and 141 (examples: tr Y^sp do#m£ to 
copulate: intr Y^sp bf*t£ to excrete). Of the affixes com
bining with members of V2» 54 is divisive for that subclass.

V-j labels a subclass of Y whose members combine with 
affixes 111, 131, and 141 (examples: intr Y^spp himi^himi-
to go. walk: tr Y^spp wakoni to wash: intr Y âsp cikipani
to work).

Subclasses attested by virtue of association with one 
or more of the affixes 30, 40, 51, and 150 are listed below.

intr (ahsitive)Y labels a subclass of Y whose members 
combine with one or the other or both of the suffixes 150 
imperative singular, plural and are incompatible with pre
fixes 30, 40. Those members of intr Y which combine with 
151 imperative singular and are incompatible with 152 impera
tive plural and 51 plural are labeled intr Y s(ingular) (exam
ples: intr -la- da,ao'd^?i- to .lump, fly, single actor:
intr Y]^3 m4*ki to die, single actor) • Members of intr Y 
which may combine with 152 imperative plural and are incompatible 
with affixes 151 imperative singular and 51 plural are labeled 
intr Y p(lural) (examples: intrY^p piPi. to fly, plural actor: 
intr Yj q̂P ko^i to die, plural actor). Members of intr Y 
which may combine with either of the suffixes 150 and are in
compatible with 51 are labeled intr Y sp (examples: intr Y-^sp 
gi^i to get fat: intr Y^sp b£*ti to excrete). Members of 
intr Y which may combine with both suffixes 150 and with 51 
are labeled intr Y spp (examples: intr Y^spp him* 'vhfmi-
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to go. walk: intr TT^spp ko’si^ko^si- to sleep) .
tr(anaitlve) Y labels a subclass of V whose members 

combine with some or all of the prefixes 30, 40 and with the 
suffixes 150. Those members of tr V which may combine with 31 
non-1 reflexive. 41 1 sg. goal, and 42 2 sg. goal and are in
compatible with 32 3 T)l. goal. 43 1 p1. goal. 44 2 pi. goal, 
and 51 plural are labeled tr Y s (examples: tr Y-as mulini 
to break, single goal: tr Yj^s mu^a to kill, single goal:
tr YjLqs b^hi to take, single goal). Those members of tr Y 
which may combine with prefixes 30, 43, 44 and are incompatible 
with prefixes 41, 42 are labeled tr Y p (examples: tr Y-̂ p
?u?a to take, -plural goal: tr Y^p n^n-fecudi to cause to fly. 
plural goal). Members of tr Y which may combine with any of 
the prefixes 30, 40 and are incompatible with 51 are labeled 
tr Y sp (examples: tr Y^sp /i^idi to see; tr Y-aSP waidi
to invite: tr Y-^sp ba^art»ba^i- to swallow, eat: tr Vosp
do*m4 to copulate). Those members of tr Y which may combine 
with prefixes 30, 40, and with 51 are labeled tr Y spp (ex
amples: tr Y^spp wu*d.i to rope, tie: tr Y^spp ko*sid4 to
cause to sleep, put to sleep).

double tr Y labels a subclass of Y whose members may 
combine with any of the prefixes 30, 40, and with the prefix 
sequence 32 - 40. Members of double tr Y which are incompatible 
with 51 are labeled double tr Y sp (examples: double tr Y-|^spy  ̂ yma’ki to give: double tr Y-aSP masicami to teach). Members of 
double tr V which may combine with 51 are labeled double 
tr Y spp (example: double tr Yospp wakopidi to wash for
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someone).
There are, in addition, two restricted subolasses of

V whose members have a very limited distribution in terms of
combination with affixes.

stative 7 labels a subclass of 7 whose members combine
✓with affixes 131 and 141 (example: stative 7 s ki*ka- to 

stand, sg. actor). Certain members of stative 7 may combine 
with 51 plural: those stative V which may so combine are 
labeled stative V s p p : those which are incompatible with
51 Plural are labeled stative 7 s. stative 7 p . or stative
7 sp (subclasses attested on the basis of their co-occurrence 
with members of P(ronoun); see 4.1.)•

atttribute) 7 labels a subclass whose members combine 
with 131. Certain members of att 7 may combine with one or 
the other of the affixes 51 plural. 52 distributive. Those 
members of att 7 which may combine with 51 are labeled att 7 sp 
(examples: att 7 sp moika* to become soft;att 7 sp kdtwika* 
to become hard) • Those members of att 7 which may combine 
with 52 are labeled att 7 sd (examples: att 7 sd sawaclika* 
to become thick, as rope: att 7 sd sopolika* to beoome short). 
Those members of att 7 which are incompatible with affixes 51,
52 are labeled att 7 s (examples: att 7 s tt̂ ii* to beoome 
Il2$» utt 7 s V o w i *  to become 3weet). Of the affixes com
bining with members of att 7 . 131 is the only one with which 
all members of att 7 may combine.

In the following subsections, we treat and exemplify 
the co-occurrence of affixes in combination with members of
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the various subclasses of Y. Subsection 3.1.1. treats the co
occurrence of affixes $3, 54, 111, 121, 131, and 141 in com
bination with members of subclasses Y^, Yg, an^ 23* Sub

section 3*1 .2. treats the oo-occurrence of affixes 30, 40,
51, and 150 in combination with members of subclasses intr V .

- tr 7 . and double tr V . Subseotion 3.I.3. is concerned with 
a synthesis of the two cross-cutting classifications; that 
is, we treat the co-occurrence of the set of affixes 53, 54,
111, 121, 131, 141 with members of the set 30, 40, 51, 150 

and the combination of members of both of these sets of 
affixes with members of V. Subsection 3.1*4. treats sequences 
in which members of V combine with affixes 11, 30, 52, 160, 
and 140* Subsection 3.1.5* treats the restricted subclasses 
att V and stative V .

3.1.1. This subsection is concerned with sequences 
in which members of subclasses Y^, Y2> and 1 y  ln that order, 
combine with affixes.

Affixes with which all members of may combine are 
53 (reduplicative) continuative. Ill (cancellation) non-present. 
131 -ahimi ̂ -himi progressive, and 141 -dA durative. Associa
tion with 53 ia divisive for Y^.

In addition, certain members of Y^ (Y-̂ &) may combine 
with the suffix 121 -^i hortative, while other members of Y^ 
(Y^) ar® incompatible with 121. (an aside concerning canon
ical shapes of certain members of Y: most members of Y. share

/ fsthe interphonemic specification CYC Y; most members of lib 
share the interphonemic specification cnon"'^7*CnorL~^7, Ex-
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amples: hi?a to urinate. ba^a to swallow, wi?i to remain,
b&hl to take a single object. m£hi to burn, ^ahi to complete 
a cycle. kd7i to die. plural actor: —lb ?»'44 to herd, mu*hi 
to die. wo“*di to lay, da*si to -put a bulky ob.1ect. c£*ki to

J *  Vput a sheet-like object, wu’di to rope, tie, ma’ci to know, 
ma'ki to give).

The co-occurrence of affixes 53, 111* 121, 131 and 
141 in combination with members of is stated immediately 
below.

Affix 53 is incompatible with 111 and 121; it co-occurs 
with 131 and 141* Affixes 111 and 121 are incompatible with 
53, 131, 141, and with each other. Suffixes 131, 141 are in
compatible with each other and with 111, 121; they may co-occur 
with 53.

Sequences in which members of combine with the 
above listed affixes are listed in formulae below. Each formula 
is accompanied by several examples in evidence, and each ex
ample is supplied with a translation and parenthetic morphemic 
break-down. Obligatory items in a given formula are preceded 
by a plus (-•»); items which may or may not be present in a 
given sequence represented by a formula are preceded by a plus- 
minus ( ¥ ); mutually exclusive items are separated by a comma 
( , )• Those examples which constitute complete and frequently 
occurring utterances are followed by /%■/• Most of the ex
amples immediately following represent words which are uttered 
in isolation only if specifically requested; examples of this 
type are not accompanied by junctures.
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Of the following formulae, (1, 2) represent frames in 

which all members of may combine; of these, (1) represents 
a frame which is exclusively associated with Frame (3) 
is diagnostic of subclass and is exclusively associated 
therewith,

(1) ±  53 ♦ + 131, 141:
9u^a to take plural ob.1eots ( tr Y^a j>); ^u^u* to 

take plural ob.lects. contlnuative { 53 + tr ); ^u^u’himi
to take plural objects, cont,. progressive (53 + JULZiaE 4 
131); ?u?u*d4 to take plural objects, cont,. durative ( 53 + 
tr VlQp * 141); ?u?ahim4 to take plural objects, prog,
( Jtr̂ V̂ afi 4 ^31 ) » ^u^adi to take plural ob.lects, dur,
< tr Tltlp + 141 ).

ga^i to roast ( tr Yjflgp ); g^g4* to roast, cont,
( 53 ♦ tr Y1q sp ): g^g4*him4 to roast, cont,. prog, ( 53 ♦ tr V
laSH 4 131) J g^tgi*d4 to roast, cont.. dur. ( 53 + tr ^ asp ♦
141 ); ga^ihimi to roast.prog. ( tr Viasp ♦ 131 ); g^ad4 
to roast, dur. ( trJT^sp ♦ 141 ),

w(?i to stay ( intr^V^aSS )» w^pi# to stay, cont. 
i> ( 53 ♦ intr V^qSp ); wipi*him4 to stay, cont., prog, ( 53 
4 intr Vj.q3P ♦ 131 ); wfpi*d4 to stay, cont., dur. ( 53 •* 
intr Vlasp ♦ 141 ); wi^ihimi to stay, prog. ( intr Viq s'p ■»
131 ); wl?id4 to stay, dur. ( intr Vlasp + 141 ).

ko?i to die, pi. actor ( intr V1olp ); k6ko* to die.
be sick, pi. actor, cont. ( 53 ♦ intr V^Qn ); k^ko*him4 to
die, be sick, pi. actor, cont., prog. ( 53 ♦ i£tr_YlaE * 131); 
k^ko'di to die. £l. dur. ( 53 ♦ intr YlaP + 141 ); k6*ihim4
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to die, £l., prog. ( intr VlaP + 131 ); ko^od4 to die, £l. 
dur. ( intr Yj_aP 141 ).

m & i  to burn ( intr V-^sp ); mim4ii4* to burn, cont.
( 53 * intr V-^sp ); m^m4ii4*bim4 to burn, cont., prog. ( 53 ♦ 
intr V^qSP + 131 ); m^mili4*di to burn, cont., dur. ( 53 ♦
intr V ^ sp ★ 141 ); m^ihimi to burn, prog. ( intr + 131)
m4h4d4 to burn, dur. ( intr Viaap ♦ 141 )•

s^»d4 to herd ( tr V^ s p  ); sa ŝida* to herd, cont.; 
sas4da*him4 to herd, cont., prog. ( 53 + tr V-^sp ♦ 131 ); 
sas4da*d4 to herd, cont.. dur.: sa*daJiim4 to herd, prog.
( tr Vĵ sp ♦ 131 ); sa*dad4 to herd, dur. ( tr T ^ sp ♦ 141 ).

wo»d4 to lay ( tr Vlt>spp ); wopida* to lay, cont.
( 53 ♦ tr V-^spp ); w^p4da*him4 to lay, cont., prog. ( 53 * 
tr 7lt|spp ♦ 131 ); wop4da*d4 to lay, cont.. dur. ( 53 ♦
tr Y-j vspp 141 )} w^*dahim4 to lay, prog. ( tr V ^ bpp -* 131)
wo*dad4 to lay, dur. ( tr spp * 141) •

ma*k4 to give ( double tr Vj^sap ); mam4ka* to give, 
cont. ( 53 ♦ double tr V ^ sp )> mam4ka*iiim4 to give, cont..
prog. ( 53 + double tr ♦ 131 ); mam4ka*d4 to give.
cont.. dur. ( 53 * double tr V-^sp «• 141 ); ma*kalilm4 to 
give, prog. ( double tr Y-|t>sp + 131 ); ma*kad4 to give, dur.
( double tr V11?sp * 141 ).

mu*ki to die. single actor ( intr JLibi > ; num4ku*
to die, be sick cont. ( 53 * intr ); mum4ku*him4 to die
be sick, sg. cont.. prog. ( 53 ♦ intr Viks + 131 ); mum4ku*d4 

to be sick, cont., dur. ( 53 * intr Vi^s + 141 ); mu*kiMm4 

to die, prog. ( intr V ^ s + 131 ).
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(2) 2i ± llls
^u7a to take pi. ob.1eots ( tr ); ^ui to take pi.

objects, non-present ( tr Vlas + 111 );
b^hi to take a single object ( tr^V^s ); b^i to take

a single object. non-present ( tr V|Qa «• 111 ).
nUshi to burn ( intr V-^sp ); m^i to burn, non-ores.

( intr Viasp + 111 ).
ba^a to swallow ( tr V^gSt ); ba* to swallow, non-ores.

( tr Vlasp ♦ 111 ).
^ahi to complete a cycle, overtake ( trj[las£ ); ?ai

to overtake, non-pres. ( tr V1q3p ♦ 111 ),
y ft /ga‘i to roast ( tr ^iasp ); gai to roast, non-ores.

( tr Vla3P «• 111 ).

?i*i to drink ( tr V ^ so ); to drink, non-present 
( tr V1&sp + ;111 ).

g£**i to get fat ( intr V ^ sp ); gif* to get fat, non- 
pres. ( intr ViftSP ♦ 111 ).

s«£*di to herd ( tr V^s p  ); sai to herd, non-present 
( tr Ylt,sp + 111 ) *

mu*ki to die* sg; ( intr .iibt ); mu* to die, sg. non- 
pres. ( intr Vj^a «♦ 111 ).

aa*d4 to kindle ( tr Vlt,sp ); nai to kindle, non-pres.
( tr so * 111 ).

ma*o4 to know, pres. { tr V^^3p )• mai to know, non- 
pres. ( tr Vĵ sp + 111 ).

wil'd* to rope, tie ( tr Vi^spp ); wu* to rooe. tie, non- 
pres. ( tr Vĵ sp ♦ 111 ).
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^4*ki to taste ( tr Vĵ sp ); ^4* to taste, non-ores.

( trJibSE ♦ 111 ).
da*s4 to out a bulky ob.lect ( tr sop ); dai to out.

non-ores. ( tr V^^soo ♦ 111 )*
(3) Zla ±  121 i
^u^a to take ol. objects ( tr )» ^u*^i to take

pi. objects. hortative ( tr ^ a0 * I23-  ̂•
gi^i to roast ( tr_V^aS£ )j g^*^i to roast, hortative

( tr VlBiap ♦ 121 ).
k4^i to bite ( tr_Zia^£ ^*^1 to hite. hortative 

( tr Yln.sp 1-121 ).
^ h i  to complete a cycle, overtake ( tr_Vlas£ );

0/0a* 1 to overtake, hortative ( tr V^sp 121 ).
bihi to take a single ob.lect ( tr Vins ); b4*?i to

take a single object, hortative. ( tr V|ftg * 121 ).
?i?i to drink ( tr t~iaso ); ^f*^i to drink, hortative 

( tr Vlasp * 121 ).
ko^i to die, ol. actor ( intr ViaP ); ko*^i to die, ol.. 

hortative ( intr Ylao + 1Z1 }«
wi^i to stay ( intr V-^so ); w£*^i to stay, hortative

( intr Vlasp ♦ 121 ).
nai• to wound ( tr Y ^ so ); mu*?i to wound, hortative 

( tr 7lQsp * 121 ).
gi^a to string ( tr Viasp ); g^a*?lto string, hortative 

( tr Vlaso t 121 ).

Sequences in which members of V2 combine with affixes 
are treated in the following paragraphs. Subclass V2 is quite
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small in terms of number of members (most members of V2

a common interphonemic specification of the type cnon“^V*C- 
non-6yj ̂

Affixes with which members of V2 may combine are 54 
momentaneous. Ill non-present. 131 progressive, and 141 dura- 
tive. Of these affixes, 54 is divisive for V2«

The co-occurrence of the affixes 54, 111* 131* and 141 
in combination with members of V2 is as follows. Affix 54 
is incompatible with 131; it may co-occur with 111 and 141*
In combination with members of V2, 111 obligatorily co-occurs 
with 54 (though 54 may or may not co-occur with 111); 111 is 
incompatible with 131 and 141* Suffix 131 is incompatible 
with 54, 111, and with 141 . Suffix 141 may co-occur with 54 
and is incompatible with 111 and 131 • (A word about the mean
ing of 54: in sequence with 111 or 141, the meaning momentaneous 
of 54 is apparently lost. No difference in meaning has been 
found between sequences of the type 54 ♦ V2 «* 141 and V2 •* 141; 
both of these sequences mean to verb, durative)•

Sequences in which members of V2 combine with the 
affixes listed above are given in formulae below. Of these 
formulae, (2) represents a frame which is exclusively associated 
with V2.

(1) I2 ± 131» 1/*1: y / /
ji'pk to smoke ( tr Vosp ); ^i^iihimi to smoke, prog.

( b? Tosp * 131 );^4*jaid4 to smoke, durative ( tr Vgsp + 141 ).
wo’jik to pluois ( tr V2sp ); wo*/i4himi to pluck, prog.

( tr y2sp * 131 ); w^'^iidi to pluck, dur. ( tr Vosp * 141 ).
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ku^mi to gnaw, eat ( tr Yosp ); ku'mahimi to gnaw. 

prog. ( tr Vosp ♦ 131 ); kfl*mad4 to gnaw, dur. ( tr V̂ st) •*.
141 ).

vri*p& to suck (as of mesquite beans) ( tr V,-.so ); 
w i ^ h i m i  to suck prog. ( tr V_sp ♦ 131 ); w^#/iid4 to suck, 
dur• ( tr V osp + 141 ).

b:£*t4 to excrete ( intr V<»sp ); b:£*tabim4 to excrete, 
prog. ( lntr Vosp * 131 ).

d(£*m4 to populate ( tr V^sp ); d6 •maiiiiiii to copulate. 
prog. ( tr Vosp + 131 )• d<£*mad4 to copulate, dur. ( tr Vosp •» 
141 ).

(2) + 54 ♦ V2 ± n i » ljW-:
3*®$4n4 to smoke, momentaneous ( 54 + tr V^sp ); 

to smoke, non-pres. ( 54 * tr Vosp * 111 ); ^ ‘̂ inadi 
to smoke, dur. ( 54 * tr V^sp * 141 ).

wo®pon4 to pluck, mom. ( 54 + tr Vosp ); w£®p4 to 
pluck, non-pres. ( 54 ♦ tr Vosp + 111 ); w^®p4nad4 to pluck. 
dur. ( 54 ♦ tr Vosp * 14L )•

w3L»pin4 to suck, mom. ( 54 ♦ tr Vosp ); wl®p4 to suck. 
non-pres. ( 54 t tr VoSP ♦* 111 ); w£®pinad4 to suck, dur.
( 54 ♦> tr V08P 4. 141 ).

ku#kum4 to gnaw, eat, mom. ( 54 t tr Vobp ); ku®k4 

to gnaw, non-pres. ( 54 + tr V^ap ♦> 111 ); ku*kumad4 to gnaw, 
dur. ( 54 «• tr Vssp ♦ 141 ).

b{*b4t4 to excrete, mom. ( 54 *• intr Vosp ); b£»b4 
to excrete, non-pres. { 54 * intr Yosp ♦ 111 ); bf*b4tad4

to excrete, dur. ( 54 «• intr Yosp *• 141 ).
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do*dom4 to copulate, mom. ( 54 ♦ tr Y osp ); do*d4

to copulate. non-pres. ( 54 «. tr Y^sp * 111 ).
c4*c4g4 to name, mom. ( 54 ♦ tr YgSP ); c4*c4 to

name, non-ores. ( 54 *• tr Vo so * 111 ).
g4/#g4w4 to strike, mom. ( 54 * tr Y^sp ); g£*g4 to 

strike. non-pres. ( 54 + tr Yosp 111 ).
Sequences in which members of V3 combine with affixes 

are treated in the following paragraphs. Subclass V3 repre
sents the most productive verb subclass in terms of number of 
members.

Affixes with which members of V3 combine are 111 non
present. 131 progressive, and 141 durative. In sequence with 
members of V3, affixes 111, 131, and 141 are mutually incom
patible.

Sequences in which members of Y3 combine with affixes 
111, 131, and 141 are included in the single formula (1) below.

(1) V3 ♦ 111, 131, 141:
/ / joiok4 to speak ( intr Y^spp ); pio to speak, non-pres.

( intr V^spp t* 111 ); ̂ o kahimi to speak, prog. ( intr Y3SPP +
131 )» ^ifokad4 to speak, dur. ( intr Y3SPP + 141 }•

cik4pan4 to work ( intr V^sp ); Sik4p4 to work, non-
pres. ( intr V3SP *• 111 ); c£k4panahim4 to work, prog. ( intr
Y osp m 131 )j B^k4panad4 to work, dur. ( intr Y^ap + 141 ).

hi*kA to cut grass, hair, to mow ( tr Y^sp ); hi* to
out, non-pres. ( tr Y?sp + 111 ); h^kahimi to cut prog.
( tr Y3SP + 131 ); hf*kad4 to cut, dur. ( tr Y^sp * 141 ).

sfkon4 to hoe ( tr Y^sp ); sfko* to hoe, non-pres.
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( tr Vqsp 4 111 ); sikonahim4 to hoe prog. ( tr V^sp ♦ 131 ); 
sfkonad4 to hoe. dur. ( tr Vtsp ♦ 141 ).

hudujai to descend ( Intr V^sp ); hud4 to descend, non- 
pres. ( Intr V^sp * 111 ); huduji4him4 to descend, prog. ( intr 
V3s£ ♦ 131 ).

hfmi to go. -walk ( intr Y^spp ) j hf* to go. non-pres.
( iPtr Vos pp 4 111 ); hlmahim4 to go, prog. ( intr V^s p p 4 131); 
hfmad4 to go. dur. ( intr Vospp 4 141 )♦

w£?uc4 to wet ( tr Y^sp )j w&^u to wet, non-pres.
/ 9 V( tr Vqsp ♦ 111 ); ■wa*uc4him4 to wet prog. ( tr V-aSP 4 131 ); 

wa?ucid4 to wet, dur. ( tr Y^sp 4 141 )•
mas4cam4 to teach ( tr Yjso ); mag4ca* to teach, non- 

pres. ( tr V^sp 4 111 ); mas4oamahim4 to teach, prog. ( tr 
V-isv 4 131 ); ma§4camad4 to teach, dur. ( tr V^sp 4 141 ) •

?uan4 to erase, wipe off ( tr V-aSP ); ?ua to erase. 
non-pres. ( tr V^sp 4 111 ); ?uanahim4 to erase, prog.
( tr V3sp 4 131 )j ?uanad4 to erase, dur. ( tr V^sp 4 141 ).

hf h4m4 to laugh ( intr V-asp ); h£hi to laugh, non-
pres. ( intr V-asp 4 111 ); h4h4m4him4 to laugh. prog.
( lPtr V-asp 4 131 ); h4h4mid4 to laugh, dur. ( intr Visp 4 141).

c£kid4 to vaccinate ( tr V^sp ); c^ki to vaccinate. 
non-pres. ( tr V^sp 4 111 ); c4kidahim4 to vaccinate, prog.
( tr Tasp 4 131 )• c4kidad4 to vaccinate, dur. ( tr V-asp v 141 )* 

wfdut4 to swing ( tr V^spp ); w£^u* to swing, non- 
pres. ( tr V^spp 4 111 ); wfd.utah.im4 to swing, prog. ( tr V-aspp 
4 131 ); wfdutad4 to swing, dur. ( tr V^spp 4 141 ),

wa^ig4 to get water, carry water ( tr V^sp )j wa^i
to get water, non-pres. ( tr V^sp 4 111 ); wa?igahim4 to get
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water, prog. ( tr V^sp + 131 ); wa^igadi to get water, dur.
( tr Vctsp + 141 )•

%Vi*jA to do. make ( tr Yosp ); 311* to do. non-prea.
( tr V3SP + 111 ); Ju^ihimi to do. prog. ( tr V^sp + 131 ) •

3.1.2. The present subsection treats sequences in 
which members of subclasses intr V . tr V . and double tr V . 
in that order, occur in combination with affixes 30, 40, 51, 
and 150.

Members of intr V may combine with one or mo»re or all 
of the affixes 51 (reduplicative) plural. 151 -p£ imperative 
singular. 152 -wo*^ -vo*^ -o» r^-jp imperative plural. Accord
ing to their combination with these affixes, members of intr Y 
fall into four subolasses: intr Y s. intr V p . intr V s p . and 
intr V  s p p .

Members of intr V s combine with 151 imperative singu
lar and are incompatible with 152 imperative plural and with 
51 plural. Sequences in which members of intr V s combine 
are included in the formula (1) below.

(1) intr V s + 151:
m/d£ to run, single actor ( intr V t ks ); m^dapA =§=

You (sg.) run 1 ( intr V ^ s + 151 ).
da^a to fly, .jump, sg. actor ( intr da^ipi^

You (sg.) flv J ( intr V|ns ♦ 151 ).
mu’ki to die, sg. aotor ( intr 'Y^-.s ); mu*kin£4:You 

(sg.) die 1 ( intr V ^ s + 151 ).
kikiwa® to stand, stop, single actor ( intr Yiks );

kikiwa^jai#- You (sg.) stand u p . stop I ( intr Vlbs ♦ 151 ).
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Members of intr Y p combine with 152 imperative 

plural and are incompatible with 151 imperative singular and 
with 51 plural. Sequences in which members of intr V p com
bine are included in the formula (l) below.

(D intr 7 p + 152:
wo*po^i to run. pi. actor ( intr -2la£ > ; w^po^iyo'^ 

You (pi.) runl ( intr V-ĵ p ♦ 152 )•
to fly, .jump, pi. aotor ( intr Viap ); jii^iwo*#- 

You (pi.) fly I ( intr Y1olp *152 ).
ko?i to die, pi. actor ( intr Viftp )j ko^lwo*|= You 

(Pi.) die I ( intr VioP * 152 ).
g^gokiwa* to stand, stop, pi. aotor ( intr V^b1* ) J 

gigokiwfcyo* You (pi.) stand, stop J ( intr Vtkp + 152 ).
Members of intr V sp combine with both suffixes 150 

and are incompatible with 51 plural. Sequences in which 
members of intr V sp combine are included in the formula (1) 
below.

(1) intr V sp £ 150:
gi?i to get fat ( int£jTlaS£ ); gi?injr#You (sg.) 

get fat 1 ( intr Vla3P + 151 )j gi^iwo*=f You (pi.) get fat I 
< intr Vlasp * 1 5 2  ).

to sing ( intr__Vlasp ); You (sg.) singl
( intr V1q3p «■ 151 ); jii^iwo* !11 You (pi.) sing J ( intr Viasp 
v 152 ).

bi*t£ to exorete ( intr Tfosp ); bi«b&tapi#- You (sg.) 
excrete I ( 54 * intr VoSP * 151 ); bf*bito*f You (pi.) 
exorete 1 ( 54 +• intr Y?sp «• 152 ) •
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cikipani to work ( intr Yosp ); cikipanapi=lf You 

(sg,) work 1 ( intr V^sp 4 151 ); cikipano*^ You (-pi,,) workl 
( intr Vosp 4 152 ).

to laugh ( intr VqSP ); ĥ hfani/iil1 You (sgo) 
laugh I ( intr Y^sn 4 151 ); hihimo*^ You (pi.) laugh I 
( intr V-gsp 4 152 ).

Members of intr V spp combine with both suffixes 150 
imperative singular, plural and with 51 plural (marking plural 
actor in that combination) • In combination with members of 
intr V spp, 152 imperative plural obligatorily co-occurs with 
51 plura^;obligatorily co-occurs with 51 plural: 151 impera
tive singular is incompatible with 51 in combination with
intr V spp. Sequences in which members of intr V spp combine 
are listed in formulae (1,2) below,

(1) intr V spp ♦ 151:
hfmi to go. walk ( intr Vospp ); hfmin^You (sg.) go I

( intr Vgspp ♦ 151 ).
k<4‘si to sleep ( intr Yj^spp )» ko#sipM}= You (sg.) 

sleep I ( intr Vj^spp 4 151 )•
/lfoki to speak ( intr V^spp ); jiiokijai ~jaiokajii^

You (sg.) speak ! ( intr V^spp 4 151 ).
w^migi to wake up ( intr spp ) j wamigini You (sg.) 

wake up { ( intr Vjspp 4 151 ).
(2) 4 51 4 intr 7  spp 4 152:
h^himi to go. walk, pi. actor ( 51 4 intr Y^spp ); 

h^himo*^ You (pi.) go ! ( 51 ♦ intr V^spp 4 152 ).
ko*k4s£ to sleep. pi. actor ( 51 4 intr Yi^spp );
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ko*k4so° You (pi.) sleep ! ( 51 ♦ intr 7-̂  spp + 151 ).
ji£*jiok£ to sneak, pi. actor ( 51 «■ intr 7-*spp ); 

^li^oko*^ You (pi.) apeak I ( 51 * intr 7^spp ♦ 152 )•
wa'pamigi to wake up. pi. aotor ( 51 ♦ intr 7^spp ); 

wa*pan4gio You (pi.) wake up I ( 51 * intr 7-aspp t 152 )« 
Sequences in which, members of tr V combine with 

affixes are treated below. Members of tr Y may combine with 
some or all of the following affixes: 31 ^4“ non-1 reflexive, 
suus: 32 ha- 3 plural goal, possessor: 41 Ji4- 1 sg. goal. 
possessor: 42 m4- 2 sg. goal, possessor: 43 t4- 1 pi. goal. 
possessor: 44 ^4m4 2 pi. goal, possessor: 51 (reduplicative)
plural (marking plural goal in combination with tr 7); and 
150 imperative singular, plural. According to their combina
tion with these affixes, members of tr V fall into four sub
classes: tr V s. tr V p. tr V sp. and tr 7 spp. Each of 
these subclasses of tr V is treated below.

Members of tr V s combine with prefixes 31 non-1 re
flexive. 41 1 sg. goal, and 42 2 sg. goal and are incompatible 
with 32 3 pi. goal. 43 1 pi. goal. 44 2 pi. goal, and with 
51 plural. Members of tr V s may combine with both suffixes 
150 imperative sg. pi.. In combination with tr 7 s. 151 im
perative sg. may co-occur with 31 and 41 and is incompatible 
with 42. 152 imperative pi. may co-occur with 41 and is in-
conpatible with 31 in combination with tr 7 s.

Sequences in which members of tr 7 s combine are 
listed in formulae (1, 2, 3) below.

(1) t  31, 41, 42 + tr 7 s:
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b^hi to take a single oh.1eot ( tr_Vlas ); ?4b^M 

to take oneself (non-first -person), to get caught ( 31 +
tr V]Qs ); jiib£hi to take, catch, me ( 41 ♦ tr Ylf,s ); mibihi
to take, catch you ( 42 tr

milicudi to cause a single ob.leot to mm. to start, as 
of car ( tr YoS ); ?4m^liSud4 to cause oneself to run, to run 
away ( 31 ♦ tr V-gS ); jaimiliSudi to cause me. myself to run 
( 41 ♦ tr Y^s ); mim£L4cud4 to cause you to run, to race with 
you ( 42 t- tr V-aS ).

(2) + 31, 41 + tr V s + 151:
b^hi/xi#1, You (sg.) catch (it) J ( tr Ylas + 151 );

^ibihipi# You (sg,) catch yourself, nick yourself up 2 ( 31
£2LZla£ + 151 );

(3) ♦ 41 + tr Y s ♦ 152:
b£hiwo*fr You (pi.) take, catoh (it) I ( tr_Vlas ); 

/libfhiwo*^ You (pi.) take, catch me I ( 41 + tr Y^as* 152).
mu^awo* I1 You (pi.) kill (it) I ( tr Yia s * 152 );

jiimu^awo*# You (pi.) kill me I ( 41 + tr V ^ s + 152 )•
Members of tr Y p combine with prefixes 31 non-1

reflexive. 32 3 pi. goal. 43 1 pi. goal, and 44 2 pi. goal 
and are incompatible with 41 1 sg. goal and 42 2 sg. goal, 
and with 51 plural. Members of tr V p may combine with both 
suffixes 150 imperative sg.. pi.. In combination with tr Y p. 
151 imperative sg. may co-occur with 32 and 43 and is lncompati- 
with 31 and 44; 152 imperative pi. may co-occur with 30 and 43 
and is incompatible with 44 i*1 combination with members of 
tr Y p.
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Sequences in which members of tr T p combine with 

affixes are given in formulae (1, 2, 3) below,
(1) ± 30, 43, 44 * tr V p :
^u^a to take -plural objects ( tr 7^ap ); ha^u^a to take 

them ( 32 * tr V]_ab ); 4 u a to take oneself, get caught
(non-first person) ( 31 * tr 7iftp ); t4^u^a to take us ( 43

; ^imi^u^a to take you (pi.) ( 44 + tr 7]_Qp ) •
(2) ♦ 32, 43 + tr V p + 151:
?u?iji4 4  You (sg,) take (them) ! ( tr 7lflP + 151 );

ha^u^ijii# You (sg.) take them I ( 32 ♦> tr 71qp * 151 ); 
tiWijiiifc You (sg,) take us 2 ( 43 * tr 7^aP ♦ 151 )•

(3) ± 30, 43 + tr 7 p + 152:
?u?iwo* it1 You (pi,) take (them) 2 ( tr_Vla£ + 152 );

ha^u^iwo* $  You (pi,) take them 1 ( 32 -*• tr 7^Qp 152 );
ti^u^iwo*^ You (pi,) take us I ( 43 -** tr 7^qp 152 ),

wo'po^icudo*5̂  You (pi,) cause (them) to run 2 
( tr 7^p + 152 ); ^iwo'po^icudo*^ You (pi,) take off I 
( 31 + tr V^p +152 ).

Members of tr V sp may combine with prefixes 31 non-1 
reflexive, 32 3 pi. goal, 41 1 sg, goal. 42 2 sg. goal. 43 
1 pi. goal, and 44 2 pi. goal and are incompatible with 51 
plural. Members of tr 7 sp may combine with both suffixes 
150 imperative sg,, pi.. In combination with members of 
tr 7 sp, suffixes 150 imperative sg,. pi. may co-occur with
prefixes 30, 41, and 43, and are incompatible with prefixes
42 and 44.

Sequences in which members of tr 7 sp combine with
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affixes are given in formulae (1,2) below.
(1) * 30, 40 4 tr Y sn:
jn^idi to see ( tr 'V̂ S'p ); ?4p4id4 to see oneself 

(non-first person) ( 31 ♦> tr V-aSP ); haja4id4 to see them 
( 32 +■ tr Vjtsi) ); Ji4/t4id4 to see me ( 41 ♦ tr Y j s-q ) jm4p4id4 
to see you (sg.) ( 42 * tr Vosp ); tijaiidi to see us ( 43 ♦ 
tr Ŷ st) ); ?4m4j3i4id4 to see you (nl.) ( 44 ♦ tr Vosn ) •

k4^i to bite ( tr Viasv ); ?4k4^i to bite oneself. 
get bit (non-first -person) ( 31 + tr V-)0sp ); hak4^i to bite 
them ( 32 - tr Vxn813 )» /i4k4?i to bite me ( 41 + tr V^pS? ) J
m4k4<?i to bite you (sg.) ( 42 -*• trJ£i&§R )» ^4k4^i to bite
us ( 43 * tr Vlos-p ); <?4m4k4<?i to bite you (nl.) ( 44 * 
SLJiaSR )•

do*m4 to copulate, cohabit ( tr Vosp ); hado*m.4 to 
have intercourse with them ( 32 + tr Vosp ); m4d6*m4 to have 
intercourse with you (sg.) ( 42 * tr Voso ); t4do*m4 to have 
intercourse with us ( 43 ♦ tr Vosp )•

(2) ♦ 30, 41, 43 + tr V  sp + 150:
ja£idap4f You (sg.) look at (it) I ( tr V^sp 4 151 ); 

n f i d o ^ You (nl.) look (at it) I ( tr Vosp 4 152 ); 74/i4ida/i4 + 
You (sg.) look at yourself 1 ( 31 + tr V-asu + 151 ); ^j^ido*# 
You (pi.) look at yourselves J ( 31 4 tr Tfcsp 4 152 ); 
hapiidaji4# You (sg.) look at them ( 32 4 tr V^sp 4 151 ); 
han&Ldo*# You (pi.) look at them ( 32 4 tr V^sp ♦ 152 ); 
j^jiiida/iil1 You (sg.) look at me .* ( 41 4 tr V^sp ♦ 151 ); 
ji4ji£ido*t You (pi.) look at me J ( 41 + tr V^sp 4 152 ); 
t4jd^ida/i4# You (sg.) look at us J { 43 ♦ tr V^sp 4 151 );
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You (pi.) look at us J ( 43 «• tr V^sp ♦ 152 ).
ki^ipiO* You (sg.) bite (it) J ( tr VlQau ♦ 151 ); 

k£?iwo*£ You (pi.) bite (it) J ( tr Vlasp ♦ 152 ); p i k & i p i #
You (sa*) bite me 1 ( 41 ♦ tr V-^sp * 151 ); haki^iwo* +  You
(pi.) bite them. I ( 32 + tr V^asp ♦ 152 ).

Members of tr V spp may combine with prefixes 31 non-1
reflexive. 32 3 pi. goal. 41 1 sg. goal. 42 2 sg* goal. 43 1 
pi. goal. 44 2 pi. goal and with 51 plural. In combination 
with members of tr V s p p . prefixes 32, 43, and 44 obligatorily 
co-occur with 51J prefixes 41 and 42 are incompatible with 51 

in that sequence, and 31 may or may not co-occur with 51 in 
that sequence.

Members of tr 7 s p p  may combine with both suffixes 
150 Imperative sg.. pl». In combination with members of 
tr V spp and in sequence with prefix 31, 152 imperative pi. 
obligatorily co-occurs with 51 plural: 151 imperative sg. is 
incompatible with 51 in that sequence. Suffixes 150 may co
occur with prefixes 30, 41, and 43 and are incompatible with 
prefixes 42 and 44.

Sequences in which members of tr V 3pp combine with 
affixes are given in formulae (1) through (6) below.

(1) ♦ 31, 41, 42 ♦ tr Y s p p :

widut4 to swing ( tr spp ); ^iwiduti to swing one
self (non-first person) ( 31 * tr V^spp ) j /i4w:fdut£ to swing 
me. myself ( 41 * tr V^spp ); miwiduti to swing you ( 42 ♦ 
tr V-j spp ).

wakoni to wash, baptize ( tr V^spp ); ^4wakon4 to
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wash oneself, get baptized ( non-first person) ( 31 tr V^spp); 
niwakoni to wash, baptize me. myself ( 41 * tr V^spp ); 
miwakoni to wash, baptize you ( 42 * tr V^spp )•

(2) + 30, 43» 44 •* 51 + tr V spp: 
wfpiduti to swing. pi, goal ( 51 * tr v-aspp );

f4wip4duti to swing selves (non-first person) ( 31 + 51 * 
tr Vo spp ); hawfp4dut4 to swing them ( 43 * 51 + tr Vospp ); 
t4w£p4dut4 to swing us. ourselves ( 43 + 51 ♦ tr Vospp );
4m4wip4dut4 to swing you (pi,) ( 44 ♦ 51 ♦ tr V-̂spp ) •

wapikoni to wash, pi. goal ( 51 + tr Vo spp );
?4wap4kon4 to wash selves (non-first person) ( 31 + 51 ■* 
tr Vo spp ) j t4wap4kon4 to wash us. ourselves ( 43 «■ 51 «* 
tr Vo spp ); ^imiwapikoni to wash you (pi.) ( 44 ♦ 51 * 
tr Vo spp ).

(3) ± 31, 41 + tr V spp * 151:
widutan4 You (sg.) swing (him) J ( tr spp +• 151 ); 

^iwidutagi# You (sg.) swing yourself I ( 31 + tr V^spp +151 ); 
p4widutap4 ̂  You (sg,) swing me I ( 41 + tr Vo spp + 151 ) •

(4) + 32, 43 ♦ 51 * tr V spp + 151:
wip4dutaji4 #  You (sg.) swing (them) I ( 51 ♦ tr Vo spp 

«► 151 ); hawip4dutaji4 #  You (sg.) swing them I ( 32 + 51 + 
tr V^spp «• 151 ); t4wlj>4duta/i4You (sg.) swing us I ( 43 ♦
51 ♦ tr v-gspp + 151 ) •

(5) * 41 * tr V spp + 152:
widuto* You (pi,) swing (him) J ( tr Vo spp ♦ 152 ); 

/liwiduto* You (pi.) swing me .*( 41 + tr V^spp + 152),
(6) + 30, 43 + 51 «• tr V spp ♦ 152:
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wjfpiduto® You (pi.) swing (them) J ( 51 + tr V^spp +

152 ); ^jtwfuliduto*# You (pi.) swing yourselves ! ( 31 * 51 ♦ 
tr V^spp + 152 ); hawipiduto* You (pi.) awing them. ! ( 32 +
51 * tr V^spp +152 ); tiw^piduto® You (pi.) awing us J
( 43 * 51 «• tr V3spp + 152 ).

Seq.uen.ces in which members of double tr V combine with 
affixes are treated below. Members of double tr V may combine 
with prefixes 31 non-1 reflexive. 32 3 pi. goal. 41 1 sg, goal. 
42 2 sg. goal. 43 1 pi. goal. 44 2 pi. goal, and with the 
prefix sequence 32 + 40. Association with the prefix sequence 
32 + 40 is divisive for double tr V. Certain members of double 
tr V may combine with 51 plural. All members of double tr V 
may combine with 150 imperative sr.. pi.. According to their 
combination or incompatibility with 51 plural. members of 
double tr V fall into two subclasses: double tr V sp and 
double tr V spp.

Members of double tr V sp combine with prefixes 30, 40, 
and with the prefix sequence 32 * 40 and are incompatible with 
51 plural. Members of double tr 1  sp may combine with both
suffixes 150 imperative sg.. pLl* In combination with members
of double tr V sp. 150 may co-occur with prefixes 30, 41, 43 
and are incompatible with the prefixes 42, 44, and with the 
prefix sequence 32 * 40.

(In combination with members of double tr V . prefixes 
40 mark what has traditionally been called ‘indirect object'.
In the sequence 32 + 40 * double tr V . prefix 32 marks ’plural 
direct object'. In the sequence 30 + double tr V . prefixes
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30 mark, ambiguously, 'direct object’ or 'indirect object1.)
Sequences in which members of double tr V sp combine 

are listed in formulae (1, 2, 3) below.
(1) + 30, 40 t* double tr V so:
ma*ki to give ( double tr )» ,4ma*ki to give to

oneself (non-first -person), (or ambiguously) to give self.to 
be given ( 31 + double tr ViftSP ); hama*ki to give to them.
(or ambiguously) to give them ( 32 + double tr V ^ sd ); 
jaim^'ki to give to me ( 41 + double tr )» m4ma*k4 to
give to you ( 42 + double tr V ^ sn ); t4m^*k4 to give to us

O /( 43 * double tr ); *4mima*ki to give to you (nl.)
( 44 + double tr )•

maficami to teach ( double tr Y^sn ); ?4mas4cam4 to 
teach oneself (non-first -person) ( 31 * double tr Y^sn ); 
hamds&cami to teach them, to teach some ( 32 + double tr Vo sip ); 
/i4m£s4cam4 to teach me ( 41 + double tr V^sn ); m4mas4oam4 to 
teach you ( 42 + double tr V^sp ) j t4mas4cam4 to teach us 
( 43 «• double tr V^sn ); ^4m4mas4cam4 to teach you (nl.)
( 44 t double tr V^sn )•

(2) + 32+40 + double tr 7 so:
haji4ma*k4 to give them to me ( 32 + 41 + double tr

ham4ma*k4 to give them to you ( 32 + 42 + double tr Y^sn );
hat4ma*k4 to give them to us ( 3 2 + 4 3  double tr Vi^sn );
Q fhaf4m4ma*k4 to give them to you (pi.) ( 32 + 44 •* double 

tr Vll33P ).
haji4mas48am4 to teach me some ( 32 ♦ 41 double tr T^sp)

ham4ma§4cam4 to teach you some ( 32 + 42 + double tr V-asp );
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hatimagicami to teach us some ( 32 + 43 ■* double tr V .̂sp 
ha^imimasicami to teach you (pi.) some ( 32 + 44 ♦ double 
tr V^sp )•

(3) ♦ 30, 41, 43 double tr V sp «*> 150:
ma«ka/i4You (sg.) give (It to him) j ( double tr

V-|̂ sp + 151 ); hama'ka^i^ You (sg.) give them I ( 32 * double
tr Vivsp ♦ 151 ); n4ma*kan4# You (sg.) give (it. them) tome I 
( 41 «• double tr V]^sp * 151 ) *

mas£6amaja4# You (sg.) teach (it) to (him, them) I 
( double tr V^sp + 151 ); mas£camo*#-You (pi.) teach (it) to 
(him, them) J ( double tr Vosp + 152 ) j ̂imasicama^i# You
(sg.) teach yourself J ( 31 + double tr V -asp + 151 ) J
hamasicamo’f You (pi.) teach them J ( 32 * double tr V^3-0 **
152 ); _p4ma§4£amaji4f You (sg.) teach me i ( 41 •* double tr 
V-aSP + 151 ); t£mas4camo*# You (pi.) teach us ! ( 43 * double 
tr V?sp ♦ 152 ).

Members of double tr V spp combine with, prefixes 30, 
40, with the prefix sequence 32 + 40, and with 51 plural.
In combination with members of double tr V spp, the prefix 
sequence 32 + 40 obligatorily co-occurs with 51 Plural.
Members of double tr Y spp may combine with suffixes 150 
imperative sg. pi.: in combination with double tr Y spp. 150 
may co-occur with 30, 41, 43, and 51 and are incompatible with 
42, 44 and with the prefix sequence 32 + 40. Sequences in 
which members of double tr V spp combine with the affixes 
listed above are given in formulae (1, 2, 3) below.

(1) + 30, 40 ♦ 51 + double tr V spp:
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wakopid£ to wash, something for some one ( double 

tr Vo spp ); wap£ko/iid£ to wash plural ob.leots for some one 
( 51 * double tr V^spp ); /i£wako/iid£ to wash (It) for me 
( 41 + double tr V-aspp ); ^4wapiko/iidi to wash (them) for me 
( 41 + 51 ♦ double tr V-aspp ); m£wakopid£ to wash (it) for 
you (sg.) ( 42 + double tr V^spp ); m£wap£kopid£ to wash 
(them) for you (sg.) ( 42 ♦ 51 * double tr V-̂spp ); t£wakopid£ 
to wash (it) for ua ( 43 + double tr Vgspp ); t£wap£ko/iid£
to wash (them) for us ( 43 + 51 ♦ double tr V«aspp );
?£m£wakojiid£ to wash (It) for you (pl«) ( 44 + double tr V^spp); 
?£m£wap£kopld£ to wash (them) for you (pi.) ( 44 + 51 + double 
tr V^spp ); ?£wakopid£ to wash (it) for oneself (non-first 
person) ( 31 + double tr V^spp ); ?£wap£kopid£ to wash (them) 
for oneself ( 31 * 51 double tr V -̂spp ); haw^p£kopid£ to
wash them, to wash (them) for them ( 32 ♦ 51 * double tr spp ).

(2) + 32+40 ♦ 51 double tr V s p p :
hap£wap£ko/iid£ to wash them for me ( 32 ♦ 41 + 51 +

double tr spp ); ham£wap£kopid£ to wash them for you ( 32 +
42 + 51 double tr V^spp ) j hat£wap£ko/iid£ to wash them for us
( 32 <► 43 ♦ 51 + double tr Vospp ); ha?£m£wap£kopid£ to wash
them for you (pl«) ( 32 ♦ 44 ♦ 51 + double tr V-aSPP ).

(3) + 30, 41» 43 + 51 + double tr Y spp <♦ 150:
wak^jnida^^ You (sg,) wash (it) for (him) ( double

tr Vo spp + 151 ); w&cojddo You (pi,) wash it for (him) I 
( double tr v-aspp * 152 )j wap£ko/iidap£fI You (sg.) wash (them) 
for {him) i; hawap£kopido° You (pi.) wash them for (him), wash 
them for them ! ( 32 ♦ 51 * double tr Y^spp + 152 );
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/iiwako/iida/ii!ft1 You (sg.) wash (It) for me J ( 41 ♦ double 
tr Yj SU'D •% 151 )«

3.1*3* Subsection 3*1*1* above treats sequences in 
which members of V combine with affixes 53 continuative.
54 momentaneous. Ill non-present. 121 hortative. 131 progressive, 
and 141 durative and the resulting subclassification of V accord
ing to association with certain of these affixes. Subsection
3.1.2. treats sequences in which members of V combine with 
affixes 30 and 40 goal. 51 plural, and 150 imperative and 
the resulting subclassification of V according to association 
with one or more of these affixes. In this subsection, we 
treat sequences in which members of V combine with members of 
both of these sets of affixes and the co-occurrence relation
ships between members of one of the sets of affixes and members 
of the other. The operations involved here result in a synthe
sis of the two sets of subclasses established in subsections 
3.1.1* and 3.1*2*

Subclasses V^, V2, and V3 attested by virtue of asso
ciation with certain of the affixes 53, 54, 111, 121, 131, and 
141 are further subclassified as tr Vi . intr Vi double tr V-̂ 
tr Vo. intr Vo. tr V .̂ intr V .̂ and double tr V  ̂according to 
their association with one or more of the affixes 30, 40, 51, 
and 150.

Those members of V^ which may combine with one or the 
other or both of the suffixes 150 imperative and are incompatible 
with prefixes 30, 40 goal and labeled intr V-̂ . These intr V^ 
which may combine with 151 imperative sg. and are incompatible
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with 152 imperative pi. and 51 Plural are labeled intr V^s. 
Members of intr which may combine with 152 imperative pi. 
and are incompatible with 151 imperative sg. and 51 plural 
are labeled intr V-̂ p. Those intr which may combine with 
both suffixes 150 imperative and are incompatible with 51 
plural are labeled intr Visp. Certain members of intr V-^ 
may combine with 51 plural and are accordingly labeled intr V 
lb§E£ ( members of 7^a are incompatible with 51 )• In combina
tion with members of intr V-^spp. 152 imperative pi. obliga
torily co-occurs with either 51 plural or 53 continuatlve:
151 imperative sg. may or may not co-occur with 53 and is 
incompatible with 51 in combination with intr Yj^spp,

Examples of intr are given below (for additional 
examples, see subsection 3.1*1. under and 3*1.2. under 
intr V ):

dâ infrfc You (sg.) fly J ( intr V-^s ♦ 151 ); dadi’dapi# 1 

You (sg.) keep flying 1 ( 5 3  + intr Vlas -♦ 141 + 151 ). ( 53 + 
intr Ylas «■ 141 +151 )•

pti?iwo*4s You (pi.) flv 1 ( intr V1&p ♦ 152 );
^ ^ 4 ?i*do#:th You (pi.) keep flying 1 ( 53 + intr V-^p 141 «*•
152 ).

ko*sijii# You (sg.) sleep 1 ( intr Vlbspp •* 151 ); 
k<$*s£da/i4 You (sgo) keep sleeping 1 ( intr Vltspp + 141 «• 151 ); 
ko/k4sa*dan4#You (sg.) keep sleeping .' ( 53 + intr Vlt)spp
141 ♦ 151 ); k<£*kiso*# You (pi.) sleep J ( 51 + intr Vlt)3pp *
152 ); kokisa’do*# You (pi.) keep sleeping 1 ( 5 3  + intr 
lib SEB ♦ 141 + 152 ).
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m^dajte# You (sg.) run I ( Intr V^ s  + 151 ) 

m^mida'dani^5 You (sg.) keep running 2 ( 53 •** intr — lb^ *
141 * 151 ).

wo^po^iyo*#' You (pi.) run I ( intr VlQp + 152 ); 
wopo’do*^ You (pi. keep running I ( 53 + intr V]_aP ♦ 141 +
152 ).

gi^ijai^ You (sg.) get fat I ( intr V]^ap * 151 ); 
gi^iwo*^ You (pi.) get fat I ( intr V^pSt + 152 ).

Those members of V-̂  which may combine with sane or 
all of the affixes 30, 40 goal. 51 plural. and 150 imperative 
are labeled tr V^. Members of tr Vi which may combine with 
prefixes 31, 41, 42 and are incompatible with 32, 43, 44 and 
51 are labeled tr V^s. Those tr V-̂ which may combine with 
30, 43, 44 and are incompatible with 41, 42, and 51 are 
labeled tr VjP. Those members of tr V^ which may combine with 
all of the prefixes 30, 40 and are incompatible with 51 are 
labeled tr Vi sp. Certain members of tr V ^  may combine with 
51 plural as well as with prefixes 30, 40; these are labeled 
tr V^spp. In combination with tr V ^ s p p . prefixes 32, 43, 
and 44 obligatorily co-occur with either 51 plural or 53 con- 
tinuatlve: prefixes 41 and 42 may or may not co-occur with 
53 and are incompatible with 51 in combination with tr V^spp. 
Prefix 31 may or may not co-occur with 51 or 53 in combination 
with tr V-yjSPP.

Examples of tr Vi are given below (for additional ex
amples, see subsection 3«1*1» under Vj_ and 3*1»2„ under tr V ):

ha^u^u* to take them cont. ( 32 * 53 * tr VjpP );
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O O /
imi'ui to take you (pi.). non-ores, ( 44 ■* tr V^Q~P 111)«

/limu^api ̂  You (sg.) kill me 1 ( 41 trjr^a<3 * 151 );
^4mua*^i to kill oneself (non-first person), hort. ( 31 ♦ 
trj[las •*> 121 ); m4m.ua to kill you (sg.). non-ores. ( 42 + 
tr T|oS *111 ).

?4m£kok4da* to kill you (ol.). cont. ( 44 ♦ 53 +

>• ^
hawu’pi to rooe them, non-pres. ( 32 + 51 + tr V-^spp

* 111 ); hawup£da*d4 to rooe them, cont., dur. ( 32 * 53 *► 
tr V^soo * 141 ) J Ji4wu# to rooe. tie me. non-ores. ( 41 ■*
tr Vtkspp + 111 ); t£wu*p& to rope, tie us. non-pres. ( 43 *
51 v tr V^spp ♦ 111 ).

hacu'ci to extinguish them ( 32 * 51 * tr V^spp +
111 ); hacucisa* to extinguish them cont. ( 32 * 53 •* tr 7 ^ spp) ; 
^4cui to extinguish self, go out ( 31 + tr V^spp + 111 )• 

haba* to swallow them, eat them ( 32 * tr V ^ sp •*
111 ); ji4ba*?i to eat me up. hort. ( 41 ♦ tr Vj^sp * 121 ); 
ba^iwo* f  You (ol.) swallow (it) j ( tr_V^a<S£ <♦ 152 ); 
haba?iji£^ You (sg.) swallow them ( 32 ♦ tr_Y^aS£ •* 151 ); 
babi’do*^ You (ol.) keep eating (it) I ( 53 * tr V-|nsp *
141 * 152 ).

A single member of occurs in the data which may 
combine with 30, 40, and with the prefix sequence 32 + 40; 
it is incompatible with 51 plural and is accordingly labeled 
double tr Vivsp. In the corpus collected, there are no other 
examples of which may combine with the prefix sequence 32

♦ 40 diagnostic of double tr V.
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Examples of double tr Y-̂ sp are given below (for 

additional examples, see 3*1«1* under Vj, and 3*1*2* under 
double tr V ).

hamima® to give them to you. non-pres* ( 32 ♦ 42 •* 
double tr * 111 ); timam&ka* to give to us. cont*
( 43 * 53 + double tr Yĵ sp ); ha/i£ma*k£ to give them to me
( 32 ♦ 41 + double tr Y^^sn ).

Those members of V2 which may combine with both suf
fixes 150 imperative and are incompatible with prefixes 30,
40 goal are labeled intr Vosp* All members of V2 are incom
patible with 51 -plural* No examples ocour in the data of 
members of Y2 which are incompatible with either of the two 
suffixes 150 imperative*

Examples of intr Vosp are given below. 
bf*btti to excrete, mom* ( 54 •* intr V^sp ); 

bi’bitajiil5 You (sg«) exorete 1 ( 54 + intr YgiLP + 151 ); 
bi'bito" ft You (pi.) excrete 2 ( 54 * intr VoSP + 152 ).

Those members of Y2 which may combine with prefixes 
30, 40 goal are labeled tr Yosp*

No examples occur in the data of members of Y2 which 
may combine with prefixes 31, 41, and 42 and are incompatible 
with 32, 43, 44 or of members of which may combine with 30, 
43, 44 and are incompatible with 42, 41* All members of 7^ 
occurring in the data are incompatible with the prefix sequence 
32 + 40.

Examples of tr YoSP are Siven below (for additional 
examples, see subsection 3,1,1* under Y2 and 3*1.2. under
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tr V sp ).

wo#jiiji4# You (sg.) pluck I ( tr Vosp + 151 )j 
hawo#pon4 to pull them. ut> (as weeds), mom. ( 32 * 54 ♦ 
tr Vosp ).

Ji4g4*giw4 to strike me. mom. ( 41 «* 54 *♦ tr Y^sp ); 
hag4*g4 to strike them, non-pres. ( 32 + 54 ■* tr m  )•

m4c4* c4g4 to name you, mom. ( 42 + 54 + tr Vosp ); 
t4c4*c4 to name us. non-pres. ( 43 «■ 54 ♦ tr Vosp ■* 111 )• 

hado/#d4 to have Intercourse with them, non-pres.
( 32 * 54 + tr Vosp ■* 111 ); do’domaj^t# You (sg.) have inter
course (with her) i ( 54 + tr Vosp -4 151 ); m4do#dom4 to have 
intercourse with you, mom. ( 42 ♦ 54 + tr Vosp ).

Those members of which may combine with suffixes 
150 imperative and are incompatible with prefixes 30, 40 goal 
are labeled intr V-g. Those intr V3 which are incompatible with 
51 plural are labeled intr V^sp: those intr which may com
bine with 51 plural are labeled intr V^spp. In combination 
with members of intr spp. 152 imperative pi. obligatorily 
co-occurs with 51, and 151 imperative sg. is incompatible 
with 51.

Examples of intr 7  ̂are given below (for additional 
examples see in subsection 3«1 *1* under V3 and in subsection
3.1.2. under intr Y )•

hihi* to go. pi. actor, non-pres. ( 51 4 intr spp 
♦ 111 ); h^himio# You (pi.) go I ( 51 + intr 7^spp + 152 ); 
himlji&f* You (sg.) go 1 ( intr Vo spp + 151 ),

p.Op.o* to speak, pi. actor, non-pres. ( 51 * intr V^spp
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+ 111 ); jiiokadi to speak, ago actor, dur. ( intr V?spp *
141 )» jii'/iokadi to sneak. pi. actor, dur* ( 51 ♦ intr V^spp 
+ 141 ); jiiokidapi# You (sg.) keep speaking J ( intr Vo spp 
«*> 141 ♦ 151 ); ni*no]gido*=§=You (pi*) keep speaking 2 ( 51 •* 
intr V^spp + 141 * 152 ).

c£k4p4 to work, non-pres. ( intr V^sp ■* 111 ); 
c£k4pan4daji4if* You (sg.) keep working 2 ( intr Y^sp ♦ 141 ♦
151 ); c£k4pano*:|s You (pi.) work i ( intr V^sp ♦ 152 )•

^i^iho* to cough, non-pres. \ intr Y^sp .+ 111 }; 
?i?ihoga/i4 #  You (sg.) cough 2 ( intr V-isp 151 ); ^i?ihogo*4 
You (pl«) cough 2 ( intr Vj3v + 152 ).

These members of V3 which may combine with some or 
all of the affixes, 30, 40 goal, 51 plural. and 150 imperative 
are labeled tr V *̂ Those tr V3 which may combine with prefixes 
31, 41, 42 and are incompatible with 32, 43, 44 and 51 are 
labeled tr V^s* Members of tr Y j which may combine with pre
fixes 30, 43* 44 and are incompatible with 41, 42 and 51 are 
labeled tr TVo. Members of tr Y j which may combine with all 
of the prefixes 30, 40 and are incompatible with 51 are 
labeled tr V^sp. Those members of tr Y j maY combine
with all of the prefixes 30, 40 and with 51 are labeled tr V^spp. 
In combination with members of tr V-sspp. prefixes 32, 43, and 
44 obligatorily co-occur with 51, and prefixes 41, 42 and are 
incompatible with 51* Prefix 31 taay or may not co-occur with 
51 in combination with tr V^spp*

Examples of & L X 3 are given below (for other examples 
see in subsection 3.1.1* under Yj and in subsection 3.1.2* 
under tr V ).
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Ji4m414c4 to start me running, non-pres. ( 41 * tr V^s
♦ 111 ); m4m414cudad4 to cause you to run, dur* ( 42 + tr V-gS
♦ 141 ); ^4m414ci to cause oneself to run (non-first person)
( 31 * trjr^s -*111 ).

to cause selves to fly, to be thrown non-pres. 
( 31 + tr V^p •» 111 ); hajit*joi£udahim4 to throw them, prog.
( 32 + tr V3p ♦ 131 ).

ha^o°mi to break them, non-prese ( 32 * tr 7 -̂p ♦ 111 ) • 
ji4cik4pap.id4 to work for me ( 41 + tr V^sp ); hacik4paji4

V  /to work for them, non-pres. ( 32 * tr V-asp 111 ); m4cik4pajii- 
dahim4 to work for you, prog. ( 42 «■ tr V^sp + 131 );

v /t4cik4pa/iidad4 to work for us. dur. ( 43 + tr V-gSP •* 141 ) •
jiidagikoni to wipe me off ( 41 *■ tr V^spp );hadadag4ko* 

to wipe them off, non-pres. ( 32 + 51 * tr V^spp ■* 111 ); 
?4m4dadag4konahim4 to wipe you (pi.) off, prog. ( 44 ♦ $1 ♦ 
tr V^spp * 131 ); ?4dadag4konad4 to wipe selves off, dur. ( 31
♦ 51 + tr V^spp ♦ 141 ).

Those members of which may combine with prefixes 
30, 40 goal and with the prefix sequence 32 + 40 are labeled 
double tr V .̂ Certain members of double tr Vo may combine with 
$1 plural, while other members are incompatible with that 
affix. Members of double tr which are incompatible with 
51 are labeled double tr V^sp. Those double tr 7 ^ which may 
combine with 51 are labeled double tr Yjspp. In combination 
with double tr Vispp. the prefix sequence 32 ♦ 40 obligatorily 
co-occurs with 51; prefixes 40, unaccompanied by 32, may or 
may not co-occur with 51 in combination with double tir V-̂spp.
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Examples of double tr V j are given below (for other

examples see in subsection 3.1*1. under and in subsection
3.1.2. under double tr V  )•

hajii^i^icudi to give me a drink ( 32 ♦ 41 •* double 
0 / 0tr V^sp ); ham4 i ici to give you a drink, non-pres. ( 32 +

42 •* double tr V-̂sp * 111 ) •
ha/i4mas4ca* to teach me some, non-pres. ( 32 «*« 41 •+ 

double tr V^sp ■+ 111 ); hat4ma§4camahim4 to teach us some. 
nrog. ( 32 * 43 * double tr V^sp * 131 ); ?4mas4<femad4 to 
teach oneself (non-first person), dur. ( 31 ■* double tr V^sp 
141 ); ,4mas4cam4do* # You (pi.) keep going to school. 

teaching yourselves J ( 31 * double tr V^sp * 141 *♦ 152 ).
ha/i4wo*/iid4 to pluck them for me ( 32 ♦ 41 + double 

tr V-̂ sp ); ha^4m4wo*/i4 to pluck them for you (pi.). non-pres.
( 32 * 44 * double tr V-gsp 111 ); hat4wo*/iidahim4 to pluck
them for us. prog. ( 32 ♦ 43 * double tr V^sp 131 );

/ ^hamiwoopidadi to pluck them for you (sg.) dur. ( 32 «♦ 42 *
double tr V^sp + 141 ).

hanidadag4ko/ii d4 to wipe them for me ( 32 + 41 * 51 -* 
double tr spp ); ham4dadag4koja4 to wipe them for you (sg). 
non-pres. ( 32 ♦ 42 ♦ 51 ♦ double tr V^spp + 111 ); t4dag4kojii- 
dadi to wipe (it) for us. dur. ( 43 + double tr V^spp + 141 );ft yr4m4dadako/iidahim4 to wipe (them) for you (pi.), prog. ( 44 *
51 + double tr Vo spp -»• 131 )•

The co-occurrence of affixes 53, 54, 111, 121, 131, 
and 141 with each other in combination with members of V is 
treated in subsection 3.1.1. In subsection 3.1.2., the co-
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occurrence of affixes 30, 40, 51, and 150 and their combina
tion with members of V are treated. In the following para
graphs, we treat sequences in which members of the set of 
affixes 53, 54, 111, 121, 131, 141 co-occur with members of 
the set 30, 40, 51, and 150 in combination with members of V.

53 continuative may co-occur with prefixes 30, 40 goal 
in combination with members of tr 1-^ and double tr In 
combination with double tr V-̂ . it may co-occur with the pre
fix sequence 32 + 40, 54 is compatible with 51 plural; it 
may co-occur with 150 imperative in combination with intr.
tr. double tr V y  In sequence with 150, 53 obligatorily co
occurs with 141 durative.

54 momentaneous may co-occur with 30, 40 goal in combi
nation with members of tr Vo: it co-occurs with 150 in combina
tion with intr. tr Y?_.

Ill non-present and 131 progressive co-occur with 30,
40 goal in combination with tr 2 y  double tr  ̂and with 
the prefix sequence 32 - 40 in combination with double tr y

Both co-occur 51 iu combination with intr. tr ^spp and 
double tr V^spp, 111 and 131 are incompatible with 150 
imperative.

Suffix 121 hortative co-occurs with 30, 41, 43 goal 
in combination with members of tr it is incompatible with 
42, 44 2 sg.. pi., goal, with 51 plural and with 150 imperative.

Suffix 141 durative co-occurs with 30, 40 goal in com
bination with tr ^1 2̂,3 and double tr a and with the previx 
sequence 32 40 in combination with double tr y  may
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co-occur with 51 plural in combination with members of intr, 
tr V-̂  qspp or double tr V^spp. It may co-occur with 150 im
perative in combination with 2,3*

The following formulae express the co-occurrence rela
tionships obtaining between members of the affix set 53, 54,
111, 121, 131, 141 and members of the set 30, 40, 51, 150. Co
occurrence of affixes within each set and their combination 
with members of stem class V are generalized in these formulae; 
actually occurring sequences are according to the co-occurrence 
and combinatorial relationships covered in subsections 3»1*1. 
and 3.1.2. Each formula is accompanied by one or more examples.

(1) ♦ 30, 40 + 53 * V ± 131, (141 + 150):
wupida* to rope, tie, cont. ( 53 * tr Vlt)spp );hawup£da*

to rope them, cont. ( 32 4 53 4 tr Vlt|spp ); hawupida'himi to 
rope them, cont.. prog. ( 32 * 53 * tr V-̂ spp 4 131 ); wupida*d4 
to rope, cont.. dur. ( 53 ♦ tr V^-kspp 4 141 ); 4m£wup£da*d£ 
to tie you (pi.) up. cont., dur. ( 44 + 53 * * 141 ) 5
wupida•dajii'fr You (sg.) keep roping 1 ( 53 * tr V-^spp * 141 «*■
151 ); hawupida’do*^1 You (pi.) keep on roping them I ( 32 4 53 ■* 
tr Vihspp 4 141 4 152 ) •

ktk£* to bite, cont. ( 53 * tr V^a813 ) \ k£k£*him£ to 
bite, cont., prog. ( 53 4 tr Y^ s p  4 131 ); jL£k£k4*d£ to bite 
me, cont., dur. ( 41 ♦ 53 ♦ tr Vi0sp 4 141 ); kiki'dajii# You 
(sg.) keep on biting J ( 53 tr Viasp * * ^ 1  )» kiki’do*^
You (pi.) keep on biting .' ( 53 + + 141 152 )•

/m£m£da° to run, sg. actor, cont. ( 53 + intr V^ s  ); 
mam£da‘himi to run, cont.. prog. ( 53 * intr Vj_̂ s * 131 ); 
m£m4da*d4 to run, cont.. dur. ( 53 +■ intr Vi^s + 141 );
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mimida'dajxi^ You (sg.) keep on running J ( 53 + Intr ♦
141 + 151 )•

wopo* to run, pi. actor, cont* ( 53 ♦ intr VjaP )> 
wopo*himi to run, cont., prog. ( 53 ♦ intr * 131 ); wopo*di 
to run, cont. dur. ( 53 +• intr Vj^P M wopo^doHfc You (pi.)
keen on running, i { 53 intr Vj_aP + 141 * 152 ) •

(2) * 32+40 + 53 + I i 131, 141:
hapimamika• to give them to me. cont. ( 32 + 41 + 53 * 

double tr ); hamimamika*himi to give them to you (sg.)
cont.. -prog. ( 32 *- 42 * 53 «■ double tr T ^ ap + 131 );
hatimamika*di to give them to us, cont.. dur. ( 32 43 + 53 •*
double tr V^an ♦ 141 ) •

(3) * 30, 40 * 54 * V ♦ 111, 141, 150:
gl’giwi to strike (with, a stick) mom. ( 54 + tr V^sp );

* . / 
gi'gi to strike, non-pres, ( $4 * tr V^ap ♦ 111 ); jiigi'giwadi
(rare) to strike me dur. ( 41 * 5  ̂* tr Vosp 141 ) ;g4*giwapi #
You (sg.) strike once .* ( 54 + tr Vosp + 151 ); /ligi’gi to
strike me. non-pres. ( 41 + 54 + tr * m  )> migi*giwi
to strike you (sg.) mom. ( 42 + 54 + tr V3SP ); ^4g4*giwaji4 =#=
You (sg.) strike your self I ( 31 + 54 tr Vosp * 151 );

/t4g4*gi to strike us. non-pres. ( 43 + 54 * tr V^sp * 111 )c 
bi*b4t4 to excrete, mom. ( 54 * intr Vo an )> bi*b4 

to excrete, non-pres. ( 54 ♦ intr Vosp * 111); bi/#bitad4 to 
excrete, dur. { 54 * intr Vgsp ♦ 141 ); b^*b4ta^i4$= You (sg.) 
excrete J ( 54 * intr V^sp + 151 ); b^'bito*^ You (pi.)
excrete 2 ( 54 •*• intr Vosp + 152 ).

(4) * 30 , 40 i 51 «• V * 111, 131, 150, (141 ± 150 ):
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wu®d£ to rope ( tr V^spp ); jaiwu* to rope, tie me. 

non-pres. ( 41 ♦ tr V-̂ spp 4 111 ); miwu'dahimi to tie you. 
•prog, ( 42 4 tr Viftspp 4 131 ); hawu°pidad£ to tie them, dur,; 
?im£wu*p4 to tie you (pl«) non-pres. ( 44 + 51 * tr 7j_tispP *
111 ); t£wu®p4d4do®# You (pi.) keep tying us up 2 ( 43 4 51 t 
tr V-̂ spp 4 141 4 1$2 ); havru^pidajai# You (sg.) tie them up.
roue them 2 ( 32 4 51 4 tr V-^spp 4 151 ),

pi**! to sing ( intr Vlas~P ); Ji£?£daji4 %  You (sg.) 
keep singing 2 ( Intr Yiasp * 141 4 151 ); /li^ido'ft You (pl«)
keep singing 2 ( intr 'V̂ gS'P + 141 4 152 ) •

wakoni to wash. baptize ( tr V^spp ); ^iwako* to wash 
oneself. non-pres. ( 31 4 tr V^spp 4 111 ); hawap4konahim4 
to wash them, prog, ( 32 4 51 4 tr Vo spp 4 131 ) I /liwakonadi 
to wash me dur, { 41 * tr Vo spp 4 141 ); 14wap4kon4da/ii^ You 
(sg.) keep washing us 2 ( 43 + 51 4 tr V -̂spp 4 141 4 151 ), 

c£k4pan4 to work ( Intr Vosp ); cik4pan4dap£4 You 
(sg.) keep working 2 ( Intr V^sp 4 141 * 151 )•

g£w4 to strike (with a stick) ( tr Vosp ); ji4g4wad4 
to strike me. dur. ( 41 4 tr V^ap 4 141 ); £4g4w4daji44: You 
(sg.) keep striking me 2 ( 41 + tr Vosp 4 141 4 151 )J 
hagiw4do®$  You (pi.) keep striking them 2 ( 32 4 tr Vosp 4 141 4 
152 ).

(5) 4 32 4 40 4 51 4 V 4 111, 131, 141:
jiimasicami to teach me ( 51 4 double tr V^sp );

/ yhajiimasifca® to teach me some, non-pres. ( 32 ♦ 41 4 double 
tr V-̂sp 4 i n  ); hamimas£ camahimi to teach you some, prog.
( 32 4 42 4 double tr V-gSp 4 131 ); hat4mas4camad4 to teach us
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some, dur. ( 32 43 + double tr V ^ a y + 141 ).

jiima*ki to give to me ( 41 * double tr Vi-bSP )» 
hamima* to give them to you (sg.), non pres. ( 3 2 + 4 2  + 
double tr Vi-hSP + 111 ); ha?imima*kahimi to give them to you 
(nl.) ♦ nrog. ( 32 + 44 + double tr sp ♦ 131 ); heyaima’kadi 
to give them to me. dur. ( 32 * 41 + double tr Vĵ a'P + 141 ) •

/liwakopidi to wash for me ( 41 + double tr V-aspp );
hamiwapikojii to wash them for you, non-pres. ( 32 + 42 + 51 + 
double tr V^spp ♦ 111 ); ha/iiwapiko;iidahimi to wash them 
for me. prog. ( 32 ♦ 41 + 51 + double tr Vospp + 131 );
hatiwapikopidadi to wash them for us. dur. ( 32 + 43 + 51 +
double tr V^spp + 141 )•

(6) + 30, 41, 42 + V + 121:
ki*^i to bite, hort. ( tr_Vlas£ + 121 ); ?iki*?i to

bite self, hort. ( 31 + tr V]^sp + 121 ); /i4k£*?i to bite
me. hort. ( 41 + hr_YlaS£ * 121 ); tiki*?i to bite us. hort.
( 43 + tr Vlosp + 121 ).

ba#,i to swallow, hort. ( tr Vlasp + 121 ); haba*?i 
to swallow them, hort. ( 32 + tr V^a313 * f^ha’̂ i to eat
me up. hort. ( 41 * tr V1q sp + 121 ).

mua*^i to kill, single goal, hort. ( trj[^as + 121 );
?4mua*?i to kill yourself, hort. ( 31 + tr VlQs + 121 );

 ......... uLcti— 9

;iimua*?i to kill me. hort. ( 41 ♦ tr Vlas -» 121 ).
3.1.4. The present subsection treats sequences in 

which members of V occur in combination with affixes 161 
-ki— oki successive, having verbed. 162 -ci contemporaneous. 
while verbing: 11 si-intensive; 21 ta- indefinite agent. 22 cu-
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Indefinite ob.iect. 411 -mi adverbial-̂. 412 -ma# adverbial^: 
and 52 (reduplicative) distributive.

Subsection 3*1*4*1*, below, treats sequences in which 
members of V combine with suffixes 160. 3,1.4*2, treats se
quences in which prefix 11 co-occurs with affixes 30, 40, 53,
54, 121, 131, and 141 in combination with certain members
of V. Subsection 3»1*4*3* treats those sequences in which 
members of V combine with the affixes 11, 20, and 410. Finally, 
subsection 3*1*4*4* treats sequences in which certain members 
of V combine with 52.

3*1.4*1. Verbs of subclasses established in the preced
ing subsections may combine with suffixes 161 -ki^-oki succes
sive. having verbed and 162 -ci contemporaneous. while verbing.

Suffix 161 may co-occur with prefixes 30, 40 goal in 
combination with members of tr, double tr Vi  ̂j . In combina
tion with members of intr. tr Vo. 161 obligatorily co-occurs 
with 54 momentaneous. It is incompatible with all other 
suffixes and with 53 continuative. No examples occur in the 
data in which 161 co-occurs with 51 plural.

Sequences in which members of V combine with 161 are 
given in formulae (1) through (4) below.

(1) + 30, 40 + tr, double tr VT j + 161:
^oidi to follow ( tr* V^sp ); ha?oid4ki having followed

them, among them ( 32 * tr V^sp ■*> 161 )•
/ / piidi to see ( tr V^sp ); piidoki having seen him

( tr V^sp + 161 ); jai/i4idoki having seen me ( 41 + tr V^sp * 

161 >• ,kiihini to kick ( tr V^sp ); mikiihinoki having kicked
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you ( 42 * tr V^sp + 161 )♦

to drink ( tr V]_as'P ); ^i^oki having drunk (it)
( tr Via3P ♦ 161 ); ha** jf̂ oki having taken a drink, having
drunk some ( 32 «► tr_V^as£ 4 161 ) •

sikojiidi to hoe for some one { double tr V j s v );
/lisikopidiki having hoed for me ( 41 + double tr Y-̂ sp -t 161 ) •

(2) intr 7 ± 3 * 161:
/ //lioki to speak ( intr Yjsr>x> ); jiiokiki having spoken

intr Y3SPP 4 161 )♦
/ ? /? da*a to fly, .lump sg. actor (' intr Y-^s ); da’aki having

.jumped. flown ( intr Y^Qs 4 161 ).
/ / g£*s& to fall. sg. actor ( intr l a *  ); gi'soki having

fallen ( intr Yj^s 4 161 ) •
(3) ± 30, 40 4 54 + t r V 2 1 161 *
wo*pon4 to pluck, mom. ( 54 *■ tr Yosp )> wo*pon4k4

having plucked ( 54 4 tr Yosp 4 161 ); hawo*pon£k4 having
pulled them up (weeds) ( 32 4 54 ♦ tr Yosp * 161 ) •

d6*dom4 to have intercourse, mom. ( 54 ♦ tr Y^an );
do*dom4k4 having had intercourse (with her) ( 54 * tr V^sp 4 
161 ); m4do*dom4k4 having had intercourse with you (sg.)
( 42 4 54 + tr Vosp + 161 ).

(4) .4 54 4 intr Vo 4 161 :
/ sbi*b4t4 to excrete, mom. ( 54 ** intr Y?sp ); bi*b4t4k4 

having excreted ( 54 * intr Yosp 4 161 ).
Suffix 162 may co-occur with prefixes 30, 40 goal in 

combination with members of tr, double tr V]_ 3 and tr Yo» In
combination with members of 7i, 162 obligatorily co-occurs
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with 141 durative and may or may not co-occur with 53 continua- 
tive. It is incompatible with 54 momentaneou3. The data indi
cate that, in combination with 2^ 3, 162 is incompatible with 
other suffixes.

Sequences in which members of V combine with 162 are 
given below.

(1) £ 30, 40 4 53 ♦ tr, double tr 4 141 £ 162:
?u?ad4 to take pi. objects, dur. ( tr VioP 4 141 );

?u?a^4c£ while talcing pl« objects ( tr_Vla£ 4 141 4 162 );
ha^u?u*34c£ while taking them, catching them ( 32 4 53 * 
tr_Via£ * 141 ♦ 162 ); t£?u?u*^£c4 while taking us ( 43 * 53 +
tr Ylan 4 141 + 162),

k£*sad£ to stand (something up), dur. ( tr V ^ s + 141 ); 
k£*sa|£c£ while standing (it) up ( tr V-^s 4 141 4 162 ),

(2) £ 53 4 intr V ± £ 162:
m̂ bdiadi to run, sg. actor, dur. ( intr V-^3 + 141 ); 

m£da|£c£ while running ( intr V^ s  4 141 4 162 ).
/ odarad£ to fly, sg. actor, dur. ( intr_Vlas 4 141 );

da^a^ici while flying ( intr V^Qs 4 141 4 162 ); dadi^ici
while flying along, while bucking ( 53 4 intr Vj_as + 141 4 162 ).

(3) £ 30, 40 4 tr J 2 ^ ¥ 162:
^oidi to follow ( tr V^sn ); ha^oijfici while follow

ing them, while being among them ( 32 4 tr V^sn 4 162 )•
p i & j i c k while looking (at him) ( tr V3SP 4 162 );

ji£ji£î ic£ while looking at me ( 41 4 tr V^sn 4 162 ).
wo*/i£ to -pluck ( tr Vosp ); hawo*ja£c£ while -pluck

ing them, while nulling them up (weeds) ( tr Vo313 * -^2 ) *
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(4) ♦ intr Y ^ £ 162 (no examples occur in the data

of a member of intr Yo in combination with 162 )•
^lioki to sneak ( intr V*>spp ); jiiokici while sneak

ing ( intr V^spp «• 162 )*
3.1.4*2. The prefix 11 si- intensive may co-occur with 

affixes 30, 40, 53, 54, 11, 121, 131, 141 in combination with 
certain' members of V.

Those members of V which may combine with 11 in sequences 
which include one of the affixes 111 non-present. 131 progressive, 
and 141 durative are labeled V in; those V which may not so 
occur are labeled Y non-in. The subclassification V in. Y non
in crosscuts and is independent of the subclasses attested in 
the preceding subsections*

Examples of Y  in are rare in the data; those which
occur in the data are listed below:

/wia to ruin ( trJT^s^JLn ); 
ma*ci to know, learn ( tr V ^ sp in ); 
giwi to strike (with a stick) ( tr Vosp i*1 ) * 
wahudi to sweat ( intr V^sp in );
?amicud£ to understand ( tr V^sp in ).
Prefix 11 may co-occur with prefixes 30, 40 goal in 

combination with tr 7j_ o j s p  in. with 53 contlnuative in com
bination with tr V^sp in. with 54 momentaneous in combination 
with tr V^sp in. and with 121 hortative in combination with 
tr Vi qSP in* 11 may co-occur with suffixes 111 non-present.
131 progressive, and 12|1 durative in combination with any V in. 
Sequences in which 11 co-occurs with these affixes in
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combination with V in are listed and exemplified below.
(1) ± 1 1  + 30, 40 + 53 + tr V1in + 131, 141:
wipia to ruin, cont. ( 53 + tr V^pSp ); siwfpia to

ruin, cont. ( 11 + 53 + tr Vla3P in ); sihawlfpia to ruin them 
( 11 ♦ 32 * 53 + tr_Vlaspi_in ); sihawipiahimi to ruin them, 
cont.. urog. ( 11 ♦ 32 ♦ 53 ♦ tr Vlasp in +131 ); s4hawfpiad4 
to ruin them, cont., dur. ( 11 + 32 + 53 * tr ViQaP ** 141 )'«

(2) ± 11 + 30, 40 ♦ tr 7 1 ^in ± 111, 131, 141:
ma’ci to know, learn ( tr V^sp in ); s4ma*c4 to

(really) know ( 11 + tr V-^sp in ); s4^4ma*ci to be good at it
(non-first person) ( 11 + 31 + tr VifrSP Ip )» s4;i4mai to get
myself to know it non-pres. ( 11 + 41 + tr +  ̂*

siwia to ruin ( 11 + tr Viasp in ); s4^4wia to ruin 
itself, non-pres. ( 11 + 31 + tr Vin3P Ib + 111 ); s4?4w£#him4
to ruin itself, prog. ( 11 + 31 + tr V^qSP In ♦ 131 )•

si?amicudad4 to understand, dur. ( 11 + tr V-asp in +
141 ); s4ji4^amicudad4 to understand me dur. ( 11 + 41 ♦
tr V^sp in * 141 ) J s4m4^amic4 to understand you, non-pres.
( 11 + 42 + tr V-gSP in + 111 ).

(3) 1  11 ± 30, 40 + ( 54 + tr Vo in ± 111 ), (tr Vein
+ 131, 141 ):

g^*g4w4 to strike (with a stick). mom. ( 54 + tr Vosp in) 
s4ji4g4 * g4 to strike me. non-pres. ( 11 + 41 + 54 + tr Vo bp in
+ 111 ); s4hag^*g4w4 to strike them, mom. ( 11 + 32 + 54 ♦
tr Vosp in ); s4m4g4w4 to strike you (sg.) ( 11 + 42 +
tr Vosp in ); s4jiig4wad4 to strike me. dur. ( 11 + 41 +
tr Vosp in + 141 ); s4g4wahim4 to strike (him). prog. ( 11 +
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(4) + 11 + intr V^in + 111, 131, 141: 
s£wahud.£ to sweat ( 11 + intr V^sp in ); siwahu

to sweat. non-pres. ( 11 + intr Vo an in ♦ 111 ); stwahudahimi 
to sweat, prog* ( 11 + intr Y^sp in +131 ); siwahudadi to 
sweat. dur* ( 11 + intr 7 -̂sp in + 141 ) «

(5) ♦ 11 + tr Vlain + 121:
wia*?i to ruin, hort. ( tr Y ± ? sv in + 121 ); s£wia*?i

to ruin, hort. ( 11 + tr Y ^ av in + 121 ) •
3.1.4.3* Sequences in which affixes 11, 20, and 410 

co-occur in combination with members of V are treated in the 
present subsection.

11 intensive may co-occur with prefixes 20 indefinite 
agent, object, and 410 adverbial in combination with members 
of subclasses of V established in 3.1.1. and 3.1.2. Prefixes
21 ta- indefinite agent and 22 cu- Indefinite object obliga
torily co-occur with 410 adverbial in combination with Y; they 
may or may not co-occur with 11 intensive in that combination*
In combination with V, 412 -ma* adverbial^ obligatorily co-occurs 
with 20 indefinite agent, object and may or may not co-occur 
with 11 intensive. Suffix 411 -mi adverbial^ obligatorily 
co-occurs with one or more of the prefixes 11 intensive. 20 
indefinite agent, object ( i.e., at least one must be present) 
in combination with V.

Sequences in which members of Y  combine with affixes 
11, 20, and 410 are listed in formulae (1,2) below.

(1) ♦ 11 + V (non-att. stative) + 411:
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sima’cimi would like to know, learn ( 11 * tr V^b313
- 411 ).

sihimimi wouia like to go ( 11 4 Intr V^snn + 411 ). 
sijiiokimi would like to speak ( 11 * intr V-gspp 4 411 ). 
siwipiamidami would like to go hunting ( 11 4 intr 

V^s 4 411 ).
si^i^imi would like to drink ( 11 4 tr V]^sp + 411 ).

V  /si^i’jiimi would like to smoke ( 11 + tr Yq3t:) 4  ̂*

sijiiidami would like to see ( 11 + tr 7jsp 4 411 ).
sihi^ami would like to urinate ( 11 4 intr Viasp 4 411 ).
(2) 4 11 4 20 4 V (non-att. stative) 4 410:
sitahihimima* laughter inducing, funny ( 11 4 21 4

✓ , .intr Y^su 4 412 ); tahihimimi funny ( 21 4 intr Y j s v 4 411 );
sicuh^himimi full of laughter ( 11 4 22 4 intr V^sp 4 411 ).

sita^’bidami frightening. ( 11 4 21 4 tr V-asp 4 411 );
t a ^ ’bidima* frightening, fright inducing ( 21 4 tr V^sp 4 412 );
s4cu^i*bidami cowardly. scared of things ( 11 4 22 4 tr Y^sp
4 411 ).

sita/i^idami worth seeing ( 11 4 21 4 tr V^sp 4 411 );
/s&tapiidima* worth seeing, interesting ( 11 4 21 4 tr V^sp 4

412 ); sicuji^idami interested, always wanting to see things
( 11 4 22 4 tr V3SP 4 411 ).

/ ?tahi ama* urine inducing, causing one to want to 
urinate ( 21 4 intr Y ± a sv * 412 ); cuh^ama* full of urine.
having to urinate ( 22 4 intr V-|Qsp 4 412 ).

3*1.4.4. One member of V in the data may occur in 
combination with 52 (reduplicative) distributive and with 51
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(reduplicative) plural in such, a way that a clear contrast

/ ?is shown between 52 dist. and 51 Plural: la asipi to trap/A A(labeled tr V-̂ sppd ); la ala*asipi to set traps out dis-
/ Ctributively (for them) ( 52 ♦ tr V-]^sppd ); lali asipi to 

trap them ( 51 * tr Y^^sppd ).
Sequences in which 52 occurs in combination with 

tr Y-^sppd are given below:
(1) ♦ 30 ♦ 52 + tr V^sppd i 111, 131, 141:

/ O  Ohala ala asipi to trap them, dist. ( 32 4 52 4 
? /? ?tr Vĵ sppd ); ila ala asi to get caught, dist, non-pres,

( 31 4 52 ♦ tr Vlt)sppd 4 111 ); hala^ala^asipahimi to trap 
them, dist.. prog, ( 32 4 52 4 tr V^ sppd 4 131 ); lâ ala***- 
asipadi to trap, dist., dur. ( 42 4 tr V^sppd 4 141 ).

Certain members of att V (specifically att V sd) may 
combine with 52 (see 3.I.5.I.).

3.1.5 Sequences in which members of the restricted 
subclasses att Y and stative V combine with affixes are treated 
in this subsection.'*" Members of att V are treated in 3.1.5.1., 
and members of stative V are treated in 3.1.5.2.

Members of these subclasses are restricted in terms 
of their combination with affixes. Of the affixes which are 
exclusively associated with V, members of att V combine only 
with 131 progressive. Certain members of att V (att 7 sp) may 
combine with 51 plural. and certain members of att V (att V sd) 
may combine with 52 distributive; this represents the total 
affix association of members of att V .

Members of stative V obligatorily combine with one or
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the other of the suffixes 131 •progressive or 141 durative. 
Certain stative V may combine with 51 plural. This represents 
the total of affix association of members of stative V .

3,1*5«1* All members of att V may combine with the 
suffix 131 -ahimi~-himi progressive. In addition, certain 
att V may combine with one or the other of the affixes 51 
plural or 52 distributive; certain att V  may combine with 
neither of these.

Those att V which are incompatible with 51 and 52 are 
labeled att V  s. Sequences in which members of att V s combine 
are included in the single formula (1) below,

(1) ■* att Y s + 131:
?on£ka* to become salty ( att V s ); ^on£ka»him4 to

become salty, prog, ( att Y s + 131 ),
topi * to become hot ( att V s ); topi•himi to become 

hot, prog. ( att V s ♦ 131 ),
?i?owi» to become sweet ( att V s ); ^i^owi’himi to 

become sweet, prog. ( att V s + 131 ),
Those att V which may combine with 51 plural and are

incompatible with 52 distributive are labeled att V sp. Se
quences in which members of att V sp combine with affixes are 
included in the formula (1) below.

(1) ±  51 ♦ att V st> ♦ 131:
^uama* to become yellow ( att V sp ); ^u^ama * to

become yellow, plural ( 51 ♦ att V sp ); ?uama*himi to become
?/ ?yellow, prog. ( att V sp ♦ 131 ); u ama*himi to become yellow. 

pi. prog. ( 51 ♦ att V sp ♦ 131 ).
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moika* to become soft ( att V sp ); momoika* to

become soft. pi. ( 51 * att Y sp }; moika*himi to become
soft, prog. ( att Y sp * 131 ); momoika*himi to become soft,
£li». prog. ( 51 * att Y sp 4 131 )•

kawika* to become hard ( att Y sp ); kawipika* to
become hard, pi. ( 51 + att Y sp ); kawika*himi to become
hard, prog. ( att Y sp 4 131 ); kawipika*himi to become hard, 
pi.. prog. ( 51 ♦ att Ysp 4 131 ).

Those att V which may combine with 52 distributive
and are incompatible with 51 plural are labeled att Y sd.
Sequences in which members of att Y sd combine with affixes
are included in the single formula (1) below.

(1) 4 52 * att V sd 4 131:
sawadika* to become thick, strong (as of rope) ( att Y sd);

sa^asiwadika* to become thick, dist. ( 52 4 att Y sd );♦ • • . . . _

sawadika* himi ( att Y sd 4 131 ); §a?a§iwadika*himi to become
thick, dist.. prog. ( 52 4 att Y sd 4 131 ).

sopolika* to become short ( att V sd ); s^osipolika*
to become short, dist. ( 52 4 att Y sd ); sopolika'himi to

/ 7become short, prog. ( att V ad 4 131 ); so osipolika°himi
to become short, dist.. prog. ( 52 4 att Y sd 4 131 )•

wadadika* to become shiny, bald ( att Y sd );
wa^apidadika* to become shiny, dist. ( 52 4 att Y sd );
wadadika*himi to become shiny, prog. ( att Y sd ♦ 131 );
/ ̂wa apidadika'himi to become shiny, dist.. prog. ( 52 4 att Y sd 
4 131 ).

3.1.5.2. Members of stative Y obligatorily combine
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with one or the other of the suffixes 131 -ahimi ̂ -himi 
progressive or 141 -dA durative. Certain members of stative V 
combine with 51 plural: these are labeled stative V spp.
Members of stative V which are incompatible with 51 are labeled 
stative V  s. stative V p. or stative V sp according to their 
co-occurrence with members of minor stem class P(ronoun)
(see 4.1.).

Examples of stative V are given in two paragraphs below 
paragraph (1) exemplifies stative V s. 2 , S£, and paragraph (2) 
exemplifies stative V spp.

(1) stative V * 131, 141:
•kahimi to stand, sg. actor, prog. ( stative V s ♦

131 ); ki’kadi to stand, sg. actor, dur. ( stative V s  + 141 )
V/ Vcu*cikahimi to stand around, inanimate objects, prog.

( stative V p * 131 ); cu*cikadi to stand around.,.dur.
( stative Y p * 141 ).

/ki*kahimi to live, prog, (stative V sp ♦ 131 ); 
ki'kadi to live, dur. ( stative V sp ♦ 141 ).

(2) ♦ 51 stative V spp ¥ 131, 141:
da*kahimi to sit, prog. ( stative V spp ♦ 131 );

/ yda*kadi to sit, dur. ( stative V spp ■*> 141 ); dadihakahimi 
to sit, pi., prog. ( 51 ♦ stative V spp ♦ 131 ); dadihakadi 
to sit, pi. dur. ( 51 ♦ stative V spp -► 141 ).

3.2. Morpheme sequences in which members of the large 
class of N(oun) stems occur in combination with affixes are 
treated in this section. Subclasses of N are established 
according to the combinatorial relationship between members
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of N and affixes. Morpheme sequences involving members of 
N are described in terms of the co-occurrence relationships 
between affixes which may combine with N.

Affixes which may combine with members of N are those 
showing index numbers lo, 30, AO, 51, 200, and 400, Of these 
affixes, those showing index numbers 200 are exclusively 
associated with N. As examples of members of N in combination
with suffixes 200, we cite the following:

s4ki*kig4 full of houses. Phoenix ( 11 51 ■* inal N sp
* 211 ); k O  c4^4d4 inside the house ( inal N sp ■% 221 612 ♦

); ki*|& his house { inal N sp ♦ 241 ); idl'ka^i by
means of a house ( inal N sp * 251 ).

s4?onag4 full of salt ( 11 * al N s «* 211 );
^onici^idi in the salt ( al N s ♦ 221 612 ♦ );?on4ga»Ji
his salt ( al N s ♦ 231 * 241 ); ^onika^i with, by means of 
salt ( al N s t 251 )•

Members of N are grouped into two large subclasses 
on the basis of their occurrence in combination with the 
following affixes: 31 ^4- non-1 reflexive, suus; 32 ha- 3 t>1. 
goal, possessor: 41 p4- 1 sg. goal, possessor: 42 m4- 2 sg.
goal, possessor; 43 t£- 1 pi. goal, possessor: 44 **4m4- 2 pi.
goal, possessor; 231 -ga*~ -ka* alienable possession: and 241 
-^4 3 sg. possessor.

inal(ienable) N labels a subclass of N whose members 
combine with affixes 30, 40, and 241 and are incompatible with 
231.

al(ienable N labels a subclass of N whose members
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combine with affixes 30, 40, 231, and 241, and which, when in 
combination with 30, 40, or 241, obligatorily combine with 231.

Members of each of the subclasses inal N and al N 
are further subolassified according to their combination with 
51 (reduplicative) plural. Those inal. al N which are incompatible 
with 51 are labeled inal. al N s; those which may combine witn 
51 are labeled inal. al N sp.

(An ethnolinguistic aside. The subclassification al N, 
inal N corresponds to a division between two sets of Papago 
domains. Members of al N have reference to the domains of 
topography, soil and natural resources, sky and heavenly bodies, 
water, fire, animals, plants, and people other than kin. Mem
bers of inal N have reference to the domains of body parts, 
kinship, dress and adornment, and man made objects other than 
those built into the earth such as ditches, roads, ponds.)

In the following subsections, we treat sequences in 
which members of N combine with affixes and the co-occurrence 
of affixes in combination with N. Subsection 3*2.1., below, 
treats sequences in which members of N combine with affixes 
30, 40 possessor. 51 plural. 231 alienable possession. 241 
3 sg. possessor, and with the suffix 251 -ka^i instrumental. 
Subsection 3.2.2. treats sequences in which members of M combine 
in sequences which include affixes 11 si- intensive. 51 plural.
211 -gi existential. 411 -mi adverbial^, and 412 -ma* adverbial,.. 
Subsection 3.2.3. treats sequences in which members of N 
combine with suffix 221 -ti^-ci sequence increment.

3.2.1. This subsection is concerned with sequences
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in which members of subclasses inal N and al N. in that order, 
combine with affixes 30, 40, 51, 231, 241, and 251♦

In combination with members of N, prefixes 30, 40 
possessor are mutually exclusive. They may co-occur with 51 
plural in combination with N sp and with 251 instrumental in 
combination with any N. In combination with members of al N. 
prefixes 30, 40 obligatorily co-occur with 231 alienable 
possession. They are incompatible with 241 3 sg. possessor.

Affix 51 plural may co-occur with affixes 30, 40, 241 
in combination with any N sp and with 231 in combination with 
al N sp.

Suffix 231 alienable possession may co-occur with 
affixes 30, 40, 241, and 251 in combination with members of 
al N and with 51 in combination with al N sp.

Suffix 241 3 sg. possessor may co-occur with 51 in 
combination with any N sp and with 251 in combination with 
any N. In combination with al N. suffix 241 obligatorily co
occurs with 231 alienable possessor. It is incompatible with 
prefixes 30, 40.

Suffix 251 instrumental may co-occur with 30, 40, and 
241 in combination with any N, with 231 in combination with 
al N. and with 51 in combination with any N sp.

Sequences in which members of inal N combine with 
affixes 30, 40, 51, 241, and 251 are included in the formulae 
(1,2) below.

(1) ±  30, 40 + ( ♦ 51 + inal N sp ), ( inal N s )♦ 241:
wuhi eye ( inal N sp ); ^iwuhi one’s own eye
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( 31 + inal N sp ); hawuhi their eye ( unusual) ( 32 * 
inal N sp ); ^iwu’pui one*s ovm eyes ( 31 + 51 inal N sp );
hawu'pui their eyes ( 32 4 51 * inal N sp ); ji&wuhi my eye
( 41 * inal N sp )j miwuhi your eye ( 42 + inal N ); 
wuika^i by means of an eye ( inal N sp + 251 ); jiiwuika^i
by means of my eye ( 41 ♦ inal N sp + 251 ); tiwu’pui our
eyes ( 43 + 51 + inal N sp ); ^£m4wu*pul your (pl») eyes 
( 44 + 51 + inal N sp ); tiwu'puika^i by means of our eyes
( 43 * 51 * inal N an * 251 ).

nowi hand ( inal N sp ); no*n4hoi hands ( 51 + 
inal N an ); ?4n6wi one's own hand (non-first person) ( 31 *
inal N sn ); hano*n4hoi their hands ( 32 4 51 * inal N sp );
n /f4no*n4hoika^4 by means of one's own hands, your own hands.
their own hands ( 31 + 51 * inal N sp + 251 ); jiinowi my hand
( 41 + inal N sp ); /linowika^i by means of my hand ( 41 4 
inal N sn 4 251 ); minowi your hand ( 42 + inal N sp );
m4no»n4hoi your hands ( 42 + 51 * inal N sp ); tino'nihoika^i
by means of our hands ( 43 ♦ 51 * inal N sn 4 251 ).

/ *? / mo o head ( inal N sp ); mo*mi heads ( 51 * inal N sn):
o /o4mo ok-â i by means of his, your own head ( 31 *■ inal N sp +
251 ); hamo*mi their heads ( 32 4 51 4 inal N sp )j^imo’mika^i 
by means of your, their ovm heads ( 31 * 51 + inal N sn 4 251 ); 
/i£mo?o my head ( 41 4 inal N sp ); /i4mo?oka^4 by means of my 
head ( 41 4 inal N sp 4 251 ); timo’mi our heads ( 43 4 51 4 
inal N sp ); ^imimo’mi your (pi,,) heads ( 44 ♦ 51 4 inal N sp ).

cihili scissors ( inal N sp ); cicili plural -pairs 
of scissors ( 51 4 inal N sp ); ^icihili your, his, their own
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scissors { 31 + inal N so ); ^icicilika^i by means of your.

V /bis, their own scissors ( 31 + 51 + inal N so + 251 ). micihil4 
your scissors ( 42 * inal N sp ); micicilika^i by means of 
your plural -pairs of scissors ( 42 * 51 + inal N sp •* 251 );

ticihili our scissors ( 43 * inal N sp ); ^imicicili your
(pi.) -plural -pairs of scissors, ( 44 * 51 + inal N sp ), 

ldt0bisi pencil ( inal N sp ); lalabi si pencils
( 51 + inal N sp ); ^iila*bisikaji by means of my pencil ( 41 4
inal N sp 4 251 ); mila•bisikaJi by means of your pencil
( 42 * inal N sp ¥ 251 ); tilalabisika^i by means of our
pencils ( 43 ♦ inal N sp 251 ); ^imilalabisi your (pi.)
pencils ( 44 ♦ 51 * inal N sp ); ^imilalabisika^i by means
of your (pi.) pencils ( 44 * 51 «• inal N sp * 251 ).

wi*bi milk ( inal IT s ); ^iw^'bi its, your, their
own milk ( 31 4 inal N s ); wi*bika^i by means of milk
( inal N s * 251 ); piwi'bika^i with my milk ( 41 * inal N s
*■ 251 ); haw^bika^ji by means of their milk ( 32 4 inal N s
4 251 ); miwi'bi your milk ( 42 * inal N s ); tiwi’bi our
milk ( 43 inal N s ) •

/? /’ohi i urine ( inal N s ); jiihi1 i my urine ( 41 * inal
N s ); mihi^i your urine ( 42 4 inal N s ); tihi^i our
urine ( 43 * inal N s ); ^-imthi^i your (pi.) urine ( 44 ♦
inal N s ); hi^ika^i by means of urine ( inal N s * 251 ).

^o’̂ o* bone ( inal N s ); ^o*^o*ka^4 by means of
bone ( inal N 3 * 251 ); ja4^o*?o* my bone(s) ( 41 + inal N s );
ha^o*^o*ka^4 by means of their bone(s) ( 32 4 inal N s + 251 );

our bone(s) ( 43 + inal N a ).
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(2) ( ♦ 51 + inal N sp ), ( Inal N a ) ±  241 £ 251:
bahi tall ( inal N sp ); ba*b4hai tails, tail 

feathers ( 51 4 inal N an ); bahi^i its tail ( inal N sp 4 
241 ); baika^i by means of the tail ( inal N sn 4 251 ); 
bahi^ika^i by means of its (obviative) tail ( inal N sp 4 
241 * 251 ); ba’bihairjika^i by means of its (obviative) tail 
feathers ( 51 + inal N sn 4 241 ■» 251 ) •

hu’cl fingernail, claw ( inal N sp ); huhuci ̂ huhici
fingernails, claws ( 51 4 inal N sp ); hu*ci^4 his fingernail. 
its claw ( inal N sp ); huhuci^i his fingernails, its claws 
( 51 + inal N sn ); hu*ci^4ka^4 by means of its (obviative) 
claw ( inal N sp + 241 4 251 ).

anus, buttocks ( inal N sp ); ?atika^4 by means 
of the buttocks ( inal N sp 4 251 ); ^a^ati buttocks, pi.
( 51 4 inal N sp ); ^ata^4 his buttocks ( inal N sp + 241 ).

tad4 foot ( inal N sp ); ta*tad4 feet ( 51 + inal N sp )
tada^i his foot ( inal N sp 4 241 ); ta*t4da^4 his feet
( 51 4 inal N sp ♦ 241 ); ta*tad4ka*4 by means of the feet
( 51 4 inal N sp 4 251 ).

wi*b4 milk ( inal N s ); wi*ba^4 its milk ( inal N s 
4 241 ); w i •ba^4ka^4 by means of its milk ( inal N s 4 241 *
251 ).

hi?i urine ( inal N s ); hi?i^4 his urine ( inal 
N s + 241 ).

Sequences in which members of al N combine with affixes 
30, 40, 51, 231, 241, and 251 are included in the formulae 
(1. 2. 3) below.
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(1) ( * 51 + al N sp ), ( al N s ) 4 231, 251:
^u*si stick, tree ( al N sp ); ^u^usi sticks, trees

( 51 + al N sp ); ^u*siga* possessed tree, a tree is owned 
( al N sp » 231 ); ^u^usiga* possessed trees ( 51 ■* al N. sp 4 
231 ); ^u'sika^i by means of a stick ( al N sp ■* 251 );
?u?usika^i by means of sticks ( 51 ♦ al N sp +251 )•

hu*/i4 corn (al N s ); hu*/i4ga* possessed corn 
( al N s * 231 ); bu*jiika^i by means of corn ( al N s 4 251 ).

(2) 4 30, 40 4 ( ♦ 51 ♦ al N sp ), ( al N s ) 4
231 4 251:

^u^u*siga* your, his, their own tree, stick ( 31 4 
al N sp 4 231 ); ha^u^usiga* their sticks, trees ( 32 4 51 4 
al N sp 4 231 ); jii^u’siga* my stick, tree ( 41 4 al N sp 4 
231 ); pi^u^usiga'ka^i by means of my sticks ( 41 4 51 * 
al N sp 4 231 4 251 ); ti^u*siga* our stick, tree ( 43 ♦ 
al N sp 4 231 ); ^imi^u?usiga*ka^i by means of your (pi.) 
sticks ( 44 4 51 4 al N sp 4 231 4 251 ).

^ihahaiwajiiga* his, your, their own cows ( 31 4 51 +
al N sp 4 231 ); hahahaiwajiiga• their cows ( 32 4 51 4 
al N sp 4 231 ); jiihaiwajiiga* my cow ( 41 4 al N sp 4 231 ); 
pihaiwapiga* your cow ( 42 4 al N sp 4 231 ); tihahaiwajiiga•
our cows ( 43 4 51 4 al N sp + 231 ); ^imihahaiwajiiga• your
(pi.) cows ( 44 4 51 4 al N sp 4 231 } •

^iwo*gika* his, your, their ovm road, path ( 31 * 
al N sp 4 231 ); hawopogika* their roads ( 32 4 51 4 al N sp 4 
231 ); /iiwo*gika* my road ( 41 4 al N sp 4 2 31 ); tiwopogika‘
our roads ( 43 4 51 *■ al N sp 4 231 ); ^imiwoegika* your (pi.)
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road ( 44 + al N sp ■» 231 ).

?£hu’jiiga* his, your, their ovm corn ( 31 4 al N s 4 
231 ); hahu*ji4ga*ka^£ with their corn ( 32 4 al N sp 4 231 +
251 ); ji£hu*ji4ga* my corn ( 41 + al N s + 231 ); milm'piga*
your corn ( 42 4 al N s 4 231 ); tihu'/iiga’ka^i by means of 
our oorn ( 43 + al N s + 231 4 251 ); ^4mihu*^4ga* your (pi.)
corn ( 44 4 al N s 4 231 ).

?4?on£ga*ka^£ by means of his, your, their own salt
( 31 + al N s 4 231 4 251 ); ha^oniga* their salt ( 32 ♦
al N 3 4 231 ); jii^oniga* my salt ( 41 + al N 3 4 231 ) j
^imi^oniga0 your (nl.) salt ( 44 4 al N s 4 231 ).

(3) 4 ( 4 $1 4 al N sn ), ( al N s ) 4 231 4 241 ± 251:
?u*s£ga*^4 his stick, tree ( al N sp + 231 + 241); 

^u^usiga*^ his sticks, trees ( 51 4 al N sn 4 231 4 241 );
^u*s£ga*^£ka^£ by means of his (obviative) stick ( al N sp 4
231 4 241 4 251 ); ^u^us£ga*^4kaj£ by means of his (obviative)
sticks ( 51 4 al N so 4 231 4 241 4 251 ).

gogisiga’^i his dog ( al N sp 4 231 4 241 ); gogog£s£ga»-
3  ̂ his dogs ( 51 + al N sp 4 231 4 241 ).

^oniga’^i his salt ( al N s 4 231 ■* 241 ) j^oniga^ika^i 
by means of his (obviative salt ( al N s 4 231 * 241 ). 

hu*p4ga*^i his corn ( al N s 4 231 4 241 ).
3.2.2. Sequences in which members of N ( inal N s.

sn: al N s. sn ) combine with affixes 11, 51> 211, and 410 are 
treated in this subsection.

Prefix 11 si- intensive may co-occur with suffixes 
211 existential and 410 adverbial in combination with members
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of N. It may co-occur with 51 plural in combination with N sp,

51 plural may co-occur with affixes 11 intensive. 211 
existential, and 410 adverbial in combination with N sp.

Suffix 211 -g4 existential may co-occur with 11 
intensive in combination with N, and with 51 Plural in combina
tion with N sp: it is incompatible with 410 adverbial.

Suffixes 411 -mi adverbial^ and 412 -ma* adverbial  ̂
may co-occur with 11 intensive in combination with N, and with 
51 plural in combination with N sp. They are incompatible 
with 211 existential and with each other.

Sequences in which members of N combine with the
above listed affixes are given in formula (1) below (examples 
of N 4 410 are quite rare in the data; N 4 211 is quite frequent).

(1) i 11 4 ( ±  51 + N sp ), ( N_s ) + 211, 410:
ba*banag4 full of coyotes ( 51 4 al N sp 4 211 );

s4ba*banag4 full of coyotes ( 11 + 51 4 al N sp + 211 );
sibanima* coyote like ( 11 4 al N sp * 412 ).

s4^u^uwim4 fond of women ( 11 + 51 + al N sp 4 411 );
si^u^uwima* woman like ( 11 4 51 + al N sp 4 412 ) •

s4k£*kig4 full of houses. Phoenix ( 11 4 51 4 inal N sp
4 211 ).

s4kakaw4yu*g4 full of horses ( 11 4 51 4 al N sp 4
211 ); sikaw4yu*m& fond of horses ( 11 4 al N sp 4 411 ).

ha* sâ iigi there are saguaros ( al N sp t 411 );
siha* sajiigi full of saguaros ( 11 4 al N sp 4 211 ) •

sihukagi full of pines. Prescott ( 11 4 al N s 4 211 ). 
s4to*big4 full of cottontails ( 11 4 al U sp -i 211 );
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totobig4 there are cottontails ( 51 4 al N sp t 211 ).

simumuwaligi full of flies ( 11 4 51 4 al N sp t 211 )• 
s4cu*wag4 full of .jack rabbits ( 11 4 al N s 4 211 ).
si^a^alima* child like ( 11 4 51 4 al N sp. 4 412 ).
3.2.3, Sequences in which members of N combine with 

* 221 -t4~-c4 sequence increment are treated in this subsection. 
Suffix 221 is exclusively associated with N.

In combination with members of N, 221 is incompatible 
with other affixes. An occurrence of a sequence of the type 
N * 221 implies the occurrence of an immediately following 
612 4 S, (see 4*2.).

Sequences in which N combines with 221 are included 
in the single formula (1) below.

(1) 4 N 4 221 612 4 S:
ki’ci ^Idi in the house ( inal N sp ■» 221 612 ^  ).
|iw4d4c4 ^4d4 in the earth, ground ( al N sp 4 221

612 + S^ ).
hu*ji4c4 *̂ 4d4 in the corn ( al N s 4 221 612 4 ).
?o*?odic4 ?4^4 in the sand ( al N s 4 221 612 4 S^).
?u*s4t4 ?an4 on the tree, stick, post ( inal N sp 4 

221 612 4 S2 ).
/ o /kaw4yu*ti ab4 onto, against the horse ( inal N sp 

4 221 612 4 S3
wo^ot4 ?am4 at the water hole ( al N sp 4 221

612 S± ).
3.3* In the present section, we treat morpheme se

quences in which members of the class of A(ttribute) stems
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occur in combination with affixes. Membership in A is quite 
large, but the class as a whole is unlike the other two major 
stem classes in that the number of affixes which are exclusive
ly associated with it is quite small (two affixes, one of which 
combines only with a subclass of A), whereas, for the other 
two major stem classes, N and V, the number of divisive 
affixes is somewhat larger (five for N, twelve for V ).

Affixes which combine with members of A are those 
showing index numbers 11, 51, 52, 300, and 400. Of the 
affixes combining with members of A, those included in century 
300 are exclusively associated with A.

Of the suffixs3 300, 321 -cu^u abstractive provides a 
frame which is diagnostic of A. All members of A may combine 
with 321. Examples of members of A in combination with 321 
are given below:

si^uamicu^u the yellow one ( 11 + adv  ̂A^ + 321 );
/ y Osikawikicu'u the hard one ( 11 + adv-jÂ sp +321 ); 

sawadikicu u the thick one (as rope) ( non-pred A  ̂+
321 );

the big one ( pred A„ + 321 ) •
Association with affixes 11 si- intensive. 51 (redupl.) 

plural. 52 (redupl.) distributive, and 311 predicative 
serves as a criterion for the establishment of two large sub
classes of A.

A^ labels a subclass of A whose members may combine 
with 11 intensive and are incompatible with 52 distributive 
and with 311 predicative. Certain members of A^ may combine
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with 51 -plural: those which may are labeled A-̂ sp; those Â _ 
which are incompatible with 51 are labeled A^jes.

A2 labels a subclass of A whose members may combine 
with 52 distributive and are incompatible with 11 intensive 
and 51 plural. Certain members of A2 may combine with 311 
predicative. Those A2 which may combine with 311 are labeled 
pred Ao: those which are incompatible with 311 are labeled 
non-pred A^.

Association of members of A with suffixes 411 -mi 
adverbial  ̂and 412 -ma* adverbial^ is as follows.

Certain members of A-̂  may combine with 411 adverbial^ 
and are incompatible with 412 adverbial ;̂ these are labeled 
adVjA^. Members of A^ which may combine with 412 adverbial  ̂
and are incompatible with 411 adverbial^ are labeled acLv^^.
All members of A2 are incompatible with 412 adverbial^. and 
all members of pred are incompatible with 411 adverbial^.
All members of non-pred A2 may combine with 411 adverbial  ̂.

The reduplicatives 51 plural and 52 distributive 
occur in non-overlapping or complimentary distribution in 
combination with members of A; i.e., 51 combines with members 
of A-p while 52 combines with members of A2. 51 plural is a 
reduplicative having, in most of its occurrences, one or the 
other of the shapes CV*CV... or CVCV... • 52 distributive
has one or the other of the shapes CV^VCV... or CV^VCV^V... . 
The possibility of considering these shapes as members of a 
single morpheme is obviated by the contrast demonstrated in 
association with at least one member of V ( lali^asipi 51 V
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to trap plural objects : la*ala4asipi 52 V to trap, dist.: 
see 3*1*4*4.). The possibility of isolating the intrusive 
/ V  in 52 as a separate morpheme co-occurring with the re
duplicative has not been considered here.

Similarly, in combination with members of A, suffixes 
411 adverbial-̂ and 412 adverbial  ̂occur in non-overlapping 
distribution. There is no member of A which may combine with 
both 411 and 412 (though some members of V, N may; see 3»1.4.3« 
and 3«2.2.).

In the following paragraphs, we treat sequences in 
which members of A a n d  A2, in that order, combine with affixes.

The co-occurrence relationships between affixes which 
may combine with A are stated in the immediately following 
paragraphs.

Prefix 11 si- intensive, combining with A^, may co-occur 
with 51 plural in combination with members of Aĵ sp. with 411 
adverbial  ̂in combination with adv-jA^. and with 412 adverbial  ̂
in combination with adVoA^. It may co-occur with 321 abstractive 
in combination with any A-̂ . It is incompatible with members of 
A2 and hence, with affixes 52 distributive and 311 predicative.

51 (redupl.) plural. combining with members of A ^  may 
co-occur with 11 intensive and with 321 abstractive In combina
tion with A1sp. It may co-occur with 411 adverbial1 in combina
tion with adv^A^sp and with 412 adverbial,, in combination with 
adVoA^sp. It is incompatible with 311 predicative and with 52 
distributive.

52 (redupl.) distributive, combining with members of
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A2, may co-occur with 321 abstractive in combination with 
any A2 and with 311 -predicative in combination with -pred A »̂
It may co-occur with 411 adverbial^ in combination with non- 
pred A * . It is incompatible with 11 intensive and with 412 
adverbial .̂

Suffix 311 -Ji predicative, combining with pred Ao. 
may co-occur with 52 distributive. It is incompatible with 
312 abstractive and with 411 adverbial^. It is incompatible 
with A^ and hence, with affixes 11 intensive and 412 adverbial^.

V *}Suffix 321 -cu u abstractive, combining with all A, 
may co-occur with 11 intensive in combination with A^, with 
51 plural in combination with A^sp, and with 52 distributive 
in combination with Ag. It is incompatible with 410 adverbial 
and with 311 predicative.

Suffix 411 -mi adverbial^ may co-occur with 11 inten
sive in combination with adVjA^. with 51 plural in combination 
with adv Â-̂ sp. and with 52 distributive in combination with 
non-pred A». It is incompatible with affixes 311 predicative.
321 abstractive and 412 adverbial2» Suffix 412 -ma* adverbial^. 
combining with adVoA^. may co-occur with 11 intensive in combina
tion with any adv^A^. and with 51 plural in combination with 
adVoA^sp. It is incompatible with suffixes 311 predicative.
321 abstractive, and 411 adverbial^.

Sequences in which members of A^ combine with affixes 
are given in formulae (1,2) below. Formula (1) represents 
sequences in which adVjA.̂  occurs, and formula (2) represents 
sequences in which members of adv^l occur.
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11) ±  11 + ( ±  51 4 adv^A^sp ), ( advi Ai s ) + 321,411: 
kaw4k£ hard, difficult ( adv^A^sp ); sikawiki hard. 

difficult ( 11 4 adVjA^sp ); sikawipiki hard, pi, { 11 + 51 ♦ 
adviAi ap ); s£kaw£k£cu?u the hard one ( 11 4 adVjA^sp 4 321); 
s£kaw£p4k4cu?u the hard ones ( 11 * 51 ♦ adv^Aisp 4 321 ); 
sikawikami hard, with difficulty, diligently ( 11 -% adv A^sp 
4 411 ); sikawipikami hard. jdI.(as in to make them hard)
{ 11 4 51 4 adv^A^sp + ^11 ) #

moiki soft ( adv^A^sp ); simoiki soft ( 11 4 adVjA^sp); 
simomoiki soft, pi. ( 11 t 51 + adv Â-̂ sp ); simoikicu^u the 
soft one ( 11 4 adVjA^sp 4 321 ); simomoikicu^u the soft ones 
(11 4 51 + adv^A^sp 4 321 ); simoikami softly, soft ( 11 *
.adv A ;sp 4 411 ).

/ . . ys4g4w4k4 strong, stiff ( 11 4 adv^A^sp ); S4g4w4p4k4
strong, pi. ( 11 4 51 * adVjA-̂ sp ); giw4k4cu^u the strong one
( adVjA^sp * 321 ); s4g4wikam4 strongly, diligently ( 11 4
adVjA-̂ sp 4 411 ).

si^i^owi sweet ( 11 4 adv^A^s ); ^i^owicu^u the
sweet one, sugar ( adv^A^s 4 321 ); si^i^owimi sweetly ( 11 4
adv^A^s 4 411 ).

(2) 4 11 4 ( 4 51 4 adv A sp ), ( adv^A,s ) 4 321, 412:— — ~2 1 ~
•>/ . ?/?uami yellow ( adv A sp ); s4‘u ,am4 yellow, pi.( n  +^ X

51 4 adv^A^sp ); s4^uam4cu^u the yellow one, palomino ( 11 t- 

adVoA-̂ sp 4 321 ); si^u^amicu^u the yellow ones ( 11 4 51 ♦

1 ^  * 321 ) > si^uamima4 yellow, adv. ( 11 * adv A sp 4
j 4 X

412 ); Vam4ma* yellow, adv.. £l. ( 51 * advj^sp 4 412 ).
s4cuk4 black ( 11 4 adv Â-̂ sp ); s4cuS4k4 black, pi.
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( 11 * 51 ♦ adVoA-̂ sp ); sicukicu^u the black one, Negro ( 11 4
adv A^s^ * ^21 ) ; cucikicu^u the black ones. Negroes ( 51 +
Ml^l-SE * 521 ); sicukuma* black, adv. ( 11 * a d v ^ sp * 412 );
siSucikuma* black. £l., adv. ( 11 4 51 ♦ adv A S£ ♦ 412 )./ , 2~1

siwigl red ( 11 + adv^sp ); siwipigi red, jdI.
( 11 4 51 * adVoA-̂ sp )'; w£gi£u^u the red one, bay, redhead
( adK2-i.SE * 521 }; wigima* red, adv. { adv^A^sp 4 412 ).

situha white ( 11 4 adv.A^sp ); to'*ta* white. pi.
( 51 + advj^sp ); situacu^u the white one ( 11 4 advj^sp +
321 ); situhama* white, adv. ( 11 4- adv A sp 4 412 ).2“”1*"̂

s£to/i£ hot ( 11 4 adv Â-̂ sp ); tcyi£cu?u the hot one,
l^e ( adv.oAjS 4 321 ); s£to/i£ma* hot, adv. ( 11 4 advj^s 4 412).

Sequences in which members of Ag combine with affixes 
are given in formulae (1,2) below. Formula (1) represents 
sequences in which members of non-pred Ar> combine, and formula
(2) represents those in which members of pred A  ̂combine.

(1) 4 52 4 non-pred A2 4 321, 411s
sawadiki thick, strong (as of rope) ( non-pred A^ );

sa^asiwadiki thick, dist. ( 52 4 non-pred A ): sawadikicu^u* * “ ' ■ 1 ■ »    £ • #
the thick one ( non-pred A  ̂4 321 ); sa^asiwadikicu^u the 
thick ones, dist. ( 52 4 non-pred A„ 4 321 ); sawadikami6 • i
thickly, thick, adv. ( non-pred An 4 411 ); sa^asiwadikami 
thick, dist.. adv. ( 52 4 non-pred A^ 4 411 ).

sopoliki short ( non-pred A  ̂ ); so^osipoliki short. 
dist. ( 52 4 non-pred Ao ); s<^pol£k4cu?u the short one ( non- 
pred Ao 4 321 ); so?os£pol£k£cu?u the short ones, dist. ( 52 4
non-pred Ao 4 321 ); sopol£kam£ short. adv. ( non-pred Ao 4 411);
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/ oso'osipolikami short, dist, adv, ( $2 + non-pred + 411 ),

komaliki thin, flat and thin ( non-pred Ao };
k^okomaliki thin, dist, ( 52 + non-pred A o  ); komalikicu^u 
the thin one ( non-pred Ao * 321 ); k&?okomalikicu^u the thin
.ones, dist, ( 52 + non-pred + 321 ); komalikami thin, adv.
( non-pred A,-. + 411 ); ko^okomalikami thin, dist,, adv. ( 52 + 
non-pred A.-. + 411 ).

wadadiki shiny, bald ( non-pred ); wa^apidadiki 
shiny. dist. ( 52 + non-pred Ao ); wadadiki cun the shiny 
one ( non-pred A,, + 321 ); wa^apidadikicu^u the shiny ones, 
dist, ( 52 t non-pred Ao + 321 ); wadadikami shiny, adv,
( non-pred Ao ♦ 411 ); wa^apidadikami shiny, dist,, adv,
( 52 ¥ non-pred A,, f 411 ).

(2) v 52 ¥ pred A£ ± 311, 321:
cimi small ( pred Ao ); ci^icimi small. dist,, ( 52 * 

pred ); cima^i small. pred, ( pred Ao * 311 ); ci^icima^i 
small, dist., pred. ( 52 ¥ pred Ao + 311 ); cimicu^u the small 
°QQ ( pred Ao + 321 ); ci^icimicu^u the small ones, dist.
( 52 ¥ pred Ao + 321 ).

ciwi long ( pred Ao ); cf?iciwi long, dist. ( 52 *
Pred Ao ); ciwaji long pred. ( pred Ao ¥ 311 ); cî ic'iwajji
l°ng» dist,. pred. ( 52 + pred Ao + 311 ),* ciwicu^u the long 
one ( pred Ao + 321 ); ci^iciwicu^u the long ones, dist,
( 52 + pred Ao + 321 ).

( pred Ao ); gl^igidi big, dist. ( 52 + 
pred Ao ); g^i^i big., pred. ( pred Ao + 311 ) j gi^igidaji
big, dist., pred. ( 52 + pred A? + 311 ); gi^icu^u the big
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one ( £red_A2 + 321 ); gi’igidicu^u the big, ones ( $2 + 
pred A2 ♦ 321 }.
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FOOTNOTE TO CHAPTER III

1. Certain stems which satisfy the criteria for member
ship in one or the other of the subclasses of V are multi- 
morphemic. That is, there are certain morpheme sequences 
which can substitute (in some set of frames) for single 
morphemes of one subclass or other. The final morpheme in 
a multimorphemic stem is here termed a S T M  FORMATIVE (not 
treated in this grammar).

All members of att V are multimorphemic, being 
sequences of the type A(ttribute) plus -V’ (long vowel 
appearing as / -i* / after ( I as / -u* / after ( U ■), 
and. as / -a* / after 4 A ■)•) developmental. to become.
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CHAPTER IV

MINOR STEMS AND AFFIXES 
4. The present chapter is concerned with morpheme 

sequences in which members of the various minor stem classes 
occur in combination with affixes and, in the case of members 
of the minor stem class P(ronoun), sequences in which these 
co-occur with members of the major stem class V(erb) (see
3.1.) and with affixes combining with V.

Minor stem classes are those which have small, easily 
listable, inventories and whose members are individually fre
quent in texts. Classes of minor stems are established on 
the basis of occurrence in combination with divisive affixes; 
they are three in number: P(ronoun), S(patial), and Quantifier)

As in the case of affixes combining with major stems,
we present an inventory of affixes with which members of the 
minor stem classes combine. Affixes are supplied with index 
numbers by which they are hereafter represented in morpheme 
sequence formulae. Affixes are grouped into centuries accord
ing to their stem association; affixes $00 combine with members 
of P, 600 with S, 700 with S and P, and 800 with Q  Within 
each century, affixes are grouped into decades whose members 
are mutually exclusive and similar in distribution.

Of the affixes in the following inventory, a total
of six is divisive for P; four affixes are divisive for S;
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and two are divisive for £. Two suffixes, 711 and 712 combine 
with certain members of classes P and S.

Certain of the affixes which combine with major stems 
also combine with certain minor stems.

Prefixes 11 si- intensive: 31 non-1 reflexive, 
suus; and 32 ha- 3 pi. goal, -possessor may combine with mem
bers of P in certain sequences of the type ♦ 11 ♦ 30 ♦ 521 ♦
P _* 531* An occurrence of a sequence of this type is always 
followed immediately by a member of V plus-minus certain 
affixes.

The reduplicative 52 distributive may combine with 
members of minor stem class £ (see 4.3.).

The inventory of affixes 500 through 800 is presented 
below. The distribution of multiple alternants of certain of 
these affixes is given in 2.2.
500 Affixes combining exclusively with members of P:
510 511: m- subjunctive;

512: n- interrogative;
5131 h- introductive.

520 521.1: ?a— --a-, 521.2: ?o*-.— o*-, 521,3; ?V-, 521.4:
-u- non-specified mode.

530 531.1: -ti, 531.2: -d4 personal non-present.
ft / f540 541.1: ra*-, 541.2: ...V... personal deictic.

600 Prefixes combining exclusively with members of S:
610 611.1: 7i-, 611.2: 7i*- proximal deictic;

612.1: 7a-, 612.2: 7a-, 612.3:^4- distal deictic;
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6l3ol: g£-, 613.2: ga- ultradistal deictic;
614.1: hi-, 614.2: hi- interrogative deictic.

700 Suffixes combining with members of P and S:
710 711.1: -i?i, 711.2: -a?a, 711.3: -a*i, 711.4: -i*,

711.5: -a*, 711.6: -ai demonstrative deictic.singular:f
712: -m£ demonstrative deictic, plural.

800 Suffixes combining exclusively with members of (J:
810 811.1: -ho*, 811.2: -o* times:

812: -pa* places.
In the immediately following paragraphs, the relation

ships of order for each affix or set of distributionally 5
similar affixes are defined. Each paragraph includes paren
thetic reference to one or more following sections in which
co-occurrences and combinations are treated.

Prefixes 310 occur word initially in all occurrences; 
they are always followed by the prefix 521. Sequences in which 
prefixes 510 combine are of the following type: ±  510 + 521 ♦ P. 
(see 4.1.). Example: ma/ii 1 sg.» sub.lunotive ( 511 * 521 +
Pxs ).

Prefix 521 occurs adjacent to the stem in all its 
occurrences; it may or may not be preceded by one of the pre
fixes 510 in sequences of the type * 510 ♦ 521 ♦ P... (see 4.1.) 
Example: napiti 2 sg. interrogative, non-present ( 512 + 521 *• 
P ^  * 531 ). Prefix 521 may, in certain sequences, be preceded 
by 11 and/or 30: + 11 t 30 ♦ 521 *■ P... (see 4.1.). Example: 
s£?4^£-0-t£ 1 w{a#= It got ruined, it ruined itself. ( 11 +
31 + 521 * P^sp t 531 I tr Vla3P in + H I  )•
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Suffix 531 occurs adjacent to the stem and word 
finally (not followed by other suffixes) in all its occurrences:
•••£ ± 531 (see 4.1.). Example: ?atit£ 1 pl„. non-specified 
mode, non-present ( 521 P̂ j) + 531 ) <>

Prefix 541 occurs word initially and adjacent to the
stem in all of its occurrences: + 541 + P... (see 4.1.). Ex-

o /ample: 'a’pimi 2 pi,. deictic, dem. jgl. ( 541 * P^E + 712 ).
Prefixes 610 occur word initially and adjacent to the 

stem in all of their occurrences: 610 S... (.see 4.2.). Ex
ample: ^ama^i right over there ( 612 + 711 ).

Suffixes 710 occur word finally and adjacent to the 
stem in all their occurrences: ...S, P * 710 (see 4.1. and 4.2,). 
Examples: ?a*cima 1 pi.. deictic, dem. pi. ( 541 P ^  * 712 ); 
“̂ •ya^a right over here ( 611 v S^ + 711 )♦

Suffixes 810 occur word finally and adjacent to the 
stem in all occurrences: £ + 810 (see 4.3.). Example: gô kirpa* 
in two places ( 812 ),

The following sections give the inventories of each 
of the minor stem classes together with sequences in which 
members of each class combine with affixes.

4.1. The present section treats morpheme sequences 
in which members of the minor stem class P(ronoun) (five members) 
occur in combination with affixes and sequences in which they 
co-occur with members of V. The inventory of members of P is 
as follows: I^s^i^ni 1 sg.; P2-s p4 2 sg.; P^jd cl 1 pi.;
P ^  mi'v-pi- 2 pi.; P^sp higA~'gA-^0 3 non-specified number 
(see 2,2.14, for distribution of multiple alternants).
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Affixes which combine with members of P are those 
showing index numbers 500, 700, and 10, 30. Of these, affixes 
500 are exclusively associated with P and are diagnostic thereof. 
Any member of P may combine with any of the affixes 500.

According to their combination with suffixes 700, mem
bers of P fall into three subclasses. P s labels a subclass
of P whose members (P s and P s) may combine with 711 demon-1 2“
strative deictic, singular and are incompatible with 712 
demonstrative deictic, plural. P p labels a subclass of P 
whose members (P^£ and may combine with 712 demonstrative
deictic, plural and are incompatible with 711 demonstrative 
deictic, singular, P sp labels a subclass whose single mem- 
ber (P^sp) may combine with either of the suffixes 710 demon
strative deictic. All members of P may occur unaffixed.

Sequences in which members of P combine with affixes 
541 personal deictic. 711 demonstrative deictic, singular, 
and 712 demonstrative deictic, plural are presented in three 
formulae below.

(1) 4 541 ♦ Px 2s 4 711:
?a*;i4 1 sg.. deic. ( 541 4 P s, ); ^a’jaî i 1 sg.

dele.. dem. sg. ( 541 4 P £ 4 711 )•
2 sg.. deic. ( 541 4 PgS ); ?a*pi?i 2 sg. deic.. 

dem. sg. ( 541 4 P ^  4 711 ).
(2) 4 541 4 Pj£ 4 712; 4 541 4 P^£ 4 712 ( in combina

tion with 541, P ^  is always followed by 712 ):
lj*., deictic ( 541 * P^£ ); ?a*cim4 1 pi..

deic., dem. pi. ( 541 4 P̂ jo 4 712 ).
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?a°pimi 2 pi, dele,, dem, pi, ( 541 4 ?2£ 4 712 ),
(3) ♦ 541 4 P^ap 4 710:
h4gi 3 non-specified numbertdelo. ( 541 + P^sp); 

h^gami 3 non-sp. no. deic., dem. pi. ( 541 *» P^sp 4 712 ); 
h^ga^i 3 non-sp. no. deic., dem. sr. (541 4 Posp 4 711 ).

The remaining discussion of members of P is divided 
into two subsections below. Subsection 4*1.1. treats sequences 
in which members of P occur in combination with affixes 510, 
520, and 530; subsection 4*1.2. treats sequences, longer than 
a'single word, in which Pw ( a sequence including P plus one
or more of the affixes 510, 520, 530) co-occurs with Vw ( a
member of 1  plus-minus certain affixes).

4.1.1. All members of P may combine with affixes
510, 520, and 530 in sequences of the types 4 510 4 520 4 P ♦
530 and P 4 530. Sequences of these types are always followed, 
in the case of those beginp^ng in 510 or P, by a member of 
V plus-minus certain affixes, or either preceded or followed, 
in the case of those beginning in 520, by a member of V plus- 
minus certain affixes (see 4.1.2.).

In the following paragraphs, the combination of members 
of P with affixes 510, 520, and 530 is exemplified fully.

(1) 4 510 4 520 4 P ± 530:
?a/i4 1 sg.. nonspecified mode ( 521 4 P^s ); ?anid4 

1 sg. nonsp. mode, nonpresent ( 521 4 P ^  4 531 ); maji4 1 sg., 
sub.iunctive ( 511 4 521 * P^s ); manidi 1 sg.. sub.i. nonpres.
( 511 4 521 4 P^s 4 531 ); naji4 1 sg.. interrogative ( 512 * 
521 4 Pĵ s ); nanidi 1 sg.. inter., nonpres. ( 512 4 521 4
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4 531 ); kuji4 1 sg,. intro. ( 513 4 521 + );

kunidi 1 sg.. intro., nonpres. ( 513 4 521 4 * 531 ).
?ap£ 2 sg«. nonsp. mode ( 521 * P^s ); ?ap£t£ 2 sg.. 

nonsp. mode, nonpres. ( 521 + P2s 4 531 ); mapi 2 sg.. sub.i.
( 511 + 521 * P^s ); mapiti 2 sg.. sub.i., nonpres. ( 511 4 
521 4 P2is 4 531 ); napi 2 sg.. inter. ( 512 4 521 4 P2_g ); 
napiti 2 sg.. inter., nonpres. ( 512 4 521 4 3?2<s 4 531 ); 
laipi 2 s r . . intro. ( 513 4 521 4 P2<s ); kupiti 2 sg.. intro.
nonpres. ( 513 + 521 4 p^s 4 531 ).

?ac£ 1 pi., nonsp. mode ( 521 * P̂ jg ); ^at£t£ 1 pi..
nonsp. mode ( 521 4 P̂ jd 4 531 ): maci 1 pi., sub.i. ( 511 4 521 4
Pj£ ); mat£t£ 1 pi., sub.i., nonpres. ( 511 4 521 4 P̂ jd 4
531 ); nac4 1 pi., inter.. ( 512 * 521 4 P £ ); natiti 1 pi..
inter., nonpres. ( 512 4 521 4 P̂ jd ); kuc4 1 pi., intro.
( 513 *■ 521 4 P^£ ); kutiti 1 p1. . intro., nonpres. ( 513 4 
521 4 Pl£ 4 531 ).

?aip.£ 2 pi.. nonsp. mode ( 521 4 PgP ); ^amiti 2 pi., 
nonsp. mode, nonpres. ( 521 4 P2£ 4 531 ) 5 mama 2 pi. sub.i.
( 511 * 521 4 P2<p ); mamiti 2 pi., sub.i., nonpres. ( 511 4 
521 4 P2£ 4 531 ); nam4 2 pi., inter. ( 512 4 521 4 p2jd ); 
namiti 2 pi., inter., nonpres. ( 512 4 521 4 ?2£ + 531 );
Jmima 2 b1*« intro. ( 513 4 521 4 P2£ ); kum£t£ 2 pi., intro. ,
nonpres. ( 513 4 521 4 P2p 4 531 ),

?o*-0 3 nonsp. no.. nonsp. mode ( 521 4 P^sp );
‘‘’a-^-ti 3 nonsp. no.. nonsp. mode, nonpres. ( 521 4 P^sp 4
531 ); mo* -0 3 nonsp. no.. sub.i. ( 511 4 521 4 P^sp
ma-0-ti 3 nonsp. no.. sub.i.. nonpres. ( 511 4 521 4 P^sp 4 531);
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no*-0 3 nonsp. no., inter, ( 512 4 521 4 P^sp ); na-0-t£
3 nonsp, no, inter,, nonpres, ( 512 + 521 4 P-̂ sp + 531 ); 
ku-0 3 nonsp. no,, intro. ( 513 4 521 4 P^sp ); icu-0-ti 
3 nonsp. no., intro., nonpres. ( 513 4 521 4 P^sp + 531 ).

(2) 4 P 4 531:
nidi 1 sg.. nonpres. ( P ^  + 531 ); piti 2 sg.. non

pres. ( P2s + 531 ); t£t£ 1 pi., nonpres. ( P ^  4 531 );
rniti 2 pi.. nonpres. ( P2jd + 531 ); 0-t* 3 nonsp. no., non
pres, ( Posp ♦ 531 ),

Sequences in which members of P combine with prefixes 
10, 30 are of the following types: (1) 4 11 4 31 + 521 4 P^sp
+ 531; (2) 4 11 4 32 4 521 ¥ P 4 531. Sequences of this type
in which 11 si- intensive is present are always immediately 
followed by a member of V subclass tr V sp in plus-minus 
certain affixes according to their co-occurrence with P plus 
affix(es) (see 4.1.2.). Sequences of this type in which 11 is 
absent and in which 3° Is present are always followed immediate
ly by a member of one of the subclasses tr, double tr V p. sp. 
spp plus-minus certain affixes according to their co-occurrence 
with P plus affix(es) (see 4.I.2.). As examples of sequences 
of this type, we cite the following.

s£ha?an£d£ 4- haw^pia4j=- I have ruined them. ( 11 4 32 4 
521 4 Pxs 531 32 v 53 4 tr Vlgsp in ).

si^4^4-0 4 wi’himi It is getting ruined. ( 11 4 31 4 
521 4 P.sp tr V^sp in 4 131 ).

ha^anidt 4- hahahai 4^ I have broken them. ( 32 4 521 4 
Pxs + 531 32 4 51 4 tr V^spp 4 H I  ).
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4.1.2, In subsection 4.1.1. above, sequences in which 

members of P combine with affixes are treated. In the present 
subsection, we treat sequences in which members of P plus one 
or more of the affixes 510, 520, 530 co-occur with members of 
V and with affixes which combine with V. That is, we treat 
morpheme sequences longer than a single word and in which a 
co-occurring pair of morphemes is a member of P and a member 
of V; such a sequence is hereinafter termed a PRONOUN-VERB 
PHRASE, A pronoun-verb phrase always includes a member of P 
plus one or more of the affixes 510, 520, 530 (a sequence 
hereinafter termed a PRONOUN WORD and symbolized as Pw) and a 
member of V plus-minus one or more affixes according to their 
co-occurrence with P plus affix(es) (a sequence termed VERB 
WORD and symbolized as Vw).

Within each of the obligatory parts (Pw and Vw) of a 
pronoun-verb phrase, there are morphemes having reference to 
one or more of the categories of tense, aspect, mode, person, 
and number. The following subsections treat the co-occurrence, 
within the pronoun-verb phrase, of morphemes having reference 
to tense-aspect (4.1,2.1.) and of morphemes having reference 
to person-number (4.I.2.2.). Morphemes having reference to 
mode, 510 and 520, are not relevant to the co-occurrence of 
morphemes within the pronoun-verb phrase, being relevant 
rather to the co-occurrence of the pronoun-verb phrase itself 
in frames larger than a single phrase. The presence or absence 
of 510 and 520 is relevant, however, to the discussion of the 
relative order position of each of the obligatory constituents
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in the pronoun-verb phrase.
In a given pronoun-verb phrase, Pw may or may not be 

contiguous to Vw. Certain specific Pw may either precede or 
follow Vw; certain Pw always precede Vw. Those Pw in which 
the first morpheme is 510, .10, 30, or P (i.e., 510 + 521 + 
P...; +10 + 30 ♦ 521 + P...; P + 531) always stand before 
Vw. Examples: napi I cikipani I" Are you working ? ( 512 
521 + intr V^sn ); ha^anidi I hahahai $  I have broken
them. ( 32 * 521 * P^s + 531 32 + 51 + tr V^spp * 111 );
nid o» mi>j/ jiLi $=■ 1*11 be seeing you. ( P^s + 531 
42 v tr V-jsn + 111 ). Those Pw in which 10 and/or 30 is 
present are always contiguous to Vw, while those beginning 
in 510 or P may or may not be contiguous to Vw (see examples 
above). Those Pw in which the first morpheme is 521 (i.e.,
521 + P + 531) may either precede or follow Vw. If they pre
cede Vw they may or may not be contiguous thereto; if they 
follow, they are always contiguous to Vw. Examples: ?api 
&Ck4pani ̂  I am working. ( 521 + P^s intr V^sp ); cikipani 

I am working. ( intr V?sp 521 + P^s )•
In the following subsections, certain examples include 

one or more particles (morphologically free morphemes which 
always occur unaccompanied by affixes). Particles are symbol
ized as X (with subscript abbreviations of their meanings) 
in the morphemic breakdowns following examples. Example:
-fut future occurring in nid o* I will sneak.
( + 531 Xfut intr V^svv + 111 ).
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4,1.2.1.. The present subsection treats the co-occurrence 

of morphemes included in Pw and Vw which have reference to 
tense-aspect. Specifically, we treat the co-occurrence of 
the morphemes 531 personal non-present (combining with P), 
and 53 continuative 54 momentaneous, 111 non-present, 131 
progressive, 141 durative (combining with members of V.

Suffix 531 -ti^-di personal non-present is incom
patible with 131 progressive (in the same pronoun-verb phrase). 
In sequence with members of V^ (i.e., in a pronoun-verb phrase 
in which 531 and a member of verb subclass are present),
531 obligatorily co-occurs with one of the affixes 53 continua
tive. Ill non-present, or 141 durative. In sequence with V2,
531 obligatorily co-occurs with the affix pair 54 momentaneous 
and 111 non-!-present or with the suffix 141 durative. In se
quence with members of V^, 531 obligatorily co-occurs with 
one of the suffixes 111 non-present, or 141 durative. In se
quence with stative V , 531 obligatorily co-occurs with 141, 
and in sequence with att V . 531 is incompatible with suffixes 
(i.e., in sequence with 531, members of att V must be un
accompanied by suffixes).

In a pronoun-verb, 53 continuative may or may not co
occur v/ith 531 personal non-present. Suffixes 111 non-present 
and 141 durative obligatorily co-occur with 531* Suffix 131 
progressive is incompatible with 531. Members of att V . un
accompanied by 131, obligatorily co-occur with 531»

Those Pw in which 531 is present are labeled Pw non
present; those Pw in which 531 is absent are labeled Pw present.
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Those Vw which may co-occur, in the same pronoun- 
verb phrase, with Pw non-present are listed in formulae be
low. In the formulae, three dots (...) stand for morphemic 
material which is irrelevant to the co-occurrence treated 
here; the notation () refers to the relationship of co-occur
rence without reference to sequence order of the elements 
involved in the co-occurrence. Five formulae are listed be
low for co-occurrence of Vw with Pw non-present; each formula 
is supplied with one or more examples.

(1) ...P 4 531 0 ...4 53 + v1 4 141:
wapiga* ^anidi gi 'I toki* jf- 2 irrigated the cotton.

( 53 + tr V1Lsp 521 4 P s 4 531 P ^  al N s ).
nid a pi s o' wa ?i ha J'sasida'di^1 I will keep on

fegfltoa.ttiqa. < EiS + 531 Sref gjuot Igfut 5ref
—term ^2 4 53 4 tr V^sc + 141 ) • The particle sequence
X _ w a ^  referential 4 X, , pi dubitative 4 X .si quota- —ref      —dub   — quot «.... .....
tive 4 wo’̂ o* future 4 Sref war“’a referential 4 ^term
?i termlnative is a frequently recurring particle cluster 
translated in all its occurrences as to keep on (verbing); 
in most of its occurrences, this particle cluster co-occurs 
with 141 durative.

napit o* ^ na*nida* Is Are you going to build a fire ? 
( 512 4 521 * Pgg * 531 Xfut 53 + tr Vltsp ).

(2) ...P 4 531 () ...+ 54 4 V2 ^ lU, 141:
napit o* ^ ^i’^i^ Are you going to smoke ? Would

you like a smoke ? ( 512 4 521 * P2<s 4 531 X ^ t 54 4
tr V^sp 4 111 ).
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nid a pi so* wa ha ̂  % C m jfinadi $  I will keep on smok- 
iSS-them. ( E jM  + 531 3^  X ^  X ^  X ^  Xpef X ^
32 4 54 4 tr ^ 2 3V ¥  ̂•

nid 0* \1/ wo*pi gi ^ cuculi =| I will pluck the chicken.
( HqS + 531 Xfut 54 4 tr VoSp 4 111 P^S£ al N s ).

(3) *••£ + 531 0 * HI, 1U1:

nid o* 4 cikipi 4  I will work, I am going to work.
( £xs 4 531 Xfut Intr V3sp 4 111 ).

0-t o* I  /liokadi^ He will be talking. ( P ^ £  4 531
Sfut intr + H I  ) •

gl * ^apiti ki $=- You have apparently put on a little 
weight, ( intr Vlasp 4 111 521 4 I^s + 531 Xeyid ),

natit o* i' sa’dadi 4  Are we going to keep herding ?
( 512 4 521 4 P^£ 4 531 Yfut tr_VlbS£ + 141 ).

(4) ...P + 531 0  ...att V :
0-ti ki o 1 tuha* 4  It is apparently going to get white. 

( £3.211 + 531 xevld xfut att Y sp ).
moika* ^a-0-ti It got soft, ( att V sp 521 + P^sp t

531 ).
(5) ...P 4 531 0  stative 7 4 141:
napiti i ̂ i a pi s o' wa ^i da'kadi-i‘‘‘i'ya^a 4 Are you 

going to stay (keep on sitting) here ? ( 512 4 521 4 P£S +
531 S5 Xref X ^  Xquot Xfut Xref Xterm .stative V a +
141 611 4 S. 4 711 ).

Those Vw which may co-occur with Pw present (,,.P 
unaccompanied by 531 personal non-present) are listed and 
exemplified in three paragraphs below.
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(1) ... P () ...t 53 * V i 131s
m.4ihim4 It is burning. ( intr + 131

521 •* P3S£ ).
?ap4 ha4' sas4da* \  I am. herding them. ( 521 4 

32 + 53 + tr Vlb.sp ).
V -0 +  He is drinking. ( tr_V^aS£ 521 + P^sp).

wap4ga*him4 âj&'f- I have teen irrigating. ( 53 +■
tr Vlbsp * 131 521 * P s ).

(2) ...P () ...I1>2>3 i 131:
cik4pan4 ?ac4 4  We are working. ( intr V -̂sp 521 4

)•
cilcipanahimi ^o*-04 He has been working ( intr V^sp +

131 521 + P sa ).
w£*yii **o*-0 gi 4- wihog4=f= He is sucking the mesquite

bean. ( tr V2sp 521 * P sp P S£ al N s ).
/ “3 ~3

^4*^i4him4 ^ o * ^ ^  He has been smoking. ( tr V^sp +
131 521 * P3££ ).

(3) .*•£ 0  ...att, stative V 4 131:
moika*him4 ^o*-0 It is getting soft. ( att V sp 4

131 521 * P3<s£ ).
^am4 ^o*-0 4 k4*kahimi^ It has been, standing there.i

( 612 + Sj_ 521 + P s£ stative V s + 131 )•

4.1.2.2. This subsection treats the co-occurrence, with
in a pronoun-verb phrase, of morphemes included in Pw and Vw 
which have reference to the categories of person and number.

Of the morphemes included in Vw, the verb stem (sub
class based on combination with 30, 40 goal. 51 plural, 52
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distributive, etc., see 3.1.), and the affixes 30, 40 goal,
plural, have reference to person and number. The reduplica

tive 52 distributive is also relevant to the discussion of 
number in pronoun-verb phrases in which Vw includes a member 
of att V. Of the morphemes included in Pw, the pronoun stem 
(P^ 2<s, £> P^s p. see 4.1.2.1.) has reference to the categories 
of person and number.

The immediately following paragraphs treat the co
occurrence of members pf P with members of the various sub
classes of intr V (for the definition of which, see 3.1.2.).

P-. (first or second person singular, actor) may"“1 >
co-occur with intr V s , intr V sp, and intr V spp and are 
incompatible with intr V p. In sequence with intr V spp they 
are incompatible with 51 plural.

Pj °r second 'person plural, actor) may co
occur with intr V p. intr V sp. and intr V spp, and they are 
incompatible with intr V s. In sequence with members of 
intr V spp, they obligatorily co-occur with 51 plural.

P3sp ( third person non-specified number, actor) may 
co-occur with intr V s, jd, S£, s p p . In sequence with intr V spp,
it may or may not co-occur with 51 plural.

The relationships of co-occurrence stated above are 
expressed in four formulae below. Each formula is followed 
by its scope (meaning) in parentheses,

(1) ...P^2js, ISsp... () .. .intr V s, intr V spp...
(single actor performs an intransitive action):
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nid o* 7i I  da* 4 I am going to .iump» ( P^s + 531

£fut + 111 ).
napit o* 4 ml*'!1 Are you going to run ? ( 512 ■* 521 ♦

^2- *531 Xfut intr_Vlt)s v 111 )„
^u^uhigi ?at o* 4" da* 4  The bird la going to fly.

( al N s 521 4 P^sp 4 531 Xfut Intr Y ĵs 4 111 ).
/ifok£ ?o*-0 He is speaking. ( Intr V^spp 521 4

£3£& )•
nid o* I  j i i o i  I am going to speak, ( P^s + 531 

^fut Ifltr Y ŝjê  +111 ).
nap&t o* 4  koi4 Are you going to sleep ? ( 512 +• 521 4 

P2s 4 531 S fut Intr V1Lspp 4 111 ).
(2) • • *£2_ 2̂ * -P̂ jp♦ •» () • • oi^ntrJT-p.»» (plural 

actors perform an intransitive action):
wopo* ?oci4 We are running,. ( 53 4 intr V-^p 

521 ♦ ).
namit 0* ^i >1* ̂ i ’/ii^ Are you (pl«) going to .jump ?

( 512 t 521 ♦ £ jE ♦ 531 Xft[t lntrTlal * 111 ).
^u^uhigi ?a-0-t o* 4 The birds are going to

£LZ* ( al N s 521 4 P ^  + 531 Xfut intr_Vla£ ).
(3) 0  ••• Intr V sp,«0 (single 

(plural) actor(s) perform an intransitive action):
napit o* 1 cikipi 4  Are you going to work ? ( 512 4

521 + P2s 4 531 XfUt Intr Y^sp 4 111 ).
namit o* -I cikipi =§■ Are you (pl») going to work ?

512 4 521 4 P2£ +531 X ^ t  intr Y^sp 4 111 ).
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cikipani ?ac4 'f We are working, ( Intr V-gSP 521 4

>•
gi* ^anidil7 I got fat, ( Intr V]_a3~P + H I  521 +

Pxs 4 531 ).
0-t O* I  jaiijr He (they) will sing* ( P^sp + 531

Xfut Into XjeSt. * 111 ).
(4) 22> £ 3̂ 2**• O  •••51 * intr 7 s p p ...

(plural actors perform an intransitive action; plural actor
is redundantly marked):

tit o* i^ î qo*^ We will sneak. ( + 531
51 + intr V^spp 4 111 )♦

namit o® ^ ko'ki^f1 Are you (pi.) going to sleep ?
( 512 * 521 ♦ P2£ 4 531 Z f U t 51 * intr Vlbspp 4 111 )*

wipioti ^o*-0 ̂  They are vomiting. ( 51 * intr V^spp
521 4 P^S£ ).

The immediately following paragraphs treat the co
occurrence of members of P with the prefixes 30, 40 goal in 
sequence with members of the various subclasses of tr V  or 
double tr Y (see 3»1.2.).

In sequence with tr V or double tr V . P]_£i (first person
singular, actor) may co-occur with 32 3 pi. goal. 41 1 sg.goal.
42 2 sg» goal, and 44 2 pi. goal and is incompatible with 
31 non-1 reflexive and 43 1 pi. goal. In sequence with tr V 
or double tr V . P„]d (first person plural, actor) may co-occur 
with 32, 43, 44 and is incompatible with 31 and 41.

In sequence with tr V or double tr V . I^s, 2 (second 
person singular or plural, actor) may co-occur with 30, 41,
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and 43 and are incompatible with 42 and 44.
P^sp (third person non-specified number, actor) may 

co-occur with any of the prefixes 30,40 goal in sequence 
with tr V or double tr V.

Examples of sequences in which members of P co-occur 
with prefixes 30, 40 goal are listed in four sets of formulae 
below.

(1) . • .P^.». () 32, 41, 42, 44 »• • • J • • îL* * •
() + 32 + 41, 42, 44 .*.double tr V ...:

ha^anidi j- hahahai^ I have broken them. ( 32 + 521 +
+ 531 32 51 t tr Y^snn * 111 ).

pi* ^inidi lei 0 ^  mai^ I can^ seem to figure
JJLSfc. < ^ eg 521 V . 531 Xevid X ^  41 ♦ j*LVlbS£ ♦ 
111 ).

nid o' **1 hami \t wapikopi ̂  I will wash them for you.
+ 531 Xterm 32 * 42 «* 51 + double tr V^sp-p -t 111 ).

ma/ii ha?im4\^m^sicami ̂  I am teaching you some. ( 511 ♦ 
521 * P-̂ s 32 + 44 * double tr V̂ st?) .

(2) .. «P^pi.. \ ) 32, 42, 43 , 44 *. * * J * * .Pĵ p. •.
() * 32 ♦ 42, 43, 44 ...double tr Y .«.:

gi tit o* ti 'l'mo»nidi* ̂  Let's play cards I ( X , mm

—hort Il£ + 531 ifut 43 * « H I  ) •
?aci mi'lplidi'f1 We see you. ( 521 *• P £ 42 +

tr VoSp ).
tit o* ha^imivjwapikoni^We will wash them for you.

( + 531 XfUt 32 + 44 t 51 + double tr V^sup + 111 ) 0
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(3) •»»P 51 p«• • () 30 > 411 43 • • Y» • • > * * *1*- > £• *»

mtf G*
0  ± 32 4 41, 43 »*«double tr V ...:

napiti ha-J'/î i "f1 Did you see them ? ( $12 4- $21 4 
PgS 32 * tr Y^sp 4 111 ) 0

nami i*^ima si cami^ Are you going to school (teaching 
yourselves) ? ( $12 4 $21 4 P̂ j) 31 4 double tr Y*,sp ).

pit o* hajii^ma* gi ■j'lu'lisi*^ You will give me some 
candy, ( P2<s 4 $31 Xfut 32 4 41 4 double tr Vltsp 4 111 
P^3£ a l l  s ).

mamit o* ti4- gigosiif You (pi.) will feed us, ( $11 4
521 * P2£ * 531 43 ♦ tr Y^sp ♦ 111 ).

(4) • • .P3SP*, • () 30 j 40 , • • tr_i>Y», • j •, *P̂ *̂ b f) 4
32 4 40 ..♦double tr Y.,,:

jiik^i ?a-0-ti gi^nr(i*wali4' The bee stung me. ( 41 4
tr V^sp 4 111 $21 4 P^sp 4 $31 PoSP al N sp )•

0-t o* tii ̂ ukisi'f’ It will rain on us. We will get
some rain. ( P̂ sr, * $31 Xfut 43 ♦ tr Y^sp 4 111 ).

na-0-ti ^imi^ Xukisi^ Did it rain on you (pi.)?
( $12 4 $21 4 P^sr 4 $31 44 4 tr Y sp 4 111 ).

na-0-ti hamiima* gi llialix Did he give you some money ?
( $12 4 $21 *4 PoSp + $31 32 4 42 4 double tr V ^ sp *
P^sp al N s )•

na-0-ti l^iku* gi 1 cianida*^ Did the store close
(itself)? ($12 4 $21 4 P^sp 4 $31 31 4 tr Y-̂ spp 4 ill P^sr
al N sp )•

Sequences in which members of P co-occur with members 
of stative Y and att Y are treated below. Those stative Y
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which may co-occur with P s or P sp and are incompatible 
with are labeled stative V s. Members of stative V which 
may co-occur with P p and with P sp and are incompatible with 
P s are labeled stative Y p; stative V which may co-occur with 
any P are labeled stative Y sp, and those which may combine 
with 51 plural are labeled stative V spp.

P-L 2—  (first or second person singular, actor) may co
occur with stative, att V s, stative, att V sp, stative 7 spp, 
and att V sd; they are incompatible with stative Y  p and with 
the affixes 51 plural and 52 distributive,

P^ (first or second person plural, actor) may co
occur with stative V p, stative, att V sp, stative V spp. and 
att V sd; they are incompatible with stative V s. In sequence 
with att V sp or stative V spp, P-̂  2E obligatorily co-occur 
with 51 plural; in sequence with att 7  sd. they obligatorily 
co-occur with 52 distributive.

P^sp (third person non-specified number, actor) may 
co-occur with any stative V or att V . It may or may not co-occur 
with 51 plural in sequence with stative Y spp or att V sp and 
with 52 distributive in sequence with att Y  sd.

Examples of sequences in which members of P co-occur 
with members of stative V and att V are presented in three 
formulae below.

(1) 2~** * 0  ...stative, att V s...: ...stative,
att V s p ..., ...stative V s p p ..., •..att V sd...:

nid ?i a pi s o* wa ^i da * kadi ̂  I will stay (keep 
on sitting), here. ( ♦ 531 Sj
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x.ef 2 ^  stativeJLSEE ).
n a p i t 4 - a  p4 s o* wa ki“kadi -J/ ^i“ya^a^ .Are 

you going to keep on living here ? ( $12 4 521 ♦ P^s ♦ $31

-5 -ref ^dub ^quot -fut -ref -term Sfot3i-V5-I SP, ) •
?ap£t4 it ^1 gi^ida*^ You have gotten big. ( 521 +

M  * 531 2term att. V .sd ) *
giw&ka* ^anidi"!5 I have gotten strong. ( att V an 

$21 v P2s 4. 531 ).
(2) 2*2* ** ^  «».stative V p.... .. .stative V sd.

*.*$1 + stative 7 s u p..., ...51 4 att V so.... ...52 * att 7 
sd...:

natiti j a pi s o‘ wa gigokadi'f1 Are we going 
to keer> on standing here ? ( 512 4 521 4 P ^  + 531 X ^
^dub ̂ quot 2fUt ^ref -term -sta.t.ive V P )♦

namiti 1 ?i a pi s o* wa ?i dadihakadi• I
you (pi.) going to stay (keep on sitting) here ? ( 512 4- 521 *
P £ + 531 s, I . I X X  ̂ X 51 t“2 ”5 -ref —dub “quot “fut “ref —term
stative Y sou ).

?ac£ ^ami 4* ki’kahimiif1 We have lived there (used to
live there). ( 521 4 P̂ j) 612 4 stative V s~p + 131 ) •

g^wipika* ?amiti klft You' (pi.) have apparently gotten
strong. ( 51 + att V sp 521 4 P p 4 531 X , , )- -- --- V"*2 “evid

c4?4ciwida*]iimi ?aciT We are getting tall. ( 52 - 
att V sd 4 131 521 + P £ ).

(3) ...P̂ sjs... 0  ...stative, att V.... ...51 4
stative V spp..., ...51 - att V sp..., 0..52 4 att V sd...:

na-0-ti j ?i a pi s o* wa ?i kl»kadi4 Should it stay
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here ? ( 512 ♦ 521 4 P-sp 4 531 S_ X 2. X .  -3-^ “5 “ref “dub -quot
XA ... X . X. stative 7 s).-fut -ref -term----------

moika* ?a-0-ti gi 4, ̂ iwidilf The ground got soft.
( att V sp 521 + P^sp 4 531 P^sp al N sp ).

dadihakahimi *io*-0r|= They have been sitting. ( 51 
stative 7 spp 4 131 521 t P^sp ).

kawipika’himi *io*-0̂ j= They are getting hard. ( 51 4 
att 7 sp 4 131 521 4 ).

sa^asiwadika*himi ^o*-0 ki g4 4 wipi^ina*^ The 
ropes are apparently getting thicker . ( 52 4 att 7 sd 4 131
521 4 P3S£ Xevid P3S£ 51 4 Inal N sp ).

4.2. Sequences in which members of the minor stem 
class S(patial) (five members) occur in combination with 
affixes are treated in this section. The inventory of members 
of S is as follows"1: mi there  ̂ (away from speaker), at;
S2 ni there2 (neither to nor away from speaker), on; S3 bi 
there  ̂ (toward speaker), against; di^*-dA there^ (general 
spatial-temporal), in, then, this, who; ?i r^-y- -a here.

Affixes with which members of S combine are those 
shov;ing index numbers 600 and 700. Of these, prefixes 600 
are exclusively associated with S. Minor stems S represent 
an aggregate class of whose members, no two have identical 
distribution in terms of combination with affixes. Of the 
affixes which combine exclusively with members of S, none is 
diagnostic; i.e., century 600 includes no prefix with which 
all members of S may combine.

All members of S may occur unaccompanied by affixes.
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Sequences in which each of the members of S combines with 
affixes are given in separate paragraphs below.

Affixes which combine with S^ are 611, 612, 613, and
711. Sequences in which combines with these affixes are
included in the single formula (1) below.

(1) ♦ 611, 612, 613 * Sx + 711:
*?imi there>1 proximal (611 + S^ ); ^i’ma^a there^ 

proximal. dem. ( 611 + S^ + 711 ); ?ami ther6^ distal 
( 612 -»• ); ?ama?i there-  ̂distal, dem. ( 612 + * 711 );
gimi there  ̂ultradlstal ( 613 * Sj_ ); gama^i there^ ultra- 
distal. dem. ( 613 * S + 711 ).

Affixes with whi-eh S2 combines are 611, 612, 613, and
711 (but in slightly different sequences from those in which 
S^ occurs ). Sequences in which S^ combines with these affixes 
are included in the formulae (1,2) below.

(1) + 611, 612 + S2 £ 711:
?ini there,-, proximal ( 611 + ); ̂ *na^a there^

proximal. dem. ( 611 + S,, + 711 ); ^ani there^ distal
( 612 + s2 ); ^ana^i there^ distal, dem. ( 612 + S2 + 711 ).

(2) + 613 + S2:
gini there2 ultradistal ( 613 + S2 ).
Affixes which combine with S^ are 612, 614, and 711J

S^ combines with these affixes according to the single formula
(1) below.

(1) + 612, 614 ♦ S i 711:
?ab£ there.3 distal ( 612 f S^ ); ^aba^i there^ distal. 

dem. ( 612 «■ Sj + 711 ); hibi there  ̂interrogative (where)
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/

( 614 + ); hibai there  ̂Inter., dem. ( 614 * + 711 )•
Affixes with which combines are 610 and 710 accord

ing to the formulae (1) through (4) below.
(1) 4 611 4 S. ♦ 710:"""
?id4 there^ proximal (this) ( 611 ¥ ); ^i’da^a

this, dem. ( 611 4 * 711 ); ^i^dami these.- d-em. -pi.
( 611 4 S4 * 712 ).

(2) v 612 ♦ t 711:
?4d£ there, distal ( 612 4 S, ); ?ida* there . 4 — — —  —4 .----------4

distal, dem. ( 612 4 S. 4 711 )."“4
(3) ♦ 613 + S.:4
gidi there, ultradistal ( 613 ♦ S. ).• 4 -~4
(4) 4 614 4 S, 4 711:“4
h^dai who ( 614 ♦ S. 4 711 ).« —4
Affixes with which combines are 611, 613, and 711; 

sequences are listed in formulae (1,2) below.
(1) 4 611 4 Sc 4 711:

/^ia here proximal ( 611 4 ); ?i*ya?a here proximal.
dem. ( 611 4 S$ 4 711 ).

(2) 4 613 t S^:
ga beyond ( 613 4 )«
4.3o Morpheme sequences in which members of the minor 

stem class £ (twelve members) combine with affixes are treated 
in this section. Members of £ are listed in inventory as 
follows: one; 2, SO*ki two; ^  waiki three; Cfy gi^iki
four; ^  hitasipi five; cu’dipi six; w£w4k4 seven;
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/ *i s t /2ig gigi ik* eight; humugita nine: w£s£t£ma8m£ ten;
mu^iki- many; £^2 hima'^h^mi- one.

Affixes with which members of £ combine are those 
showing index numbers 52 and 800, Suffixejs 800 are diagnostic 
of £,

All members of £ may combine with suffixes 810 in 
sequences of the type included in the formula (1) below.

(1) * £ ± 810:
himaki one ( £^ ); h^mako* once, one ( £^ 4 811 ); 

himakipa8 one -place ( £^ * 812 ).
go’ki two ( £2 ); goko8 twice, twenty ( £^ 4 811 ); 

go8kipa* two places ( £2 ♦ ^12 )#
waiki three ( £^ ); waiko* thrice, thirty ( £^ 4 811 );

waikipa8 three places ( £^ * 812 ).
gi^iki four ( £^ ); g4?iko8 four times, forty

( £^ 4 811 ); gi^ikipa* four places ( £^ 4 812 ).
hitasipi five ( £^ ); h^tasipo* five times, fifty

( £,. 4 811 ); h^tasipipa8 five places ( £^ 4 812 ).
V  / . v  /cu»dipi six ( £g ); cu8d£po* six times, sixty

( 4 811 ); cu*d£pipa8 six places ( + 812 ).
wiwiki seven ( £^ ); wiwiko* seven times, seventy 

( £7 4 811 ); wiwikipa8 seven places ( £^ 4 812 ).
gjfgi^iki eight ( £g ); gigi^iko* eight times. 

eighty ( £g + 811 ); glgi^ikipa* eight -places ( £g * 812 ).
humugiti nine ( £9 ); humugito* nine times, ninety 

( £^ 4 811 ); humugitipa0 nine places ( £^ 4 812 )0
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wis£t£ma°mi ten ( ); Wis£t£ma*miho* ten times
* &10 v 811 ); w£s£t£ma*m£pa0 ten places ( &-J.0 * 812 ) •

mu^iko* many times ( 4 ) > m^ikipa* many
places ( 4 812 ),

Mma* one ( £^2 )> ĥ -miho* once ( g^2 ■*> 811 );
hima’pa* one place ( 0.̂ .2 * 812 >’

Members of £ which may combine with 52 distributive
are through &]_o° In combination with C^, 52 obligatorily
co-occurs with 811; in combination with £2 through ̂ 0*
incompatible with suffixes 8106 Sequences in which members
of £ combine with 52 are listed in formulae (1,2) below.

(1) * 52 ♦ * 811:
hlhimako * by ones ( 52 ♦ ♦ 811 ).
(2) ± 52 * &2...%0:
go^ogoki by twos ( 52 4 £2 );
v/a^awaik£ by threes ( 52 + );
gi^igi^iki by fours ( 52 * );
hi^£h£tas£p£ by fives ( 52 * );
cu*ucu^ud£p£ by sixes ( 52 4 );
/wipiwiki by sevens ( 52 + £y ); 

gl^igi^igi* by eights ( 52 ¥ );
huhumugiti by nines ( 52 + );
w£?4w4*s4t4ma*m£ bv tenq ( 52 ♦ ).
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